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SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Mercantile Agency
—OF—

EDWARD RUSSELL & CO.,
31

Exchange St.,
PORTLAND,

MAINE.

The January Issue of the Reference Book
will be ready for delivery Immediately, and will
contain the names, location, business and ratings
of over

—

ADDRESS

—

T. FRANK JONES, MANAGER.
JanO
sndlwteodlw

INSURANCE.

W.I). LITTLE &

Exchange Stbeet, Portland, Me.
a Year. To mail subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advanoe
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Backache, Drawing-down Fain, Weary,

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701.

iel7snly

ANNEAL

MEETINGS*.

PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY.
ANNEAL

MEETING.

the Stockholders of the
annual meeting
THE
I’ortlaai Railroad Company will be held in
the
Mechanics
of

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Jan. 12, 1886.
M 111 A Ml 8PM | 7 1' M |11 PM
Barometer 30.229 30.266 30.269 30.363 30.460
—7.2
0.2
—0.2
Thermo’r. —10.5 —4.3
—7.8 —15.3 —18.5
Dew Point I—13.5 —15 3
67.1
04.2
04.2
68.0
Humidity. ; 8G.0
W
W
W
W
Wind.IN
6
3
6
3
Velocity... 10
Weather.. [Clear Clear Clear Iciear Clear
3.3
Mean uaily bar. ..30.316{Maximum tlier
Mean dally tlier..
5.81 Minimum ther.... —11.5
Mean daily d’w pt.—13.3 {Max. vel. wind.... 13 W
00
Mean daily hum.. —70.41 Total precip
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with all other symptoms ol Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
111; he bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by It, and Is now about her house in better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mr. Charles Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over ex-

...

—

ertion, lifting, etc.
E. J. Watson, Fern St., Bangor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown's Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Hermon, had Kidney

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(Jail. 12, 1880, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time

Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
a time. Had a constant tired feeling and sick
headache, together with the usual

at all stations.
__

I Thcnuo’ter

BAGKACHE,

Observation.

Hall, Portland,
MONDAY. Jan. 18,188C, at 3 o’clock p.
m.,for the choice of Directors and the transaction
of any other business that may legally come beE. A. NEWMAN, Secretary.
fore them.
Portland, Jan. 11, 1880.janlld7t

New London 80.61
Boston, Mass 30.40

Eastport,

anual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Co., will be
held at the office of the Company, 617 Commercial
Street, in the City of Portland, Me., on TUESDAY
thelDthdayof January current, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon, for the election of Directors and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
Jan. 4, 1880.
CHAS H. FOYE, Clerk.
d2w
jan4

PORTLAND STEAM PACKET CO.

30.43
30.54
30.51
30.51

Philadelphia. 30.53
Washington.. 30.56
Atlanta, Ga..
Charleston...
Jacksonville.
Savannah,Ga
New Orleans

30.46

30.50
30.40
30.50

30.48

Cincinnati, O 30.48
Memphis.30.45

BROWN’S

Pittsburg....

30.47

Buffalo, N.Y. 30.38
Cleveland.... 30.41
Detroit. 30.38

SARSAPARILLA

THE

Me 30.34
29.99

ML Wash’t’u
Portland. Me
Albany, N. Y
New York...
Norfolk, Va.

Oswego. 30.40
Alpena,Mich 30.24
Chicago, Ills. 30.30
Duluth, Minn 30.16
Marquette... 30.12

Is guaranteed to do all claimed for it, and any
druggist will give you back your money if it does
not. Remember also we print only home testimonials from reliable people.
Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; 0 bottles for $5.00. AKA WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
jel0eodly-lstor4thpcE

Milwaukee. 30.27
St. Louis, Mo 30.38
St.Paul,Minn 30.17
Omaha, Neb. 30.24
Bismarck,Da 30.16
St. Vincent.. 30.18

Denver.130.1!)

J

these Little Pills,
They also relieve

pa

LITER AND
STOMACH SANATIVE has done
for me. I have been trying about
everything on the inarfcet, BESIDES TWENTY DIFFERENT
DOCTORS, and found nothing to
help me permanently. I sometimes felt better for a short time,
but would then go down again. I
have had the DYSPEPSIA and
IN
NERVOUS PROSTRATION
THE WORST FORMS, but today
I call myself well, and all the result of taking your medicine. I
generally had a bilious attack
about once in two weeks, and now
I have not had one since I commenced taking your Sanative, and
that was months ago. I CALL IT
THE BEST MEDICINE ON THE
CONTINENT, and I ought to be a
good judge by this time. I am now
58 years old, am doing my own
work, and feel like a new being.
With best wishes for your success, for you are doing a great
work for suffering humanity,
I remain your sincere and
your

grateful friend,

MRS. THOMAS TRIPP.
dt*e2

_eodtf

Loss $1000;

tbegs

{Month,

&cMga

{They

Coneti-j|
Veg-H

CO., Prop'rs, New York,

jgi

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT.
janO
dtf

Lewiston, Jan. 12.—Mary Welch, a woman between sixty and seventy years of age,
residing in Hines’ Alley, this morning

dropped a kerosence lamp and the
fire communicating to her clothes.
aid could be rendered
death.

on

tile in 1'U limlelphia

UiCptidMOTfe

i
N. W« AY E»

*
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authorised agent*.
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Augpsta, Jan. 12.—The weather is very
frigid here, with the themometer at 28° below zero this morning and 12° below- at 9 this

morning._
LOST IN A CALE.
Wreck of the Schooner Witherspoon
of

(Special to the Press.)
X. II., Jan. 12.—Lake Winnipisseogee which had not beeiffrozen over
until this week is frozen in ridges so that it

Rockport.

The Mate’s Wife and

Child,

with Sev-

eral of the Crew Lost.

It was even never
is impassable to man.
known to be as rough before.

Jan. 12.—The three-masted
schooner V. B. Witherspoon, of Rockport,
Me., Alfred Anderson, master, from Surinam, bound for Boston, loaded with molas-

Nantucket,

XLIXtli CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.

sugar and cocoa, struck on Miacomet
on the south side of this island at 5
o’clock yesterday morning, and lays 300
yards from the shore. At the time of striking it was blowing a fearful gale of wind,
ses,

SENATE.

Rip,

Washington, Jan. 12.
The bill providing for the purchase of the old
produce exchange building and site in New York
city for army purposes, which appropriates $450,000 was passed.
The president pro tern asked permission to be

hope

a

The rest of the
of their recovery.
lost.
Capt. Anderson’s body was

The bodies of the mate’s
washed ashore,
wife and child, five years old, are in the vessel’s cabin, together with that of the steward. Those of the crew lost were John Phillips of the West Indies, Morris Ryder of
Lincolnville, John Matteo of Liverpool,
Nicholas and Augustus Smith. The life-saving creiY boarded the Witherspoon yesterday
and recovered ttie body of Nicholas Smith,
frozen in the rigging. The body of the mate’s
wife and child, also of one seaman, were
picked up along shore. The vessel has gone

Mr. Pugli resumed lus remarks mi tlie Beck silver resolution and said tlie London press had
joined tlie money kings of our Eastern States in
demanding of Congress the suspension of silver
coinage. Mr. l’ugn expressed a willingness to
support anv change in the existing law that would

to

pieces.
OHIO LEGISLATURE.

HOUSE.
Mr. Springer of Illinois, from the committee on
claims, reported back a resolution directing that
committee inquire into the expediency of
passing general hills for the ascertainment of
facts in all private measures by some judicial triPlaced on tbc
bunal before action by Congress.

says the wrecked
hoarded

Monday

night by thieves, and everything movable that
was of any possible value was carried way.
Commissioner Sparks has rendered a decision
that the Northern Pacific Railroad lias no grant
of lands for its road between Columbia river and
Puget Sonnd An appeal will be taken to the Secretary of the Interior.

sea

crew were

tee.

calendar.
Mr.Caldwell of Tennessee reported back without amendment the Hoar presidential succession
bill, and it was placed on the calendar. A minority report will be filed.
Tile House at 1 o'clock went into committee of
tbe whole (Mr. Blount of Georgia in the chain,
for consideration of the President’s message.
Mr. Reagan of Texas delivered a speech on the
silver question. He advocated a double standard
of value and condemning tile national banking
system and arguing in favor of applying a portion
oPtlie surplus In the treasury to the gradual payment of tile public debt. He earnestly combatted
the proposition to suspend the coinage of the silver dollar, maintaining that such a course would
have the effect of making a few more millionanes
and of adding largely to the army of tramps and
He profoundly regretted that there
paupers.
should be differences within Hie Democratic parly
The President iu his meson tills silver question.
sage, and the Secretary of the Treasury in his report, had taken statesmenlike views on many
questions, but on this question lie could not agree
with them.
The Democratic party was now on
trial. The Republican party had been turned out
of power because it had abandoned the people oil
all great questions, such as the tariff, inter-state
commerce and coinage of silver, and had betrayed
The Democratic
its trust to tlie money power.
party had come into power because it had resisted
and denounced this course, and now leading Democrats were found asking the Democratic party to
take upon this question the very position that had
led to the downfall of the Republican party, if it
did tills the Democrats ought all to Join the Republican party, and the Democratic party ought
to cease to exist.
The House at 2.1D adjourned.

tremendous

running, making a
complete breach over the vessel, and making
tlie efforts to reach the vessel by a life-boat
ineffectual. After several attempts at throwing lines to the vessel, the mate, Burdick
Berry of Bristol, and Charles Wulff of Boston, were saved, very much exhausted, and
conveyed to the surf side station, where they
are now under medical treatment, with a
with

absent after tomorrow for tlie remainder of the
week and that Senator Hawley be substituted in
his stead as presiding officer during that time.
Consent was given.
Mr. Beck submitted for reference to the committee on finance, a substitute for Mr. Eustis’ recent resolution as follows:
Resolved, That tlie Secretary of the Treasury
is hereby directed in all payments hereafter made
of interest on bonds and notes of tlie United
States, and in purchase or payment of one per
cent of the entire debt of the United States for
tlie sinking fund as now required by law. to pay
out gold and silver coin as nearly as possible in
same proportion on which gold coin and certificates and silver coin and certificates were received during the preceding fiscal year for duties on
imported goods. Referred to the finance commit-

/*

slip

oil took
Before
burned to

Very Frigid.

Bay,

A Scituate, Mass., despatch
schooner Isaac Carlton was

Burned.

Burned to Death.

A Freak of Winter.
Alton

to the Chairman of the

The annual reports of the inspectors of
prisons and jails, and of the warden and subordinate officers of the Maine State Prison

meeting of the Masonic Relief
President J. R.
was held last evening,
Hawkes in the chair. The reports were read

The starch manufacturers of New Engwill be greatly interested in the investiga-

have been placed before the Governor and
Council. Following is an abstract:
inspectors’ report.
The officers of the prison and the sheriff of
Knox county are commended by Inspectors

and ordered on record. From these we select
the following abstracts :
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
The auditing or finance committee report that
they have examined all the accounts against the
society that have been paid. The clerk's accounts
are correct.
The accounts of the association are
kept by the clerk, as follows: A membership ledger, showing the account between the association
and Its members; a cash hook and a ledger, in
which an account is opened with every assessment
by Its number, charging it with the total amount
due on the assessment, and crediting it witli the
cash collected from day to day, from the members
in payment of the assessment, amount due from
members dropped for non-payment, and such oilier amounts proper to be credited. As members
lose their membership, unless the assessment is
paid within three months from its date, tnese accounts must be closed in the same time. This is
done, and the cash received carried to the cash
At the end of the year all acbook.
closed.
The
are
If
counts
balance.
any, of the assessment accounts, are carried forThe memward to new accounts for completion.
bership ledger and outstanding receipts are then
verified with each other and with the balances of
The three
the ledger assessment accounts.
months’limit having expired on ali death assessments, prior to Nos. 100 and 107, the accounts
have been finallv closed, excepting Nos. 100 and
107. The membership ledger, outstanding receipts and ledger assessment accounts show that
there are eighty-three No. 106, and eighty-six No.
107, assessments still unpaid. There are also due
upon annual assessment No. 101, $G0; No. 102,
$0; No. 103, $6; and No. 104, $29; making $276
The treasurdue the society from its members.
er’s bonds and securities are all right, the committee having seen them all, and the bonds are
continuing bonds, with sureties still good. The
finance committee are Cl. F. Gould, A. Keith, and
J. B, Dunbar.
CLERK’S REPORT.
From the report of the Clerk, A. E. Chase,
we obtain the following:
The association has completed the twelfth year
of its existence. Dee. 31,1884, there were 1000
members. The past year there have been admitted 14. died 15, dropped 24. leaving 1 a membership Dec. 31,1885, 975. There have been admitted to membership during the 12 years 1203 members; of these there have died 111, dropped 173,
withdrawn 4. The number of deaths this year
has been 16, the amount paid beneficiaries has
beeu $15,000, and the average age of the mem-

been

Scalp.

His Appeal
Senate Committee.

Nominates

President

a

New

Postmaster for Bath.

[Special to the Press.]
Washington, Jan. 12.—Hiram Knowlton
and William H. Clifford of Portland arrived
today. It is thought that they have come in
the interest of Collector of Internal ReveMr. Chase has also
nue Capt. C. H. Chase.
sent to Senator Morrill, chairman of the
committee on finance, to which committee
his ease had been referred, a circular letter
in support of his claims. He (Chase) claims
that he has performed his duties well and to
the satisfaction of all concerned since his

appointment. He also says that the chief
allegation against him is his connection with
Governor Garcelon’s Council in 1879, and
claims that his course was taken on high
legal autho rity—that of Hon. A. P. Gould
—and was indorsed by such men as Bion

Bradbury, Nathan Cleaves, Gen. Anderson,
William L. Putnam and others, and he mentions several particular cases with his
reasons for his action. He asks that he notified if any steps arc to be taken in opposition to him and that he be allowed a chance
to he heard.

The President has nominated George H.
Nichols postmaster at Bath.
_

the Committees.

Among
morning

was generally devoted by
This
members of the House-'fc CPfflniittee meeton ways ana—K'.gur.s
The
committee
ings.
organized and fixed upon Tuesdays and
The clerks
Thursdays for days of meeting.
of last session were retained. The President's message was distributed to the proper
sub-committees. The appropriations committee was called together by Mr. Randall
and arranged to meet Wednesdays.

The Life Saving Service.
Reports received by the general superintendent of the life saving service show that 15
vessels were wrecked in the scope of the operation of the service during the storm ofFriday night and that the crews of 14 of them
were rescued while that of only one was lost.
This latter vessel was the schooner Mary G.
Farr, which went ashore in flames in the

Spring Lake,
impossible to render

It was
N. J.
found
any aid to the
crew and it is believed from the latest reports received that of all the persons on
board of her two only were alive when she
struck the shore.

night

time at

by

Confirmed
The Senate

....

Killed in the Woods.

Tlie fire started in the store of S. T. Fletcher, a dealer in butter, cheese and eggs, from
a candle, which it is stated, was being used
to “lamp” eggs. Tlie place bad been previously occupied as a paint shop and the
oil soaked floor was extremely inflammable.
Tlie fire spread rapidly, and when the department reached the scene the entire interior of the building was in flames; and despite the most strenuous efforts of the firemen
this subdivision of the block was gutted.
Hines and Hayden, and W. 0. Rogers, fruit
commission brokers, were burned out. The
three upper stories were stored with flour
and canned goods.
Some eleven thousand
barrels of the former, and 4,500 cases of the
latter were destroyed. These articles were
mostly insured. The block is damaged $25,000 worth. The insurance is $20,000.

A fire in New York yesterday morning destroyed 600 bound copies of Gen. Grant’s memoirs.

v

....

Warren Station, via Waldoboro*, Jam
12.—Stinson Yose was killed today noon
while at work in the woods of Otis Anderson at Warren.

warerooms.

CENERAL NEWS.

~7~~T

....

Biddefobd, Jan. 12.—MelvinBodwell was
taken from the jail this morning and arraigned before Judge Foster. He plead not
guilty to the charge of assault upon Sheriff
Roberts, and, recognizing in the sum of $2000
for his appearance from day tj day, he was
released. Edward Murray of Springvale and
Arthur Hamilton of Biddeford were his
bondsmen.

heirs of the Jane E. Quincy estate, of which
J. C. Melvin is trustee. Tlie portion of tlie
block to which the fire was confined was divided into tlie apartments which' are numbered from 71 to 77, and was occupied on the
lower lioor by produce and fruit commission
firms, and in the upper portions mostly as

storage

Annual Meeting and Election of Off i-

to

today

the Senate.

confirmed the

following

nominations:
George A. Jenks, Assistant Secretary

of the In-

terior.

Henry L. Muldron, First Assistant Secretary of
the Interior.
Wm. E. McLean, First Deputy Commissioner of
Pensions.
Joseph Bartlett, Second Deputy Commissioner
of Pensions.
of
Kohert B. Yauce, Assistant Commissioner
Patents.
James Whelnley. New York, Assistant Treasurer of the United States.
Wm. E. Smith, New York, Assistant Secretary
of the

Treasury.

Conrad N. Jordau, New Jersey,
the United States.
o

vti> 1*1

air

Treasurer of

the West.

R

;pubiican

from
Sworn In.

County

In the Vote for U. S. Senator ISherman Has 23 Wiajoriry.

Com'.mhus, O., Jan. 12.—The committee on
Sections in the House of Representatives
this morning, reported a resolution to unseat
the nine Democratic members from Hamilton county. The resolution was adopted en-

previous question, and the seats were
then declared vacant amid the greatest confusion. The nine Republican members then
They
came forward and were sworn in.
were cheered by the Republicans and jeered
ordered
The Speaker
nt by the Democrats.
the" unseated Democratic, members to turn
aver the keys of their desks.
Each branch of the legislature voted separately today for a candidate for United
States'Senator. In the Senate, Mr. Thurman received 20 votes and Mr. Sherman 17,
a
Democratic majority of three. In the
House, Mr. Thurman received 41 votes and
Mr. Sherman 07, a Republican majority of
2s;. At noon tomorrow the Legislature will
vote in joint convention.
ter the

The Eliot

Bridge Company.

[Special to the Press.]
Dover, X. H., Jan. 12.—The stockholders
of the Eliot Bridge Company, which connects Dover, X. H. and Eliot, Me., met here
today and elected the following directors:
Co). Charles H. Sawyer, Judge Charles W.
Woodman, Hon. James E. Lothrop, Dr.
Thomas J. W. 1’ray of Dover; Col. John
Broceland of Xorth Adams, Mass.; Hon.
John E. Staples of York, Me.; Hon. Sylvester Bartlett of Eliot, Me.
Tlie treasurer’s report showed reccipls for
the year 1885, $1,196.87; expenditures, $685.61;
leaving a balance on hand of $511.26. A
four per cent dividend was declared.

Number

of Cattle

Perish

in Kansas.

Ironton, Mich.,

Jan. 12.—Andrew Schaffrom East Jordan to

fer started to walk

His body was
this place Sunday night.
found yesterday, half a mile from his home,
frozen stiff.
Seymour, Ind., Jan. 12.—Two deaths are
reported here as a result of the extreme
could. Fred Myers, an aged German, iy£s
found dead south of here yesterday. He was
in a ditch, having lain out all night.
Three teamsters from Clear Springs left this
town for that place. At Ewing, eleven miles
west of here, one of them, Chock Runny,
was found frozen to death in his wagon.

lying

Council Bluffs, la., Jan. 12.—Thomas
D. Lisle, a young farmer living ten miles
from this city, met with a horrible fate Sat-

urday night.

team ran away
from him while on his way home from the
city, and the last time reached his home
without him. A search party found him
Twice

his

near Willow Slough bridge.
With both hands he was holding to a barbed
wire fence. Both arms v.ere frozen stiff.
He was in a kneeling position and both legs
The
were frozen so that he could not move.

Sunday morning

thermometer indicated 25° below zero. He
had dragged himself for a mile. He was
carried home and died last night.
Denver, Col., Jan. 12.—The reports published in the east concerning losses of cattle
during the recent storm are grossly exaggerated. Large owners in Colorado and New
Mexico in interviews yesterday expressed
the. opinion that the average losses in Colorado will not exceed one-half of one per
cent of the 1,500,000 head of cattle in the
State. In New Mexico the losses are merely
nominal. The losses in Colorado have so
far been confined principally to the Texas
herds, driven late last fall to points on the
Arkansas river,where the cattle were drifted
by the wind against wire fences.
Dodge City, Kan., Jan. 12.—The snow
and bitter north winds of the past ten days
have caused the most serious apprehensions
among the cattlemen of this State as to their
perprobable losses. Over 500 head have
•
ished so far.
Jan.
12.—Four
inches
Tex.,
Galveston,
of snow have already fallen and it is still

snowing hard._
MEXICO.

of the Depreciation of

Consequences

Silver.
City of Mexico, Jan., 12.—The prices of
imported goods are being advanced by the
merchants of Mexico, in consequence of the
continued depreciation of silver. The prices
of American and English cotton goods have
been raised considerably. Refined petroleum
from the United States, which is in universal
use for purposes of illumination, has adThe silver minvanced nearly 14 per cent.
ing interests are likely to he affected in Sections where the working of the mines leaves
only a narrow margin for profit.

FOREICN.

manner

in which

Attention is called to
the murderers hung.
the attempted swindle upon the Farmington
bank last August, and the fact that the perThe inspectors repetrator is still at large,
commend that prisoners in jails be placed in
not
be
allowed to comand
cells,
separate
municate, and that all prisoners convicted of
a State prison crime be sent to the State Prison if the sentence be one year or more. The
cost of the prison for the year has been in
excess of that of the year previous, owing to
tiic falling off of the profits in the carriage
and harness departments. The total expense
of the prison to the State, including everything, the past year has been $12,119.54; m
1884 It was $9,200.
The old chapel is fitted up for a store-room
for iron, and the shoe shop made into a chapel. Other improvements nave been .made as
far as the means would admit.
The time spent in punishment during the
year has been less than for many years.
Good discipline is maintained and the rules
and regulations are strictly enforced and
obeyed. Punishment is meted out in accordance with the misdemeanor, and ranch credit
is due the officers who have this in charge.
We are happy to say that the affairs of the
prison are conducted in a business like manner, and its financial condition is satisfactory, its credit good, its accounts correctly

kept.

warden’s report.
In common with others, writes the warden*
our industries have suffered from the universal depression of business throughout the
country; while our relative expenses have
<teci'6«5£'! s° have our receipts.
The average h'tjmber of convicts during the
in 1884.
The
year has been 177, agariiixM57
all
gross cost of their maintenance; including
lias-alst!
There
has
been
salaries
$11,119.54.
been expended on buildings, for repairs,
$205.30, in addition to the $1000 specially appropriated for that purpose. By the expenditure of $4,912.47 of the sumof $5,500 appropriated for the erection and ifurnishing of a
needed new blacksmith shop,a thorough build,
ing, 105 feet long and 50 feet wide, has been
constructed, fitted up with 18 forges and necessary appurtenances. It is believed,with the

remaining $587.53 unexpended balance, we
can make the structure comfortable and convenient.
Notwithstanding the net earnings from the
harness department are not what could be
desired, I am not prepared to advise its
■

abandonment.

There has been no escape during the current year, and none at large by escape during
the last five years. One convict whose health
seemed to demand it was placed to work
with others under a keeper July 23, 1881,
and escaped.
He was returned Sept. 25,
1885, and is now serving the remainder of
his sentence.
Statement B shows the loss and gain for
the year ending Nov. 80,1885, as follows:
Loss.
Gain.
Expense department. $1,641.11
-i 040
Subsistence.
Fuel and lights.
Discharged convicts.

0,830.88
1,991.03
769.05

580.10

Transporting
Carriage department.
Harness department.

§9,969.07

1,125.33

Visitors’ fees.

20.63
457.64

811,882.07

Department losses. §1,319.54
Appropriations for all
officers’ salaries.
9,700.00
100.00
Appropriation for library
running exRegular
penses.811,119.64
Aad special appropriations lor building and
repairs. 1,000.00
For new shop and appurtenances.

6,600.00

Total expenses.§17,619.54
Statement “C” makes the following show-

ing:

Net assets, Dec. 1.1884 8102,672.61
Collected on old bills re490.46
ceivable
$103,163.07

Less department losses
of 1885.
Assets.

$101,843.53

Stock on hand Dec. 1,
1885.§ 73,796.53
Ain’t of bills receivable.
19,623.76
Property in hands of
18,131.85
agents and assignees..
Due from appropriation
for officers' salaries....
2,300.00
77
Cash..

-$113,752.91

Liabilities.
Current llabi'ities.$
Balance of same held as

contingent surplus

7,553.81
3,768.04

..

Balanceblacksmith shop

appropriation.

Parliament.

of

Opening

London, Jan. 12.—Parliament opened today.
Large crowds had congregated in the vicinity of
the Parliament House long before the hour for the
beginning of the session, and when Bradlaugh
and Gladstone arrived, they were loudly cheered.
The vaults of the houses of Parliament were
thoroughly searched this morning, but no indication of a Guy Fawkes plot were discovered.
lit. lion. A. W. Peel, who is a Liberal, was re
elected Speaker of the House of Commons with-

Net assets Dec. 1,1885.
$101,843.63
Number of convicts in custody Dec. 1st,
1884, 103; committed since, 64; escaped and
returned, 1. Discharged during the year by
expiration of sentence, 36; pardoned, 6; removed to the Insane Hospital, 1; executed,
1; deceased, 1. Present number, 181.
The crimes for which sentences are being
served are as follows: adultery, 2; aiding an
assault, 1; arson, 5; assault, 1; assault and
battery, 5; assault, battery and compound
larceny, 1; assault and robbery, 2: assault
to kill, 6; assault to rape, 2; assaulting officer, 1; breaking and entering, 5; breaking,
entering and larceny, 24; burglary, 7; burglary and assaulting officer, 1; burglary and larceny, 1; cheating by false pretences, 2; com

thief, 3; compound larceny, 18; compound larceny and assault and battery, 2;
felonious assault, 1; forgery, 4; forgery and
compound larceny, 1; larceny, 33; larceny
from person, 3; larceny and forgery, 1; murder, 21; murder in the second degree, 7; manslaughter, 7: perjury, 2; piracy, 2; passing
counterfeit money, 2; rape, 2; robbery, 3;
stealing from postoffice, 1; incest, 1.
Thirty are under a sentence of 2 years; 33,
3 years; 23, 5 years; 1, 14 years; 3, 15 years;
32, life; 1, to be hanged. Average sentence.
3 years. 11 months, 27 days.
mon

The average age of those sentenced lias
been 29 years and 2 months. The oldest being aged 69 and youngest 13.
Androscoggin county has furnished 20 convicts, Aroostook 13, Cumberland 39, Franklin 1, Hancock 7, Kennebec 9, Knox 11, Lincoln 3, Oxford 4, Penobscot 15, Piscataquis 5,
Sagadahoc. 8, Somerset 4, Waldo 4, Washington 9, York 24, U. S. Court 5.
There have been six convicts pardoned by
the Governor and Council during the year,
John Green, three years, foras follows:
gery; John Daly, life, burglary; Edward H.
Wells, one year and a half, larceny; Sarah
F. Whitten, life, murder in the second degree; Calvin Plaisted, life, arson; John F.
Ryder, five years, common thief. Of the
convicts, 108 were natives of Maine, 38 of
other States, and 33 foreign.
The physician reports one death has ocl
on November
enrred, Jane Henderson,
29th, the only one since October, 1883.

The inspectors report: The condition of
the several jails in the State is satisfactory,
As a general rule
with a few exceptions.
the statistics show that in some counties
where there are no jails there is less crime.

for
In some counties
sentences
drunkenness or for selling intoxicating liquor.
The total number of commissions to jail
during the year was 3,395; in 1884, 3,072,
showing an increase of 323. Number committed for drunkenness in 1885, 1,761; 1884,
Number
1,320; showing an increase of 441.
sentenced to jail for selling liquors in 1885,
188; 1884, 150, showing an increase of 38.
Nov. 20,
Number in jail Nov. 30, law,
1885,373. Number of tramps, 121. Number
and
the
Governor
4.
Council,
by
pardoned
no

are seen

RAILROAD MATTERS.

opposition.
Misery in Ireland
London, Jan. 12.—A despatch received from
Mr. Frederick Bossy, the Cable News relief commissioner for the west of Ireland, states that he
has succeeded in reaching Achill,on Eagle Island.
He reports that the distress among the Islanders

RAILWAY.
It was rumored in Toronto yesterday that
the Grand Trunk Railway Company would
shortly assume the entire management of
the Central Vermont railroad, and that John
Porteous, general froight agent of the Grand
Trunk at Montreal,would be appointed manager of the road.

a complete failure.
The people have
nothing to eat, and no money whatever
with which to buy food.

New Music.
We have received from Oliver Ilitson &
Co., Boston, a number of very acceptable

out

is dreadful. The potato crop was the most scanty
known for many years, and of the few potatoes
gathered one-lialf were diseased. The fisheries

almost

were

almost

The Monument Site.
To the Editor of the Press :
Allow’ me to suggest Fort Allen as the
proper site for the soldiers’ monument.
In the first

preserved.

place,

the old fort

ought

to be

2d. There ought (before it is forever too
late) to he secured to the public a lookout
over the hay.
3d.

What

memorial

At the

place

as our

so

proper

for a

old fort?
Hold

the

soldiers
Four.

Eagle Sugar Refinery.
annual meeting held yesterday the

following officers

were

elected:

President—John Sparrow.
Directors—John Bparrow.Gco. S. Hunt, Daniel
S. Emery, Geo. Brock and Frank 8. Waterhouse.
Treasurer and Clerk—Joseph B. Thompsen.
While Cyrus P. Miller, a leading lawyer of Lebanon, Pa., was driving in a sleigh through the
streets yesterday, the sleigh drew up to the bank
at which Miller was accustomed to stop, aud it
was then discovered that Miller was dead, though
His death
the corpse 9at upright in the sleigh.
was

due to heart disease.

The treasurer reports that the receipts of his
office from the clerk, and interest, have been
$16,222.45. The invested fund at this date is
$20,018; and the cash on hand Is $2,663.99, and
that all hills have been paid.
OFFICERS ELECTED.

THE GRAND TRUNK

pieces. Their titles are:
“Good-night, My Love,” serenade, song by Rudolph King.
“Unless I Change My Mind,” song by F. T.
songs and

Baker.
“Tlie Mountain Fern,” easy piano piece by J.
Frldham.
“Tlie Fairies’ Schottische,” easy piano piece by
J. Frldham.
“Spring,” a reverie for piano, by Blind Boone.
“Excursion Polka,” by H. Zur Nieden.
“Mikado March,” arranged by J. C. Macy.

Merchants’ Marine Railway.
At the annual meeting of the Merchants’
Marine Railway Company, held at the office
of N. & H. B. Cleaves yesterday, tlie following officers were elected:
Clerk and Treasurer—John H. Russell.
Directors—Charles II. Chase, Nathan Cleaves,
Charles A. Dyer, Edward Fletcher, Benjamin J.
Willard.
At a subsequent meeting of the directors,
lion. Charles H. Chase was elected presi-

dent and general manager.
At White River Junction, Vt., at 7 p. m.. yes ter'
day, the mercury stood 20° below zero and grow
ing colder.

elected

officers:

as

Clerk—A. E. Chase.
Treasurer—M. A. Blanchard.
Directors for Three Years—Geo. E. Raymond,
Samuel F. Bearce, Geo. F. Gould.
For two years to fill the vacancy cSused by the
resignation of A. H. Atwood—C. J. Farrington.
The directors elected J. F. Hawkes as president, and Albion Keith as vice president.
SUBURBAN

NBU/S

SACCABAPPA.

Tlie New England Cotton Company has
suspended business for a short time to reconstruct the machinery, whereby a large
saving will be made in the use of stock.
The following officers of Westbrook Lodge,
K. of P., were installed Monday evening by
D. D. G. C., Charles Harding of Gorham.
C. C-Will E. Knowlton.
V. C.—Charles B. Woodman.
Prelate—.James H. McAUoney.
K. R. & S.—Fred H. Seal.
M. of F.—Charles J. MeLellan.
M. of E.—Alfred B. Winslow.
M. at A.—Leroy Spiller.
J. G.—Albert M. Meserve.
O. G.—Geo. Parson.
Representatives—Stephen IX. Skillings, Francis
H. Grant.
At the close of the installation services an
elegant Past Chancellor’s jewel was presented Fred H. Grant, the retiring presiding officer, then followed the musical and literary
programme:
Singing by Miss Grant of
Westbrook with Miss Barbour, piano accompanist, David Moulton, (Elder Crawford,)
with his humorous readings. The elder and
his reading created a large amount of fun,
and he was called out again and again.
Thomas Loring of Portland delivered one of
his short pithy ipeeches, and then the doors
of the banquet hall were thrown open, exhibiting a number of tables, laden with tempting viands. The evening throughout was an
orccasion of pleasure and good will to the

Knights.
The Methodist Society will give

an

Old

antiquarian supper on
Wednesday evening, with readings, etc.
The circulation of the Daily Press has
been largely increased by the sale of copies
in addition to
on the street overy morning
those delivered through the post office.
The noon train trom Rochester was over
one hour late, owing to delays on the Nashua
road, caused by disabled engine.
Folks

concert and

CUMBERLAND MILLS.

Officers of King Phillip Lodge, No. 186, F.
& A. M.:
W. M.—S. S. Andrews.
S. W.—P. J. Elwell.
J. W.—J. E. Andrews.
Sec.—H. A. Cragie.
Treasurer—A. C. Chute.
Tyler—G. F. Hunt.
Officers of Ammoncongin Lodge, I. 0. 0.
F.:
N. G.-E. M. Walker.
V. G—J. D. Leighton.
Sec.—W. M. Warren.
P. Sec.—C. W. Mace.
Treas.—A. C. Chute,
At the close of the installation a collation
was

served.

Officers of Presumpscot
of P.:
C. C.—A. M. Waterhouse.
V. C.- Geo. E. Thurston.
Prelate—P. S. Graham.
M. of A.—E. B. Newcomb.
M. E.—Dr. N. R. Martin.

Valley Lodge, K'

M. F.—A. A. Cordwell.

K. of R. & S.-W. M. Warren.
Hall Agent—Geo. S. Hunt.
Officers of Rechab Division, Sons of

Tem-

perance :
W. P.—J. W. Bragdon.
A.—Cora Clay.
R. S.—Wingate Titcomb.
A. R. S.—Willie F. Paine.
F. S.—W. P. Warren.
Treas.—Nahum Hight.
W.

Treasury Department has
making into the alleged importations of
vast quantities of potato starch at Chicago
duty free, invoiced as farina flour. About
two years ago New England Congressmen
succeeded in having the duty on starch raisit was found that it was difficult to
compete with imported starch. Notwithstanding the increase of the duty it has lately been
discovered that potato starch shipped from
Chicago was sold in Eastern cities at from 3

ed,

to 4 cents per pound, while the cost of producing the starch, including a reasonable
profit, with the addition of the government
tax, aggregates five cents per pound. Some
two months ago Secretary Manning received
information from New York which satisfied
him that inquiries should be made as to the
charges of undervaluation in starch. It was
discovered that thousands of pounds of what
was believed to be potato starch, upon which
the duty is two cents per pound, was received at Chicago inventoried as farina or root
One establishment in Chicago is said
flour
to have a monopoly of the trade, and acted
The Eastern
as distributors of this starch.
starch manufacturers sent a competent man
With
some diffito Chicago to investigate.
culty he succeeded in purchasing a lot of the
farina flour which came in duty free. Samples were submitted to Eastern chemists,
who pronounced the article pure potato
starch of the finest quality. Some of the samples were used in a laundry and furnished a
perfect gloss. The conclusions of this agent
Secretary
were reported to the treasury.
Manning immediately sent one of the most
John
Col.
experienced agents in the service,
He has
D. Peck, to Chicago to investigate.
just returned and submitted his report. His
report, it is said, shows that millions of
pounds of this starch have been imported at
Chicago duty free, and have been distributed
from there throughout the country. In every
case investigated by Col. Peck the shipments
received as farina flour were sold as potato
starch. The evidence of these irregularities
is said to be complete.
WILL OF CHARLES ROBIE.

localities in Portland proper, and

from the North.

The coldest place yet heard from by our corwhere the mercuOur Hollis Centre
ry dropped to 40° below.
corresDondent snvs that at that nlace it was

respondents was Bridgton

adds, “We are looking far a
cold wave soon.” In other parts of the State
the mercury fell below zero as follows:
Steep Falls.30° Skowhegan .30°
36
Fryeburg.30° Danville Junction
Freeport.18° New Gloucester.33°
31° below and

—

So.

Windham.14° Kennebutik.20°

Saccarappa.21° Kennebunkport.22°

Yarmouth.24° North Berwick.20°
Bangor.16° South Berwick.20°
Augusta.10° Eliot.22°
Briagton.40° Kittery.24°
Bath.12° York.22°
Cornish .23° DoverN. N.24°
East Baldwin.39 Iluliinsford, N. H.22°
FitsBeld, N. 11.22° Great Falls. N. H.18°
Northroad, N. II_25° Alton Bav, N. II.18°
Bow Pond, N. II....26 Alton, N. H.20°
Epping, N. H.24° Farmington. N. H_18°
Manchester, N. II...20° Rochester, N. H.19°
Dover Point, N. II.. .23° Portsmouth, N. H... .20°
Exeter, N. II.18°
Colder! Cross.
Beacon Commandery, No. 273, U. 0. G. C.,
of Peak’s Island, installed the following officers on Monday last:
N. C. -E. W. Wilbur.
V. N. C.—Lady E. A. Jones.
N. K. of K.—John M. White.!
N. T.—Lady II. C. Trefethen.
N. P.—Robert F. Skillings.
N. II.—Elmer E. Skillings.
F. K. of R. and N. T.-A. V. Ackley.
W. 1. G.—Lady Nellie M. Lauc.
W. O. G.—Robinson E. Sterling.
P. N. 0.—Jas. W. Brackett.
Rep. to G. 0.— J. W. Brackett.
Alternate—Lady E. A. Jones.
Installing Officer—C. E. Trefethen.
IN THE RINKS.
BIJON SKATING PARLOR.

At the Bijou tills evening there will be skating
until 0.16 when the floor will be devoted to the
dancers, for whom a pleasing order of dances has
been

arranged.

in the afternoon there will bo a

mentary party with music

to

Bequest to
High School.

Handsome

Gorham

~
_

dwelling
The will gives
house and land mini li il mTiYiUjiin fi",""
pied by them, and all the furniture and tie-1'

toMt^Me

the

longings, during her natural life. The balof the estate, real and personal, is to be
held and managed for her benefit by trustees
during her life. After her death he gives to
his niece, Sarah L. Robie, the house and
ance

land, with the furniture and ornaments.
111U

ICObt-lbVXl.

uiuiicv-o

propriate $800 for

KUU

kiuuvvvu

»U

up

two monuments in the

cemetery, one over his grave and one over
that of his brother George.
After the death of his wife, he devises the
bulk and balance of his property to School
District No. 1 of Gorham village, to be managed for the benefit of Gorham High School
by the trustees of the High School. He appoints Frederick Itobie and John A. Waterman, executors and trustees, and they are
exempted from giving bonds. The will is
dated July 27th, 1882, and witnessed by Lewis McLellan, Samuel F. Bacon, and David F.
Watson. The amount the school will get is
estimated at $15,000.
The Soldiers’ MonumentIn its issue of this date the Press says in
relation to placing the soldiers and sailors’
monument on Market Square:
Tlie only objection against the Square which is
entitled to much consideration is that the placing
of the monument there will require the demolition
of the old town hall, thus depriving the city of a
considerable revenue that it cannot afford to lose
in the present condition of its finances.
This paragraph takes a very limited vision
of the cost to the city of placing the monument in the Square. The old city hall as it
now stands, not only brings into the city
treasury $1,500 a year, but it contaips the
ward room for ward four, and armories for
If it should be deour militiary companies.
molished it wrnuld be imperative to acquire
land somewhere in that neighborhood for the
erection of a building sufficient to accommo-

date the ward and the militiary companies.
A year ago I said this would involve a total
cost to the city of at least $120,000 to $140,(XX). I now believe the cost would very
largely exceed that sum. which the city cannot afford in the present condition of its indebtedness.
The building erected would undoubtedly
It
be much larger than the present one.
must be calculated to meet the prospective
wants of the city. It must be in a commanding situation, at a high cost for the land as
There
well as that for a suitable building.
would be a demand that it should be large
enough to afford a hall of sufficient capacity
for battalion drill.
The loss of rent $1,500 represents capital
at least $30,(XX) at present rates of interest. I do not believe a suitable lot in a suitable locality could be procured for a sum
smaller than that. I do not believe a suitable building, such as would meet all requirements could be built for less than $125,000 to
$150,000. The latter amount would bo more
likely to be exceeded. The cost of the demolition of the buildiug and purchasing a
suitable foundation for the monument would
not be less than $10,000, probably more. We
should have then, as Judge Webb forcibly
put it, a $20,000 monument on a $200,000 lot
of land.
Sometime ago I had a letter from a gentleman in Massachusetts, who was about to
retire from business, telling me he thought
of Portland as the place to live in, and asked
me many questions about it,
especially about
the taxes. He replied to my letter that he
had a fixed income, nearly one half of which
would be absorbed by taxes, and he must
look to some other place for a location.
Someone suggested that there should be a
popular vote on this question. I thought our
...-...1,

11,„*

ladies compli-

commence

at 2.30.

NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.

The following games were played last night in
the above league, and resulted:
At Somerville—Somervilles 3, New Bcdferds 1.
At Waltham—Waltliams 3, Bostons 1.
At Haverhill—Haverhills 3. Salem* o.
NOTES.

Morway of the Bostons has won golden opinions
lu Salem. He Is a perfect gentleman, on as well
as off the surface, a conscientious player and deservedly a favorite.—Boston Herald.
He wus the same in this eity. We don’t believe
“Joe” can help it.

est and best to do with reference to the interests of the city and of all our people, anil it
ought not to be decided by shouts and huzzas,
but by sober common sense, and by those
best qualified to judge.
Neal Dow.
January 12, 1886.

Clearing

Railroad Tracks.

To the Editor of the Press:
I noticed the complaint of Citizen in yestei day’s Press against the Portland Railroad
Company-, and wish to say for one that I
very much prefer riding in the cars to sleighs*
and hope the Company will endeavor to keep
their track clear, so as to run their cars on
wheels all winter if possible. I think in saying this I speak the minds of a majority of
the patrons of the road, and as we cannot all
own horses and sleighs and must depend
more or less on the Horse Cars for accommodations in getting about town, I think we
are entitled to some voice as to this manner of
conveyance. I am a constant patron of the
railroad and have concluded it is a good
thing in Portland and Ileering; in fact I
hardly know how many of our citizens could
well do without it, and I think the company
prefer to keep their track clear to changing
from wheels to sleighs and then clearing the
track of ice in Spring. I do not feel like finding fault with any practical enterprise we
have among us, for such we all know are few
enough, and this company appear to do all in
their power to make their road appreciated
by our citizens. When I enter their cars on
a stinging cold day and find a
good warm firo
and comfortable accommodations I appreciate it. And I find, Mr, Editor, that we nave
many severe storms, rain or snow, mud and
wind, etc., when those who have horses do
not wish to take them out, and at such times
are glad enough to get on board the Horse
Cara and be taken from their places of business
to tneir homes dry and warm for live cent
I say let us do what we can for the horse ca
and every other good institution that is rs
a
benefit and blessing, and when
ave anything to say put our names at the
S. M. Watson,
bottom of it.

Sublic

Maine Benefit Associati on.
The annual meeting of the Maine Benefit
Association was held at the office of the association in Auburn, Monday, at 11 o’clock.
The following were elected directors: Clias.
H. Gilbert of Canton, John B. Redman of
Ellsworth, Wallace H. White, Lewiston.
The other directors holding over, the board
of directors stands now the same as last
year, viz: George C. Wing, George D. Bisbee, Silvester Oakes. M. I)., Seth M. Carter,
Archie L. Talbot, Albert R. Savage, John
B. Redman, Charles H. Gilbert, Wallace H.
White. At a meeting of the Loard of directors held directly after the above meeting,
Hon. Geo. C. Wing of Auburn was re-elected
president; W. H. White, Esq., of Lewiston,
and Gen. James A. Hall of Damariscotta,
vice presidents;S. A.
Lowell, secretary; N.
W. Harris, treasurer.
The executive committee consists of the president (ex-officio),
A. R. Savage and S. M. Carter.
The report
of the secretary shows that there were on
the 31st of December, 1885, 1578 members, incanceled for reDec. 31st was

cluding lapses, and polices
issue, so the net membership,
1503, amounting in round numbers

BANKS.

Meetings

to S4,8u9,000 at risk. The average amount of insur93000.
ance per member approximates

and

Election of

Officers.
National banks held their annual

The

meetings yesterday and the following officers
were

chosen:
FIRST NATIONAL.

President—Harrison J. Libby.
Cashier—William E. Gould.
Directors—Harrison J. Libby, Ezra Carter, William W. Brown, Frederick Ruble, Albion Little,
Mark P. Emery, William E. Gould.
CASCO.

President—Ira P. Farrington.
Vice President—George P. Wescott.
Cashier—William T. Small.
Directors—I. P. Farrington. Joseph Walker.
George P. Wescotl. Jacob S. Winslow.Edward H.
Daveis, Ammi Whitney, Charles McLaughlin.
CANAL.

President—W. W. Thomas.
Vlee President—Elias Thomas.
Cashier-B. C. Sonierby.
Directors—W. W. Thomas, Elias Thomas, C. K.
Barrett, A. L. Gilkey, F. W. Bailey, J N. Lord,
Francis Fessenden.
MERCHANTS.

President—Jacob McLellan.
Vice President—George S. Hunt.
Cashier—Charles Payson.
Directors—Jacob McLellan. George S. Hunt,
Charles Fobes, J. P. Baxter. William R. Wood,
W. S. Dana, D. W. Ken-sell.
NATIONAL TRADERS.

Picsident—F. G. Messer.
Vice President—Richard O. Conaut.
Cashier—Edward Gould
Directors—Fred (J. Messer, Richard O. Conant,
William G. Davis, R. M. Richardson, William L.
Putnam.
CUMBERLAND.

President—Horatio N. Jose.
Cashier—William H. Houle.
Directors—Horatio N. Jose, John C. Tukesbury.
Charles P. Ingraham, James H. Marrett, Daniel
W. True, Nathan Cleaves, William H. Moulton.
RICHMOND NEWS.

Richmond, Jan. 12.
The mercury ranged from 20° to 26° below
zero here this morning.
The members of Richmond Lodge, No. 63,
F. and A. M., celebrated the 36th anniversary of the lodge at the Opera House last
The
of
exercises consisted
evening.
speeches, singing, recitations and dancing.
Supper was .served in the dining hall. A
large company was present. Capt. Davis
Blanchard, first Worthy Master of the lodge,
was

unable to be present owing to ill-health.
Bancroft at

The will of the late Charles Robie, of Gor1jatiK_was presented for probate yesterday

k-,1

20° below at West End. Deering announced
22° below; Cape Elizabeth 14° below; Gorham 22° below ;Cumberland Depot 25° below.
It was bright and clear in this city yesterday, with but little wind stirring, and that
was

as

morning.

Annual

Chicago.

mous indebtedness was fastened upon us in
that way. This is a question of what is wis-

Low Temperatures.
Tlie weather experienced yesterday morning was the most severe for years. The winter of 1884-85 the mercury did not fall but
once, if we are not mistaken, to so many degrees below zero in this vicinity. Yesterday
morning it fell to between 8 and 14 below in
different

Gov-

tion which the

A

were

Defraud the

Scheme to

ernment Discovered In

The annual

The following

Big

A

cers.

587.63

-$11,909.38

JAILS.

Floods in the Balkans.
12—A thaw, accompanied by
set in in the Balkans, and has
caused much destruction. The Maritza, the principal river In ltoumelia, has overflowed, flooding
the surrounding country.
Bridges have been
swept away, and a number of villages destroyed.
Despatches say many human beings must lave
perished, but no definite statement of tlie loss of
life lias yet been received.

London, Jan.
heavy rain, has

Representatives

Hamilton

>

Large

Bean for the

they performed their duties in enforcing the
stern requirements of the law in the cases of

$13,151.61
Deduct gains. 11,832.07

inv<g.

Several Persons Frozen to Death in

A

Porter and

Buildings and repairs—

Arraigned.

journed.

On Monday, Jan. 11th, we shall open
elegant line of new HAMBURGS in
different widths and matched patterns,
together with a choice selection of
NAINSOOK and SWISS EMBROIDERIES
also, in matched patterns. Also, a full
line of COLORED EMBROIDERIES for
Misses’ and Children’s Suits.
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Mr. Vance, followed in the same strain.
On conclusion of Mr. Vance’s remarks the Senate went into executive session and at C p. in. ad-

an
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Machias, Jan. 12—Machias river closed
One vessel will
to navigation yesterday.
winter in port.
Sheriff Roberts’ Alleged Assailant

.<*20 so as to give tile entire field for use of small
bills nr small change to silver and silver certifi-

New Hamburgs
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12.—The farm house and

Calais, Jan.

A Big Blaze in Boston.
Boston, Jan. 12.—A serious fire to which
the entire fire department was summoned together with engines from Charlestown, Somerville and Cambridge, broke out this morning in the Clinton block on Clinton street, a
five story granite building comprising the
numbers from 61 to 77, and owned by the

cure
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barn occupied by Edward King were burned
in Princeton yesterday with their contents.

FIRE RECORD.
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CARTER MEDICINE
Sold by all Druggists.

a

s

>

LlEBMANN,
Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S. A.

{tress from Dyspepsia®
Toe®
|ln digestion and
A npr-Ja
{Hearty Eating.
for
remedy
{feet
Dfeni-jss
Nausea, Brows!-®
{ness, Bad
Taste in

Pondicherry Co.

With great pleasure I send you
few lines telling you of the won-

5

O
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MAINE.

action of such other business asmay legally come
before them, will be held at the Company’s office
on Franklin Wharf. Portland. Me., on TUESDAY',
the lbth day of January, 1886. at 3 o’clock p. in.
J. F. LISCOMB, Secretary.
Portland, Jail. 11, 1880.
janl2d7t

To the FLOWER MEDICINE CO.
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ensuing year

East Stoughton, Mass., Nor. 22, 1885

§

Cheyenne....{30.22 _26,

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
THF.
Portland Steam Packet Co., for the choice of
and the transfive Directors for the

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
A Pondicherry Co. will be held at their office in
Bridgton, Maine, on Tuesday Jan. 10, 1886, at
two o'clock p. ni.. for the election of officers for the
ensuing year, and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
O. B. GIBBS. Clerk.
New York, Jan. 7.1886.
janlfidlw*
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that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown's Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine
and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all agree
that that famous Brown’s Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibbetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribed
Brown's Sarsaparilla for al! forms of Kidney and
Liver Disease.
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KCwtablished in

Annual Report of the Officers of the
Institution.

Objects

His

The

Washington, Jan. 13.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Slightly wanner, fair weather.
Indications for New England today are
fair weather, slowly rising temperature, variable winds, generally shifting to southerly,
falling barometer, followed in the eltreme
northeasterly portions by rising barometer.

BACKACHE

CO.,

Losing

Captain Chase

WEATHER.

THE

THE

MASONIC RELIEF.

Terms—Eight Dollars

Tired

FRAUDS.

POTATO STARCH

MAINE STATE PRISON.

FROM WASHINGTON.

At 97

Feeling, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and High
Colored Urine? If you have any of these troubles
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease. Are
you bilious? Have yon jaundice? Do you have a
sallow complexion? Are you troubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials:
Mrs. Chas. Hathorn, 61 Pearl St.,Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Disease; she had been
confined to her bed for some time. Had a constant and intense

31 EXCHANGE STREET,

Me.,

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,

MILLION

ONE

business men, Anns and corporations In the UnitOur Detailed lieed States and Provinces.
norm, the basis of all ratings In the Reference
Book, available to subscribers at the office, are
fresh and replete with new and valuable statistics and information.
The Collection Department makes a specialty of collecting Past Due Debts throughout the
l' nited States and Canada. The names of reliable
attorneys furnished the public free of expense.
This Is the olde.t agency in existence; the
larice.i in tile world, embracing one hundred
and Are 1 .ranch and associate offices; the only
one with two fully equipped offices in Maine.
Correspondence respecting terms and facilities
respecttully solicited.

THREE CEN1S.

PRICE

f
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PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY MORNING, JANUARY 13, 1886.
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Eighty-Five.

[Washington Corr. to Cleveland Leader.]
George Bancroft the historian, is hard at
work on what he tells me is to be an exhaustive historical and critical review of the late
legal tender decision of the supreme court. I
found him working upon it in his library this
He is looking remarkably well, and
t

eight^SfveTfffWPmiifi8

man>' hours a day as
at
r*9es ear'> > alu*
when lie was
works before breakfast. AtfrlBfrfcLlMlPhs a
cup of coffee and eats a roll, and then goes
his library with his stenographer.
To him
he dictates what he wants to write.
The
takes
his
another
notes
into
stenographer
room and copies them off upon the typewriter. Bancroft revises and re-revives wfiat
he has written, and considers that he has

thirty-fiv(L*'*)£j£

rinnA crnnrl wnrlr fJnrimr

a

waaIt if hia

nvAratru

His working
product is 250 words a day.
hours continue throughout the morning and
He then
until 1:30 or 2 in the afternoon.
lunches and then goes out to ride or drive.
He dines at 7 in the evening and after din-

I asked
ner he devotes himself to society.
him whether he intended to do any more
He replied that he
work upon his history.
could not answer the question, and I imagine
and
he will keep on polishing
repolishing this,
his great life work, until he dies.
The Oldest

Academy.

(Biddeford Journal.)
Maine, during the period which it was an
“annex” to Massachusetts, was noted for its
liberal educational spirit. At the time it became a separate State, in 1820, it contained
twenty-three duly incorporated academies,
many more than it now contains, in proporto

tion

population.

its

Three academies

located in York county: Berwick, incorporated in March, 1791; Limerick, in November, 1808, and Saco, in February, 1811.
Berwick and Hallowell were the two first
academies incorporated in Maine, both in
the same year. The following in relation
to the academy at Berwick appeared in a
Boston paper of March 4th, 1791:
were

“An

academy

for

the

education

of

youth

Is

about to be established in Berwick, in the county
of York. Several patriotic gentlemen in that town
have contributed largely towards forwarding an
undertaking so useful in Us kind and beneficial to
society at large. Among others, Col. Chadboutne
has given six acres of land, Col. Hamilton has
subscribed £100. and several others have subscribed considerable.”
THE STATE.
HANCOCK

COUNTY.

The Bar Harbor Herald says that there is a
prospect of a Boston company taking charge of
the Pembroke Iron Works and opening them in
the

spring.

Tile question of the proposed shirt, coliar and
cuff factory at Bucksport still hangs In the balance. and two meetings held recently in reference
to it have been unable to effect a decision.
KNOX COUNTY.

Boston company is at work upon the extenThe
Indian shell heaps of Damariscotta.
shells are barreled and sent to Boston, where
they are ground up and placed in the market as
poultry food.
A
sive

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Kimball Bros.’ pay roll At the Gardiuer shoe
factory last week amounted to $2100.
The commission of the Gardiner postmaster expires Feb, 20, 1886.
The Republican committee of Kennebec county
was organized last week by the selection of K. W.
Atwood, Gardiner, chairman, and Hon. C. C.
The committee
Cornish, Winslow, secretary.
consists of E. W. Atwood. Gardiner ; C. C. Cornish, Winslow; J. S Abbott, Waterville; John W.
Fogler, Augusta; J. S. W. Hewitt, Fayette.
Dr. Lapham of Augusta has his “History of
Norway'1 nearly completed. It Is to be a 60 page
hook and will probably be issued immediately at
ter tile towu’s centennial ill September.
Twenty barrels of beer shipped from Portsmouth to the Soldiers’ Home. Togus, froze up and
burst at the Augusta depot Saturday.
If precedent is followed the next Republican
State convention will be held at Augusta. Portland and Bangor have had the convention since Au
gusta. and it will undoubtedly be held here, says
the Kennebec Journal.
The Kennebec County Pomona Grange will
probably meet with the grange in Augusta next
month.
The electric light will be in operation in the Augusta cotton mills in about a week.
The ice question still remains uncertain. Some
of the head officers of tile leading retail dealers
are daily expected, and when they arrive some
Arthur
decisive action will probably be taken.
Berry of Dresden lias commenced scraping a
small field of ice, out of which he hopes to obtain
400 tons. The wholesale dealers say that if they
would not
were sure of $2 per ton for ice they
spare any expense to secure the same. They have
sold ice for 50, 60 and 75 cents a ton for the past
three or four years, and have lost money by it,
and they would rather not touch a pound of lee
The
unless there was a surety of a good price.
mercuants, as

a

general

unrig, complain

ui uun

The
trade because of lack of work on the lee.
rough ice now extends from the Augusta bridge
to the lower end of Swan Island.
LINCOLN COUNTY.
Miss Elizabeth U. Yates returned last week to
her home in Bristol, after a residence of five years
In China as a missionary.
Lakeside Lodge, No. A3. Ancient Order of
United Workmen, was Instituted at East Jefferson

recently.

The store of Win. Oray of Southport, was brokinto last week and three barrels of flour,beans,
In cash
sugar, small stores and some live dollars
taken.
en

OXFORD COUNTY.

The pav roll of the Norway shoe factory last
week was *3,962.93. The number of persons employed is 387.
The Paris Manufacturing Company has had orders the past year tor their products from England, Italy, Austria, Cuba. South America.Canada
and Manitoba, as well as this country.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
There have been many caribou in the vicinity
of Pleasant Lake this season, hut it Is said that
hunters from Bangor have driven them away.
The Knights of Labor already havo a membership of about eighty In Bangor. The managers of
the order expect to have 200 or more members
there Inside of six months.
The Commercial says: Gentlemen from away
say that very few cities in proportion to its size
lias so many flue horses as has Bangor.
The Penobscot river ice men are constantly receiving inquiries in regal'd to contracts for the
The most of them exharvest, says the Whig.
pect that there will be a greater demand for ice
and better prices offered for It than ever before
while the loss of the crop on the Kennebec will
not affect prices in Bangor so verygrcatlv as some
have supposed, yet It will produce some change as
a matter of course.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Nathaniel Bee, hailing from Frankfort, while on
his way from Fairtleld to the woeds, became exhausted by the cold and fell In the road live miles
He was
below towhegan, Monday morning.
soon discovered and brought to Skowhegan, and
will probably recover.
G. D. Laughton, who was appointed postmaster at Harmony, lias hired Mr. II. W. Bartlett,
the late Republican postmaster, to run the oflice
for him.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

absence of thirty-three years, twenty
Minn.,eightof which were spent in Minneapolis,
aud the past five years in Dakota, where he now
to his
resides, Mr. Frank W. Hanscom returned
native town In Machiaspoi t last week on a visit.
anMrs. Daniel Leighton, of Steuben, lias an
cient pneketbook inscribed "John J<awrence, his
This she claims
book: North Yarmouth, 1768."
ortgis an iteirloom of her great-grandfather, the
ianie.
Inal John Lawrence of Lawrence-Townicy
YORK COUNTY.
Alfred were
Twenty-five acres of timber land in
recently sold for $4000 cash.
After

an

IN GENERA I..

been three murder trials in the
year as follows: Libby in Cumberland, Hodgdon in Sagadahoc, J. I rank Walker in
The verdict in each lias been murder
Somerset
Attorney General Bakei
la the second degree.
has attended eqcli one of there.
There have
State the past

THE

lowed to defy the laws in the future

PEES8.

as

past.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN. 18.

CURRENT COMMENT.

New Yorkers are surprised to find that the
people are bigger than any corporation.

MI CH TOO LARGE.

The English journals in their reviews of
18ST, find considerable space for predictions
of better times. The United States can

sympathize.
Parson Downs with a brass band accompaniment only succeeded in getting an audience of 300 in Music Ilall Sunday.
Boston

looking

is

up.

It remains
to be seen whether the father will see in
this another vindication of the count-out.

Tlie boycotting of new, inexperienced and
unpopular Democratic postmasters seems to
he increasing instead of diminishing. There
300 cases of this kind.
the office seekers are just as anxious.
over

rupture.

The House committee, to which the Senate
bill fixing the Presidential succession was
referred is inclined to add nil amendment
providing for a new election. In this form
the bill will secure a much better result than
the present law.

The announcement that the Queen will
open Parliament in person is another sign,
to tile New York Evening Post, of her strong
sympathy with the Conservatives. She last

opened

count for

it when Disraeli was

in power, and
never once during Gladstone’s last adminis-

tration.
___

The opposition to Dorman L>. Eaton was
not unnatural or unexpected. Had it not
been understood that lie will resign in February and that then the President will appoint somebody of whose Republicanism
there is no doubt there would probably have
been more of it.

The Democratic journals continue to announce at regular inteivals that if the Democracy does as it ought to do it will remain
in power for a long time. But that condition is n large one. it is the very one that
has always troubled the Democratic party,
and at the present writing we see no hopes
for the future.

Those “lying newspapers” have represented the President assaying to a Boston
gentleman: ‘Gen. Collins is ali wrong. He
is butting his head against a stone wall; but
we must try and save him, for 1 am very
anxiou to elect a reconciliation among the
Democrats of Massachusetts.” The next in
order is i! denial, just for the .sake-tiX-nar-

something.
N. Y. Sun.

Richmond (Mo.) Conservator.
week of sombre weather the leaden
curtain slowly lifted Wednesday evening unveiling the setting sun, which cast a ruddy
glow across the landscape lighting it up with
regal splendor, its glory gilding pane and
spire like a smile from the Deity, thou the
stars came out, Venus leading the heavenly
liosts, twinkling brightly as they lit up the
to usher in the
dusky dome, sentinel lights
last day of a dying year, which came in as
graceful as a bride dowered with the radiance of love, the sun rising in an unflecked
skv, a soft wind blowing, birds singing, with
grass growing green on the prairie and nature in her most wanton mood seemed to
cast her favors round as lavishly as a court
beauty, heeding not the dying monarch, cofrowns,
quetting with the hours, smiles and
that usher in the coming heir of the seasons
that to-morrow assumes the sceptre, and
without a tear or ermine robe in the sarcophagus of ages was gathered 1885.
a

FREE TEXT HOOKS IN VIRGINI A.

Richmond State.
The most important question that the legislature lias under consideration is that of
free text books in the public schools. Already it is being vigorously diseussed on all
sides, and wide and positive are the opinions
lor ana against tne proposed measure,
isy
leaving the question of free school hooks to
the counties and*towns to he determined by
those bodies in each, which bear much.tte
same relation to tlie counties and.towils that
tlie legislature bears to the State, the real
sense of the people- on this subject can be

much

ntorq--accurately determined. Any
pteSent attempt at paving for the schools

books out of the State treasury seems fraught
with danger to the proper support of tlie
inonj.
schools themselves. While further providalready proOolle>.-t-ii < Imsy^gems to be organizing a ing with books those children interfere
Serivided with schools, it would
i'■ 'hhvjxWffsiiington to engineer his confirmously with the recent gratifying increase in
ation tlnough the Senate. At last accounts the number of schools, and might do grave
injury to the schools already in existence.
it consisted of Col. L. J). M. Sweat, tlie Hont
Such a risk the people cannot afford to take.
Williani if. Clifford and the Hon. Hiram
School books are useless without schools.
Kuowltou. It is quite evident that the Col- : Nothing, therefore, should be done that may
lector is taking more interest in his fate than ! tend to retard the prosperity and usefulness
of this
social force upon which the
he was some weeks ago when the Argus re- State is great
dependent for that intelligent and
educated citizenship which is her defence
porter ct.i'ed upon him.
against the appalling dangers of enfranchised ignorance.
It is true as (ten. Dow says that if the old
town hall is removed an armory must he proOUR FOREIGN LETTER.
vided for tlie militia and a ward room for the
voters of Ward 4, tint it is not necessary that
[Special Correspondence of the I’litss.]
We were told that some years since, some
tlie ward room and armory should be in tlie
workmen were repairing the walls near the
same building, or that either of them should
occupy a “commanding situation.” The estimate which Gen. Dow makes of tlie cost of
such a building with the land, $150,000,
As to the proposition
seams absurdly high.
to give the citizens of Portland a chance to
express their views on the question of a site
it should be remembered that the
is to be simply an informal one.
bind nobody.

expression
It

is

to

remain a
“Shall we become a city or
town?” is the question that will soon agitate
the good people of Brunswick and Waterville
They should hesitate long before
throwing away tlie distinction of a large
town for the obscurity of a small city. It is
a testimony to the good sense of the people
of Waterville that they have never yet accepted the privilege granted them by tlie legThe time has
islature several years ago.
not yet arrived when it would ho anything
lint good sense to refuse it, and what is true
of Waterville is true of Brunswick. Any
man would rather be first selectman of a

big

town than mayor of a little

city.

The quarrel among the Ohio Democrats
grows more bitter. Col. Donavan, a prominent member of the Thurman wing, lias just
written an open letter to .Senator Payne,
naming six members of the Ohio Senate and
nine members of tlie lower bouse whom lie

charges received between them about $400,000 for leaving Mr. Pendleton and voting for
Mr. Payne. He claims that the money was
paid by the Standard Oil Co., and names a
son of Senator Payne as the disbursing
agent. The sums which lie claims were paid
to Senators range from $20,000 to $50,000
and the sums paid the members of the
$1500
House, he asserts, ranged from
He is, however, specific, and assumes to know the exact sum which each
Ohio politicians
one of the fifteen received.
in Washington think that this matter cannot
fall to end in an inquiry by the committee on
privileges and clcctions;of the Senate.
to

4

$2500.

admitted that Marshal Andrews’s
dummy warrants, for which lie brings in a
bill of $4000, did not secure the arrest of a
single rumseller or the capture of a single
gallon of rum. They were all served, however, ostensibly lor the purpose of suppressing liquor selling. 11 seems perfectly proper
therefore, to inquire in what way they subserved that purpose. Gen. Dow, however,
It

is

to think such an inquiry an impertiHe appears to he of the opinion that
the wisdom and sincerity of the Marshal
should not he questioned. He did not always
think so. On the records of the County Comseems

nence.

missioners appearsthe following protest:
Poutlakj), Me., March 3d, 1881.
To the Honorable, the Hoard of County Commissioners:
of the taxpayers of the
Gentlemen:
county of Cumberland, 1 most respectfully but
earnestly protest against the payment from the
county treasury of the bills purporting to be for
faithful services rendered of the four deputy sheriffs. Tlie law under which they were appointed
requires them, diligently and faithfully, to inquire
into all violations of law, and particularly the law
against Hie illegal sale of intoxicating liquors and
the keeping of ihiuking houses and tippling simps.
It is common rumor, which I fully believe, that the
said deputy sheriffs liaue not discharged their duty aeeordiug to law. nor in any way to answer to
the requirements of the Statutes, and that they
are, in no way. entitled to demand payment from
seal how.
the county.
One of the .deputies referred to in this protest was Benjamin F. Andrews, the same
As

one

just presented a bill of
$4000 for serving “dummy warrants.” An
officer, who, according to Gen. Dow, was
grossly remiss in his duty in 1S81, may not

gentleman

have been

who

lias

absolutely perfect

in 1885.

as

near

to

Edinburgh Castle, when

a

the

limit of

the constitutional power of Congress as is
possible. But the disease which Congress

has to contend with is a desperate one and
nothing but a desperate remedy will answer

the purpose.
Under the common law the wife cannot
testify against the husband or the husband
against the wife, but this hill provides that
the wife may be compelled to testify even
when her husband is the defendant.
In
many of the states a wife may testify against
her husband voluntarily, hut this is the first
time that it has been attempted to compel
her to do so against her will.
If this measure becomes a law hereafter
the Mormon church will be managed practically by the government, for it provides for
the appointment by the President of fourteen
trustees who are to wind up the affairs of

the Church of the Latter Day Saints, a corunder the Territorial laws.
Other sections of the bill provide for Hie
bringing of witnesses into court by attachment without the usual preliminary of a
subpoena; require formal certificates of marriage signed by both parties; disfranchise
the women of the territory and annul all all

porate body

territorial laws legitimizing children.
Though severe the measure is none too severe when the strength of the evil with which
it is to cope is considered. It lias been demonstrated by long trial that the ordinary
remedies are not sufficient to meet the ease,
and that something of this sort must be resorted to unless the Mormons are to be al-

INVESTMENT BONDS.

detected a hollow sound with a blow
of the hammer; curiosity led him to remove
a block of stone, where lay in the cavity of
the wasted form of an infant,
wrapped in a delicate blanket, upon which
Who can
were wrought the initials J. If.
solve the mystery? From this dark chamber, where Queen Mary first tasted the full

the

wall

cup of a mother’s joy in beholding the sweet
face of her halie, but which she soon emptied, to drink the bittere st dregs of shame
and grief, we went to the apartment where
the crown jewels and Scotch regalia are preserved. The story of the various vicissitudes through
which this sceptre and
have
crown
passed may have been
forgotten
by many, and will bear
the
troublous
days of
repetition. In
Charles I. great fear was felt hy tlie Scotch,
who dearly loved their freedom, and cherished with tender veneration its outward

Portland Water Co.,

that their tyrannical neighbors,
who envied them their antiquities and were
constant disturbers of their peace, would
get possession of these treasures. Not being

Edinburgh they
Dunottar, a lonely fortifica-

exposed

eschal

and

tlie

adroit

Fletcher of Kirmeif

hand of Christian
to the rescue they

come

had been forever lost.
Dame Fletcher asked permission of the
English officer to pass tlie lines of the blockading army to pay a little visit to the gov-

This innocent request was
granted. When the good woman returned
she concealed tlie crown beneath her apron
while the officer gallantly lifted her to her
saddle; her maid followed witli tlie sword
and sceptre wrapped in hards or bundles of
lint, which she said were to he spun for tlie
governor’s lady. When fairly beyond tlie
picket’s line, the heroine urged on her palfrey, nor stayed for breath until the precious
ernor’s

wife.

trust was safely deposited in the small
church of which her husband was pastor.
Often at night the good couple crept into the
church and carefully raised the stones close
to the pulpit to assure themselves their
treasures were unmolested and to wrap
them in dry linen to protect them from the
vv nen me
dampness ox tneir mixing place,
fort was obliged to surrender, the English,
discovering the loss, made every effort to
find them, fully appreciating the magic
power the glitter of these baubles might
have in stirring the patriotism of the Scots,
should the time ever come when they felt the
strength to assert their independence. Once
more fortune favored the Scots, and these
emblems of power were raised from their
tomb and bailed with the wildest enthusiasm.
They did not long enjoy either the
outward signs or inward peace of freedom,

since in 1707, when the union was formed,
England proposed to place for safe keeping
the regalia in the Tower, which so many
wearing regalia and courtly robes had entered, and from which so few had lived to
return. At this the subdued lords of Scotland, their spirits not broken by the forced
surrender of their arms, rebelled, deeming
it an insult added to

injury.

Their con-

querors, fearing another outbreak, compromised, and made a compact for all time, by
which Scotland should have the custody of

regalia within its own realm. They were
placed in an oak chest, witli triple locks, in

this inner dark chamber, which

was

closed

with double doors barred and bolted. After
most of the witnesses of these scenes had
passed to the silent world, by insidious contrivance the keys to the crown room were
lost, and a report circulated among the peo-

ple that the chest had been stealthily removed to London. This was confirmed by
the fact that a spurious crown was exhibited
at the Tower to thousands as the crown of
the kings of Scotland. After more than a
century had passed, when all the bitterness
against the perpetrators of the wrongs suf-

fered by their fathers had been forgotten,
and the united kingdoms lived in a peaceful
brotherhood, the Prince Regent ordered a
goodly number of state officials, representing the ancient houses of the Rose and
Thistle, to assemble and witness the opening of the room. Such a mystery had
hung over the history and somewhat
doubtful existence of the Crown and Regalia
they might well tremble lest
some evil genius had
spirited these gods
from their sarcophagus,
it is said Sir
alter Scott stood by with deep emotion, as the blacksmith brought wtih sinewy arm, stroke after stroke upon the chest,
before the oaken lid would yield.
At last when the crown was raised from
its long entombment to the light of day, the
shouts of the people made the old castle
ring
with joy, as it had not since the days when
its walls resounded with the clang of knightly armor and the tramp of their war steeds.
The Royal Standard was raised and the joyful welcome was re-echoed by the multitude
congregated on the Castle]hill beneath.
M. C. P. B.
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We Never Have

especially for this

Seats to Symphony Concert To-Night. For sale
janl3dlt
at Stoekbridge’s.

NEW AND LOWER PRICES FDR READY-MADE CLOTHING!

City Hall, W<‘«liifMlny Evening,

H. M. PAYSOY & CO.,
deesoN°- 32 Exchange St.^

MORSE&PINKH AM
Stock Brokers
—AND—

INSURANCE AGENTS,

“

“

1.25

“

If you do not need the goods now, it will pay you to buy them for
future use, as they will never be sold at such low prices again. Ladies
who have attended our former sales know they will find the goods
just as advertised.
Grand excursion at Half Fare, on Tuesday, January 12th, over the
Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg Railroads.
On the Maine Central from Lewiston, Auburn, Augusta, Bath,
Brunswick and intermediate stations.
On the Portland & Ogdensburg from Bartlett. North Conway, FryeBrownfield, Hiram, Baldv.in, Steep Fails, Sebago Lake, White
Rock and intermediate stations.
Horse cars run from the Congress St. Station of

the

Maine Central

Railroad to our store.

NO. 9 EXCHANCE ST.,

J. HI. DYER & CO.,

Will execute buying or selling orders in Stocks
tile New York Stock Exchange, through heii
Messrs. Henry Clews &
Co., New York, at regular commission, cither for
cash or on margin of not less than 5 per cent.
Or ders tor Grain and Petroleum also roceived.
dec 18eodtf

regular correspondents,

P O RTLA A l>

TRUST COMPANY,
First National Bank

511 CONGRESS STREET.

-A

Gold Watch Free!!!

Lady’s

Reductions!

But the revision of prices, covering a considerable part of our stock, puts it below value of like quality to be found anywhere else.
Buyers of clothing will risk
if they overlook this opportunity.

Extra Good Values in Overcoats and Ulsters
The flurry given to our BARGAIN COUNTER, where SUITS, OVERCOATS and
PANTS are marked down nearly half, still holds on.
The weather is as good as we can ask, and Bargains is the word.
Until further notice our store will be closed every evening at 6 o’clock, except

Saturdays.

PRICE.

of

cent,

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
255 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, ME.,

and upwards. Quotations constantly received

CASH SETTLEMENTS.
Orders by mall
dec2il

or

telegraph promptly executed.
eod3m

PULLEN, CROCKER & C0„
Bankers and

Brokers,

NO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

--Manager.

XV. O. WARE.
janl2

_______

AT

custo some of
Having decided to give away a beautiful Gold Watch, also other Elegant Presents
a chance to betomers Feb. 1, we offer every lady and gentleman who visits the store before that time
We do not require you to buy anything, only call and
come the posessor of the same free of charge.
see our new store and register your name.

Below we shall quote prices that will be of great interest to customers
in want o£ st good garmeut for a small amount of money:
at ^4.50
former price $7.00
10 Newmarkets
at 5.50
former price 8.75
15 Newmarkets
at b.OO
former price 9.00
15 Newmarkets
at 8.00
former price 12.00
lO Nice Berlin Twill
be
sold at
will
that
advertise
to
small
loo
lots
We also have several
fiavabout one-half their usual price. We have a few very line (Mush
ments that will be closed at a big discount.

SHORT

AGENTS FOR GREEN & BATEMAN

they

we

are

Bankers and Brokers

value.
vnmt

_

N

YORK,

SWAN & BARRETT,

special good
.

H.

n

IH

epii

creaa

to

« a

5 1 UULt T

St.,
499Congress
dec29

,

cor. Brown.
___

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

STOVES!

hancj.{

NEGOTIATED BY

—

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.
Bearing Seven Per Cent Interest.
—

FOK SALE

H.

WILLIAM

TiY

—

EMERY,

188 Middle Street, Portland.
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks in
New England who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Bhode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, It. I,
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, Providence, It. I. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, K. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank. Concord, N. H. Keene Savings
Bank. Keene, N.H. Nashua Savings Bank, Nashua
N.H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton,N.H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.
d2m*

Jan 12

STOCKS.
We have established at the offcc of

our

Unprecedented
Prices to close the bulk of stock at once.
before purbargains in this line. See the Octagon Parlor
we shall close at $22.50. The
9
that
No.
37
have
We
chasing.
you can readily
castings alone for this stove cost$l7.00; sothe
above price.
are at
whatanenormous
they
bargain
figure
CHAMBER STOVES,
OPEN GRATE STOVES, all prices.
All the regular styles at prices that
from $3.60 upwards.
on our contract.
or
cash
for
will astonish,

RANGES!

Portland

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased forCash or carried on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.
new

York and Boston Stock Ex-

quotations and the current stock
the day will be bulletined at the office of
Woodbury & Moulton.
The

Cor.

in existence. Collars, Cuffs, Garments washed in TWO MINUTES. Not necessary to dress for wash day ; You can operCome and
ate the machine in a silk dress and kid gloves.
see the wonder of the 19th century. We are still cutting up

ol
Messrs.
news

our

last week’s

dtf
_

PARLOR
going

HAMILTON & STANLEY,
Investment Bankers,
CHICAGO, ILL,
96 WASHINGTON ST„

References: The National Banks of Chicago,
eodlm
dec 15

TIT BROWN & SONS,

BANKERS,
No. 218 Middle Street,
Sterling ami Continental Exchange
bought anil sold at mom! favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Eetters of
Credit luued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
luveMtment Securities llought and Sold.
eodtf
jan31

B"OMDS~r
Kockland.Gs & 4s Bath.Gs & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 6s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
P. & O. It. It—Gs
Anson.4s

MIDDLE STHEET, Portland.
janl-dtf
January 1,1884.
194

§11200,
on cost! Designs

to

can be rented at a good per cent,
and specifications furnished free. Good schools,
church, sanitarium and hotels, railroad, stores
and best society, within 48 hours of Boston. Everything guaranteed by responsible parties! Best
place in the world for winter or permanent homes
and for invalids!
Board from $4.60 to S7 per week and upwards.
Xow or never if you wish to secure comfortable
homes in the land of perpetual, comfortable sumlauds may be bought
mer. at reasonable prices.
on the instalment plan.
Lands from $15 to *100 per acre. House lots
from $10 to $300 each.
The good lands like ours on which vegetables
can be raised the first year are Exceedingly
Scree in Florida, and are rapidly advancing In
value.

CITY

HALL,
15lli.

EVENIN'O, JAN.

FRIDAY

Evening ticket*,'35 eta.,for sale at Stockbridge’s.
Tickets for remaining three lectures, 75 cents,
including

janlldSt

seat.

Bijou Skating Parlor,

Federal Street.

Evening Adiui.niou:
16 cents t
Gents..
Ladies.10 cents}&Kales.
Afternoon Admission:

in
ao cents.

.,,.

Gents.....10 cents ( spates-.ro
in cents.
,.ni.
f
Ladies.Free
p. S.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.
C. H. KNOWLTON. Manager.
declOdtf
COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

have this

formed a coof LOTH-

carrying on
CO.,
purpose
the wholesale Ladles’ and Gents’ Furnishing and
wdl
and
occupy stores 121
Fancy Goods business,
and 123 Middle St., (Tnompson Block,) Portland,
Feb.
orabout
1,1886.
Me., on
W. W. LOTIIROP,
A. C. DAM.
Jan7dlm
Portland, Jan. 5,1886.
_

Notice of Dissolution.
firm of H. M. PAYSON & CO. is this day

Thedissolved by mutual consent.

HENRY M. PAYSON,

CHARLES H. PAYSON.
GEORGE F. THURSTON,

GEORGE S. PAYSON.

Portland, Maine, January 1,1886.

Co-Partnership Notice.
The undersigned have this day formed a co-partnership in business as Bankers and Brokers under
the firm name of H. M. PAYSON & CO., and will
continue the business heretofore conducted by
their predecessors under the same firm name at
No. 32 Exchange street. Portland, Maine.
CHARLES H. PAYSON.
GEORGE F. TH JRSTON,
GEORGE S. PAYSON.
Jaald3w
January l, 1886.

NOTICE!

firm of Swasey, Jones & Co., is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
E. SWASEY,
L. FRANK JONES.
7,1886.
Portland, January

THE

Co-Partnership Notice.

_

Oil and after November 1st,
onr prices will be for

1885,

undersigned have this day formed a copartnership in business under the firm name
of Swasey. Lamson & Co., for the pul pose of carrying on the wholesale crockery and glass ware
business and pottery manufacturers.
Portland, January 7,1886.
E. SWASEY.
R. LAMSON.
jan8dlw

THE

CABINETS $5.50 PER DOZ.
*6.00 PER DDZ.

PANELS

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Notice of Ilenriug.
of K. T. Adams and twentylicenses held by the
managers of skating rinks
be revoked at the earliest consistent hour, and to
prevent the re-issue of the same or any other rink

the petition
It PON
three others, that all
owners,

proprietors

All persons wishing work made at present rates,
should call in now. as after the above date the
prices will positively be as here mentioned.
We would also call the attention of the public to
our Cl. UR BATES, by which families with
their friends, by a little exertion in getting a number to set, can then contract for, and secure the
advantage of SPECIAL PRICES for thcii
portraits. We assert that we make no difference
whatever between the QUAUITir of such Contract or Club Photograpns and our regular work,
for which we receive more, but in all cases endeavor to have it thoroughly FI BST-CLASS In every sense, and SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
For further particulars about the club
photography, call on or address, for circulars,

or

license
Notice is herebv given, that the board of Mayor
and Aldermen will give a hearing to all parties
interested in the matter of the said petition, at
their room. City Building, on Wednesday, the 13th
Per order of the Board,
inst., at 7.30 p. m.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
Portland. January 7th, 1886.
jau7dtd

Eev. L. li. Hallock, 62 Neal St., Portland, Me.
Rev. L D. Stewart, Dover, N. H., and others.
For pictorial pamphlets, maps and full particu-

lars, apply

to

W. D. LITTLE & GO.,

Apts,

Cordially Invited to Visit

PHOTOGRAPHER

awful low for Cash

CHAMBER

SUITS!
or on our

FURNITURE!

COMER

PEARLUllMILE STREETS,

Branch of fhe Great Nassau Hall, 827 Washington St., Boston,

478 1-2
Opp.

Congress St.,
Preble House.

This new and beautiful Studio lias just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal

supervision

of

PECK,

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
of large experience In all branches of the Art.
a

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.
dec2

AIM:—To Please.

eodtf

1111

ianll

style

piano

fortes

SLEIGHS.
I invite people wanting a first-class Sleigh to call
and

EXAMINE MY STOCK.

Having on hand a large number
of uncalled for Garments, we shall
offer the same atless than onehalf their value. This is a rare
chance to obtain a iirst-class Overcoat or Suit of clothes at your own

I

have some

Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs

at Reasonable Prices

and a good

Business Sleigh for $85.00, That Can't Be Beat!

I will warrant all my sleighs to be made ot good
stock and the best of work.

CORNISH BROS.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
I am pleased to notify my old
customers and the public generally that I am once more to be found
in my old place, 249 Middle St.,
and shall endeavor to please all
who may favor me with their patronage. Thankful for your favors
in the past, I hope to merit a continuance of the same.

Respctfnlly,

D. E. CORNISH.

Portland, Jan. 1,1886.
Piano Fortes of the very host make, the JIallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinway & Son
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Plano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS.
oe»20dtt
114%Exchange St., Portland.

C. E.

WHITNEY,

91 Preble 8t.,
dec4dtf

eor.

Lincoln St.,

POBTIAKB.ME.

NEWJEAR

TO ALL!

One of tlie elements of happiness may he found in
being In possession of a good policy with the

OLD MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO.,
of New

York,

Account Books
Order Blank Books for New Year

THE GREATEST AND BEST IN THE WORLD.
and affording
Paying the Earnest
the most Perfect Security and the Lnut Expense. During the past forty years experience
and during the past year multitudes have been
made happy and none unhappy by the forecast
of the husband, wife, father or son for the family,
or by anEndowmenl Payable to Themselves
Daring I, if clime, at a given age.
EVERY YOUNC .WAN wanting the means
of credit cannot do better than to put himself in
possession of a document as good as a Govern,
ment Bond. He will then have cause to be bappjr
and will never regret it, as no one having done so
has had occasion to regret or complain of the results of so wise a forecast, in such a company. For
more full information and for documents apply to
Dividend*

EVEUNriTNTG-.

OI»E33^r

A HAPPY

Early.

Assets $106,000,000.00,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.

AN UNUSUAL OFFER.

Jan4eodtf

Photograph Studio,

MR. J. M.

B. A. ATKINSON & CO,

Congress Street,

__d«_

1886.

Contract System.

in great variety. We are all through taking stock and believe
we have more bargains to offer to the square inch than any
other house in the country.

m

249 Middle St.

514
oct21

NEW BRANCH

new

Portland, Jan. 1,188G.

Vive Acres of good Land set le choicest
Fruit and fenced foi §400!
Five Acres of land so rich as not to require fer
tllizers. set to fruit and fenced for $600 to $800.
Similar groves, in five years from the setting, now
yield from $2,000 to $4,000 per annum. Care of
such groves, with fertilizers, $175 per year! Business can never be “overdone,” as Florida has no
competitor, and only a small portion even of this
State is adapted to this culture.

prices.

ARETAS SHU11TLEFF,

price.
1

Diekinson Illustrated Leeturc Course,

Notice of Dissolution.

An orange, lemon, lime, fig and guava grove,
with sugar cane, pineapples, bananas, cotton, tobacco. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest
every month in the vear), in the fertile and healthful highlands of Florida. New town, New England colony at Belleview, Marion Co., Florida.

Yon are
at

Investment payable hall
improved farms.
yearly. For further information address

No.

dlw*

jan!2

Mass.

7 PER CENT FIRST MORTGAGES
on

.TLA5fD, ]?IAIYE.

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

$400

—

dec22_dtf

middle and Exchange Su.

Bankers, Boston,

JIJDSOY,

Houses Built for

KECONP LECTURE IN THE

name

Prepared by

PO

31 Exchange St,

RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,
J ill

Price 35 cents.

II.

Lewiatoa.

Reserved Seats 35 cts.
iy Admission 26 cts.
Reserved Seats to members 25 cts. Reserved Seats
at
JanPdtd
now on sale
Stockbridge’s.

day
undersigned
WEDAM
partnership under the firm
of
for the
&

INSTANTANEOUS CROUP REMEDY,

N. E. REFERENCES WHO HAVE VISITED AND IN
VESTED IN BELLEVIEW.
Gen. J. L. Chamberlain, Brunswick. Me.
S. H. Mayo, 121 Fulton St., Boston, Mass.
Prof. G. G. Bosh, 00 Pleasant St., Dorchester,

Washing Machine

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Members of
changes.

RANGES!

not
$5.00 to $10.00 down, balance $5.00 per month. Why
We
are
weather?
headquarters
cold
this
have a new Range
for quantity, style, quality and price. Every Range Warranted.
Come to our store and we will show you the new way to
wash clothes. We have the only sensible make of

correspondents.
a Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on commission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore

—ASSISTED BY—

Mrs. Jennie Bing Morrison,Contralto; Mia*
Li/zir Brown, Soprano.

the

Is an old established prescription, and has been used in many families for over 12 years with wonderful success. The proprietor being convinced of its great merits, has recently introduced it to the
nublic It has many advantages over other croup remedies. The result of its use is complete and inft
stantaneous relief. Although a powerful medicine. It is perfectly safe for the most delicate child,
is cheap every bottle contains over 400 doses, and last hut not feast, it is infallible. In every family
never
the
same
that
“it
falls.”
is
the
of
time
used
testimony
invariably
been
where it has
any length
In fact it has never been known to fail. These are not empty words got up to produce an effect, but
and living families in New
are positive facts, and are proved by the testimony of many responsible
to belgivenhere, but enough of them may be seen on
England. Space will not permit many of them
on
hand.
have
it
should
the circulars. Every family
Mb. H. Judson, Dear Sir:
I have used Mrs. Allen’s Croup remedy in my family, with the most gratiI think It is a most valuable medifying results; It works like a charm and does all it claims to do.
Mrs. E. D. PETTENGILL, Portland, Me.
cine and should be kept In every family. Yours Truly,
I cheerfully give my testimony to the value of Mrs Allen’s Croup Remedy, and heartily recommend
it as a remedy that Is sure, and will L’lve instant relief. I have tested it thoroughly having used It
eleven vears, and It has never disappointed me. In one case I think It saved the life of my child, and
Mrs. J. W. HUSTON, West Falmouth, Me.
since then I have not dared to be without It.

Profitable and Safe Investments.

for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on

—

—BY TTIE—

ROP,

FLORIDA.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS

GRAND CONCERT

Copartnership Notice.

ALLEN’S

MRS.

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets.

186 MIDDLE STREET.

Congress Street.

488 & 490

GILBERT.

NINTH Y. M. C. A.

—

TURNER BROS.,

TO BE CLOSED

M. B.

-A. R T
BROS.’ Inthe Netherlands.

—

Iu connection with the closing out of the balance left from our great
ami very successful sale of FRENCH DRESS GOODS we offer

OUTSIDE GARMENTS
JOBLOT o( LADIES'
OUT AT A GREAT SACRIFICE.

Respectfully.

At City Hull, Thnradny Evening, Jan. 14.

CONGRESS ST-

Investment Securities
for Sale.

For transactions on New York and Chicago Exchanges. Connected by private
wire. Quotations constantly displayed,
eooktf
decl

Wednesday Evening.
WALTZING and the HEW KCHOTTISCHE

of

SALE

OUT

CLOSING
—

our

EXTRA,

GILBERT’S

READINGS by MR. M. DENNETT,

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

-A.T-

shall close out this week at
We have a few of these goods that
prices less than the material would be worth to make up.
will do well to
Any customer intending to buy a garment this season
as
call and make a selection from some of the lots advertised above

NEW

Mi»« Olga Von Kndcrki anil Mi«» Mary E.
O’Brion, Pianists, wlio will perform on two Grand
Pianos with the Orchestra. Mr. W'ilhHau Gcrieke. Conductor.
Evening Ticket* $1.00; 110W on sale at
Stockbridge’s Music Store.
Note—This coucert will commence at8 o’clock,
the
and, to avoid any disturbance by late comers,
doors will be kept closed during the performance
of any movement.
Half fare on M. C. R. R., P. & O. R. R. Late
Jau7dlw
train on G. T. K. K.

WEBER CLUB

one

Private Wires to Boston and New York.
Parlies buying or selling 10 shares of stock have
the same advantages aB those dealing in 100 oi
1000 shares.

60— MUSICIANS —60

janl2dtf

MORRISON & CO.,

on

Orchestra!

FROM H TO 0 OTLOC'K

OIE

STRICTLY

One Lot French tares, 42 inch, at 371 -2 Gts., former price $1.00
BROKER,
One Lot French Boacle, 50 Gts.,.worth 1.25
39 Exchange Street.
and 1.25
No. 565 Congress St., Under Grand Array Hall, Portland, Me. All Our 54 inch Homespuns, 50 Gts., regular price $1.00
and
Petroleum
drain
jan4
Stocks,
____dtf
former price 1.25
One Lot 44 inch French Bison, 621-2 Cts.,
pel
margin
Bought, sold and carried
f.

SYMPHONY

Morrison & Go’s New Jewelry Store, TURNER
COMMESCIYO TO-DAY.
SOS

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodtf
JelO

TV

MORE CHANGE!

ONE

Bnilding.

City, County and Bailioad Bonds, aud
Other First-Class Securities.

(11

A

Jan. 13(li.

of

qualities

This is done rather than carry it into next season, pay costs of care taking, and
slack up our manufacturing.
The regular prices of our make of clothing, established from a maker’s basis of
one profit, leaves no room for

burg,

ou

finer

Overcoats and Suits!

Startling

37 1-2 cts.
“
50
“
75

“

1.00

PORTLAND,

on our

13th Stockbridge.
Grand Coucert by the BOSTON

sale.

for
75 ct. Dress Goods
“
“

1908.

High Prices! 300 GOOD

We reiterate the candid statement about what we are doing. The truth wears
best*
We made up an unusually large and comprehensive stock and after a good season
in the early part of the winter, which brings the bulk of the business, we have cut
adrift from ordinary profits and make

The reduction falling chiefly

The most astonishing bargains ever shown the Ladies of Maine.
An opportunity to buy choice dress Goods at half their actual value
was never presented before.
We will sell on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, January 12th,
13th and 14th, 11,000 yards of new and desirable Fine French Dress
Goods in Black and Colors, bought of an importer at a gTcat sacrifice,

1887.
1888.

1890.
6b
Co.,
And other strong securities, for sale by

castle of

carried to
tion on a point of land in tlie German oceanAt last, when this stronghold was threatened, tlie knights and state officials lost their
courage and confidence in their own right
arm to protect these idols of tlie people; and
had not the shrewd device of Countess Marwere

£<

_

“

symbols,

safe in the

f"’11*1*
*§**•
1887.
O-,

Hlnle of NIniue,
City of Portland,

mason

its

THE MORMON BILL.
Senator Edmunds’s bill to suppress polygamy in the territories which lias passed the
Senate is an exceedingly severe measure, and

probably gets quite

of

crown room

SA L E

Janl3

..

Bear Admiral Jouett, commanding the
North Atlantic Station, reports to the Navy
Department that while recently visiting La
Guayra, with his staff, he was present at a
banquet where the Venezuelan President and
his Cabinet were also guests, and that the
wildest enthusasm prevailed at eaeli mention of the United States, “the Mother Republic.” The name thus bestowed on us by
our tropical children is affectionate and respectful. We have been, perhaps too apt
hitherto to dwell on our juyenility by talking
of our own mother country and fatherland.
But reminders begin to come that we are geting on in years, and are, in fact, already
among the centenarians.
THE PROFESSIONAL FUNERAL RKPORERT.

After

Securities, suitable
Sayings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.
eodtf

Biddeford* Saco Water Co.,5s,
7»,
Mninc Central B. B.,

GROWING OLD AND DIGNIFIED.

__

DRESS GOODS!

for

Choice

STAND-

Philadelphia Press.
Senator Eustis, of Louisiana, asserts boldly that there is nothing to prevent the payment of the government bonds in silver and
from a Louisiana standpoint he may be right
Yet in other sections of the country good
faith and the honor of the government still

Still

Parnell’s followers need his presence to
keep them straight. At a conference of the
Dublin Nationalists, at which be was not
present, wide differences of opinion were
manifested, and there was a narrow escape
from an open

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Memphis Avalanche.
The Ohio Democrats are greatly troubled
about the minority vote for Senator. The
country at large lias no choice between those
who smell of coal oil and the various odorous elements used in the boodle sacraments.
REFLECTION ON THE LOUISIANA

»ni.T«, GRAND

AMUSEMENT*.

miSCELLANEO (78.

HUt'BLLAXGOtm._

BANKERS

NO CHOICE AMONG OHIO DEMOCRATS.

POINT.

appointed

postmasterat Winchester, Mass.

are now

wimp.1 &

North American.
Perry Belmont is likely to find the clothes
of the ehalrman of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs a misfit.

A

Ex-Gov. Garcelon’s son has been

FINANCIAL.

in the

jan2dtf

Check Books, Printing and Bullng
of all kinds.

LORING, SHORT k MARION,
oetie

474 Congress Street.

eod3m

W. D. LITTLE,

ASHTON’S

RESIDENT AGENT, 31 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

Factory-Filled Salt.

To the Holders of Bonds and Coupons
Secured by Mortgage
—

FROM THE

—

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Co., of No*. 1, A. 0.1871.
mortgage named above lias been foreclosed by decrees and orders in the suit of
the Mercantile Trust Company et al. vs. the P. &
O. R. R. Co., et als.. in the United States Circuit
Court for the District of New Hampshire. Consequently under legislation In Maine and concurrent legislation in New Hampshire, the holders of
the Bonds and Coupons secured thereby are declared a corporation, and may complete an organization as such at their option.
You are therefore requested to communicate
immediately to the undersigned the amounts and
serial numbers of Bonds held by each of you. and
the numbers of Coupons attached thereto, in order that you may be advised of proceedings which
may be taken to organize such corporation.
All such communications should be addressed
to our attorney, William L. Putnam, Portland.
Maine.
NATHAN WEBB.
)
HORATIO N. JOSE.
J Trustees.
WESTON F. MII.LIKEN. 1
Portland, Maine, Jan. 11. A. D. 1888. janI2dl w

THE

%

SEND FOR CIRCULARS

CONANT, PATRICK k CO.
AGENTS.
229 COMMERCIAL ST.,
nov2

PORTLAND^

Ml

e

STORAGE!.
First-class storage for Floor, Fish,
Cotton ami other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator*
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
Ivl4dl.f

.\».

t'ou.n.«r«i»l

K.itt.,

^wmmmmmmmm

Metropolitan El.160

PRESS.

THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN. IS.

The Yankee boys of 188G will be Interested In
these instructions given by the selectmen of
Charlestown, Mass., in 167otothe men charged
with the dnty of looking after the behavior of the
boys of that time during public worship:
1. That you are to suffer no boys to sit in other places in ye meeting house, but those apptd fot
them.
2. That you endeavor to prevent playing and all
irriverint carriage in time of worship.
3. That you prevent their unnecessary frequent
running out of ye meeting house in time of exercise, and particularly their running out before
praver be done and ye Blessing pronounced well
Is also a particular order from ye General Court.
4. That you permit them not to sit in time of
prayer, but to stand up. and during ye whole exercise their hatts to be off.
6. That you return a list of ye names to us of
such hoys as will not be reclaimed from their disorders by you yt they may he proceeded with as
ye law in ye case directs.

Colorado Coal.24 12
Quicksilver... 70i
do preferred.24 60
Homestake.2200

Ontario.29

00
2 90
195
2
1 80

Horn Silver.
Caledonia. B. H.
Con. cal. & Va.
Bodie.
Eureka. 2!35
Hale & Norcross.2 40
Father deSmet.3 80

SAN FRANCISCO. Jan. 12. 1886,-Tho following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

to-day:

Hale & Norcross. 2<4
Con. Cal. & Va. |l%
Bodie Con. 1%
Best & Belcher. 1

Eureka.J1
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Jan. 12. 1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, &e.:
Pork—Long cut 12 25@12 75; short cuts 12 50
@12 76; backs 12 75.513 00; light backs 11 75®
12 00; lean ends 12 25@12 75; pork tongues $13
@13 25 :prime mess $12 25@12 75;extra prime at
9 75@$10 25; mess, old. at 10 75@11 00: do new
at $11 76; Western prime mess pork at 10 75@
11 75.
Lard 6%@6%c y lb m tierces ;7V*@7y2c in 101b pails; 7Vj a7%c In 6-lb pails; 7%@8cin3-th

you ever been arrested be-

fore, Kastus?

Kastus—Ye'es, yo’ lionah.

Magistrate—How many times?

Kastus—1 dou’ zaetly dlsremember, yo’ honoli.
Magistrate—Once?

beu ’rested mo’n
Magistrate—Five hundred t'mes?
Raslus (indignantly)—No, sab.
Magistrate—A hundred timeB?

wunce.

Kastus—Er—yuse glttiu’ hot, jedge, yuse gettin’

pails.

liot.

If you are tired taking the large old-fashioned
griping pills, try Carter's Little Liver Pills and
A man can’t stand everytake some comfort.
thing. One pill a dose.

Hams 9y2®10c $> tb, according to size and
small l6@10V4c.
Dressed hogs, city, at 6% c y lb; country at 5c;
live 4%c.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 27®
28;common to good 20®25c; New York fall made
dairy 21®22c; Vermont do 22@23c; selections 21
(a
c; common to good at 155 20c; extra Western
fresh I made creamery 33@34e; common to good
26®30c: Western ladle packed, fresh, 17@20c.
Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than these quocure;

—

“When I stand on my head said Flipkins, with
the air of a man who has got a poser, “the blood
all rushes into my bead. Now when I stand on
my feet why don’t the blood rusli into my feet?”
“Because,” replied Mrs. Cushannigan’s brother,
“because, Flipkins your feet are not empty.” The
boys laughed, but Flipkins said lie couldn’t see
any joke.

tations.

Cheese—Northern extra at 10@10y2c: lower
grades according to quality; Western at 9V2@10.
Job lots Vac higher.
Eggs—Neai by 29@30c; Eastern extras 275,28;
East firsts at 256!26c: Southern choice extras 26
®27c: Now York and Vermont 26@26c; North at
25®26c: Western fresh at 23 «;24e; choice held
stock 12@22c; Western pickled 19@20c; Eastern
limed 20 a 21c.
Beans—Choice small hand picked pea at 1 60®
1 65 » bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 60® 1 55; small Vermont hand picked pea at

Back, with a weary aching lameness
the hips, is a sign of diseased kidneys. Use
the best kidney curative known, which is Bur
dock Blood Bitters.
A Weak

over

Till we accept the faiths which our faculties postulate, we can never know even the sensible
world; and when we accept them, we shall know
much more.—Martineau.

1 60®170

75; fancy Maine bald$1@1 25.
Hay—Choice prime hay, $19 60®$20; fair to
good at $18@$19; choice Eastern fine $16@$18;
fair to good (lo at $15@$16; poor do at si:; a S14:
East swale $116812. Rye straw, choice, $2<),a
$21: oat straw $11@$12 y ton.
Potatoes—Houlton rose 75@80c;dollebrou 80c;
N H Rose 70c ;Me Central 70c;Burbauk seedlings
70c;N Y Ilebrons at 60@65c; do Rose 60@66c;
do prolifics 70c.

Apples-Choice,

wins 1 75@2 00;

Try Carter’s Little Nerve Pills for any case of
nervousness, sleeplessness, weak stomach, indigestion, dyspepsia, &c., relief is sure. The only
In vials
nerve medicine for the price in market.
at

25 cents.
not

(By Telegraph.)

I have not had a return of my rheumatism since
I used Atlilophoros, which enred me about a year
ago. I would gladly recommend it as a remedy to
tiny one and every one suffering from rheumatism
Jarvis A. Pond, Branford, Ct.

CIO.

Chicago

Hogs—Receipts 16,000 jshipmeuts 5000;Steady;
rough and mixed at 3 G5@3 95; packing and slopping at 3 95@4 30; light 3 50@4 05; skips 2 50®
3 50.

Sheep—Receipts 5000; shipments 2900; slow;

natives 2 25®4 75; Western 2 50®4 25;
liead 4 00 85 50.
3 00@3 75. Xambs

The following are recent charters:
Brig Gipsey Queen, Matanzas to North of Hatteras, molasses $2.
Schr Minnie C Taylor, lied Beach »o Boston,
plaster 27MiC t> bbl.
Schr Balph Sinnet, Portland to Havana, shooks
and heads 20c.
Schr Uranus, Portland to Havana, sugar shooks
and heads 20c; box shooks 11c.
Schr Sebago, Portland to St. Pierre, Mart., rum
shooks 22c; lumber $4.
Schr Fanny Whitmore, Klizabetliport for Portland, coal 90c and discharged.

NEW YORK, Jan. 12, 1886—Flour market—

Receipts 12,133 bbls; exports 2801 bbls and 23,269 sacks; heavy and in instances a shade lower
with quiet trading; sales 12,700 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 1583 00; superfine
Western and State at 2 90@3 30; common to food

extra Western and State at 3 254,3 70; good to
choice do at 3 7546 50; common to|eboice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00 « 5 25; fancy do at
at 5 30@5 50; common to good extra Ohio at 3 25
(35 60; common to choice|extra St Louis at 3 25®
5 60; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75®5|10; choice to double extra do at 5 15®
5 76/lncludlng 2600 bbls city mill extra at 4 75
@4 90; 1000 bbls fine do at 2 16@3 00; 140 bills
superfine at 2 9033 30 ; 800 bbls extra No 2 at
3 2543 70; 3600 bbls winter wlieat extra at 3 25
3600 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 2545 60.
@6
Southern flour steady ;|common to fair 3 50@3 90;
good to choice at 4 0045 60. Rye Flour steady at
bush jexports 7,3 26@3 GO. When I—Receipts
i 995
bush; V4@%c lower and moderately active;
; sales 76.000on spot; No 2 Chicago at 9114c ;No 2
Red at 90c; No 1 Red State 95V2c;No 1 White at
95c.
Kye is nominal. Barley. Coru %glc

PORTLAND, Jan. 12,1380.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations for

6?;

Prnvidlnna. ftp..

drain.

25®8

50

—

High Mixed Corn.50353
Coin, bag lots
5536G
Meal, bag lots. 64355
—

lots
Oats,
41@42
00@5
Oats, bag lots
42343
25
Heed,
Cotton
00@6
car lots.. 24 00325 00
25® 5 50 do bag.. .25 0032G 00
25 Sack’dBr’n
car lots.. 18 00319 00
stone ground.4 75®5 00
do bag. ..19 OO320 00
St Louis st’gt
roller.5 50@5 75 Middlings, 19 50323 00
dear do—5 25@5 50 do bag lots,20 00@24 00
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
Patents.5 75®6 00 PorkBacks... 13 00313 50
Flub.
Clear —12 503I2 75
Cod, p till—
Large Shore3 25@3 50 Mess.IO0O3IIOO
Iiarge Bank3 26(®3 50 Mess Bed. 9 50310 00
ExMess.10 00310 50
Small.2 75®3 00
Plate ....11 00311 50
Pollock.2 60®3 25
ExPlate.il 50@12 00
Haddock.1 50®2 00
—

25

car

—

higher and moderately active; speculation less active; receipts 33,000 ousli; exports 32,6GGbush;
sales 198,000 busli spot; No 3 at46V»®47V4c;
! No 2 at 50%M61c. Oats shade better; receipts

—

00@5

;
|
1
■

]
!

Hake.1 75@2 26 Lard-

Tubs p p..6%@7c
Tierces— 6%37c
Scaled p bx.. 14@18c
Pails.7 37*4 c
No 1.12@15e
Hams p lb
Mackerel p bbl—
9V4@10 c
do coveredlOVi&lltt
Shore ls.l9 0t>@21 00
Oil.
Shore 2s. 7 00® 8 00
Med. 3s. 5 00® GOO KeroseneSmall.2 75@ 3 50 Port. Kef. ret. 7 Vi
Water White —10Vi
Produce.
13
Pratt’sAst’l.Dbbl.
Cranberries—
Maine.8 5Q@4 50 Devoe’s Brilliant.13
00 Ligonia.
10*4
Cape Cod.. .6
Pei Beans...1 75® 1 85 Silver White.10
Medium... 1 75@1 85 Centennial.10%
Knicfiu*.
75
Herman nidi
Yellow Eyes.l 65® 1 751 Muscatel.2 50@3 50
London Lay’r 3 15@3 37
Irish Potatoes
3 25®3 50 OnduraLay. 12
<al2Vi
St Potatoes
Ouion3.3 25@3 6t) Valencia.7
@10Vs

Herring-

1
;

;

—

60@7

..

G6pl

CO@05l

;

!

j
;

i
;

I
\
■

|

j

Sugar.
Cabbages.$10® $12
lb.7Vi
Turkevs.H>®16i granulated
Chickens.12® 15 Extra C.0%
Weed*.
Fowls
.10® 12 j
Ducks
@151 lied Top.2 25^2 37
Geese.
@12 Timothy Seed2 00@2 10
Clover.10l/a@Hc I
Apples.
Ohrene.
00® 2 50
Snow
00.® 2 25 V ermont —10 <& 11 Vfe
Tallman Swts2 00.®2 25 N.Y. factory 10 @HVa
R utter.
Nol Baldwins
and Greenings
Creamery ±> lb... 24S25
21 @23
1 25@2 00 Gilt Edge Ver.
Evaporated p lb 8®lie! Choice.18 @20
rcinoux.
Good.15@1G
Florida.4 50@5 00! Store.10@12
Messina.4 00®4 50 }
Malacers.3 00® 3 50 ; Eastern extras.27
Canada & Western...20
Orange**.
Florida.3 75®4 25 j Island.20

Nodhcads

2
.2
—

I

Limed.10@22

Foreign Exports.

HAVANA. Schr Uranus—2080 shocks
heads 2877 box shooks.

3G80

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Jail. 12. 1880.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 48 pars miscellaneous merchandise; lor connecting roods 07 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
__

Boston Stock Market.
t By Telegraph.]
The following quotation* of stocks are received

dailv:

Alch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 04%
Mexican Central 7s. 40%
Flint & Poro Marquette Railroad pref. 83
do coni. 17%
.32
New York and New England Kailroad.
Belle Telephone.177%
Eastern Railroad. 70
Boston & Lowell Railroad.130
Boston & Albany Railroad.178
New York Stock and

Money

Market.

TBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Jan. 12. 1880.—Money on call
continues very easy atl%@2 percent. Prime
mercantile paper 4®5 per cent. Exchange continGovernment bonds and dull
ues dull anu stcadv.
steady. Kailroad bonds quiet and steady. The
stock market after 2 15 was dull and steady until
late In the hour, when it yielded fractions and
closed dull and weak.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 222.658 shares.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, 3s .101s/s
New 4%s, reg .112%
New 4%s, coup.U2%
123V*
New 4s. reg.
New 4s.

coup.123%

Pacific 6s of ’95.125%
The following are to-day’s closing bids of stocks:
Chicago & Alton.141
Chicago & Alton preferred.164

Quincy.J3§
. 26%

Chicago, Burlington

&

Erie..
—.
Erie preferred
Illinois Central.
Lake Shore.
Michigan Central.
New

22,800 bush; exports 19,908 bush : sales 91,000
bush on spot; No 3 at 3G@3Gy.tC. White do 40@
40Vie; No 2 at 30y2®36»4c; do White at 41 Vic;
Mixed Western at 36V2@38e. Coffee dull. Sugar dull; refined is steady; C 5Vt@5Vic; Extra
Cat6V2@5%c; White Extra C5%c; Yellow at
5@5y8e; 'Mould A at 6%@6 .13-19c; Oft A at 6c;
Standard A 6%; Granulated 6*4c: Confectioners
A 6%e; cut loaf and Crushed at 7y8@7V4c; Powdered 6%@7ViC; Cubes 6 15-lGc. Felrolouni—
Tallow barely steady at 4 13-16
united 87%e.
@4%c. Fork steady; family mess 11 50; mess
quoted at 10 00®10 50. Beef is dull. Card 2@3
points lower and fairly active -.Western steam spot
0 45a6 47Mj ; refined at 6 7.. for Continent; 7 0.3
Butter steady; State at lC@34c; Elfor S.'A.
gin creamery at 33@34c. Cheese steady; State
7@10y4 ; Western flat 7®9x/2
Freights firm; Wheat steam 2Vid.
CHICAGO, Jan. 12, 1886.—Flour dull; Winter
Wheat 4 40o.5 85 for Southern; Wisconsin 4 o (3
4 65; Michigan at 4 50@4 75; soft Spring Wheat
3 70 o 4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 60®4 oO; patents
4 75;g6 50; low grades 2 0(18.3 00; Rye Flour at
3 80®3 6(1. Wheat lower; January Sux4@8iyjC;
No 2 Spring at 80Vi®80>4c. Corn easier at 36Vi.
Oats quiet at 28 V*. Rye dull; No 2 at 58c. Barley
is dull; No 2 at 63@64c. Pork lower at 10 30®
Boxed
lo 35. Lard is steady at 6 07 x/2 »G 10.
meals steady; shoulders at 3 9033 95; short ribs
5 10 35 1-V'2 ; short clear 5 4045 45.
Receipts—Fiour, 5.000 bbls; wheat, 6,000
hush; corn, 46,000 bush; oats. 60,000bush; rye,
4,000 hush; barley, 41,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 6,000 bbls; wlieat, 18,000
hush: corn, 48,000 hush; oats. 37,000 hush; rye,
0,000 bush ibatley, 39.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 12. 1886.—Wheat depressed:
No 2 Red 89V4C. Com easier; No 2 Mixed 33%c.
Oats firm; No 2 Mixed at 30V2e.
Receipts—Flour, 2,000 bbls; wheat, 4,000 bush,
corn, 9,000 bush; oats, 3,000 bush; rye, 00,000
hush barley, 2.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 4000 bills; wheat 1.000 hit;
coru,8,000 bush; oats 00,000 bush; rye, 1,000 bu;
barley, 1000 lmsh.
DETROIT, Jan. 12,1886.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 88y2c; No 2 Red 88Vic.
Receipts, 10,100 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 12, 1886.—Cotton firm;
middling 8 ll-16c.
Klim

TP

10

1 <3011

_f’ntt.'ill is firm*

TTltcl

dlirg 8%c.
SAVANNAH, Jan. 12, 1886—Cotton is firm;
middling 8 11-16c.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 12,1886.—Cotton is firm;
middling 8“4c.
MEMPHIS,Jan. 12,1886.—Cotton steady; middling

8

11-lGe._

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Jan. 12,1886.-[Beerbolim’s report
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes off tire coast,
wheat quiet. Cargoes on the passage and for shipAt Liverpool,
ment, wheat and corn very quiet.
spot wheat steady; corn firm. Weather in Eng-

land cold.
LIVERPOOL. Jan. 3 2, 1880. -Cotton market is
firmer; uplands 5d; Orleans at DVed; sales 10.00"
hales speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL,January 12,1880.—Winter Wheat
steady at 7s@7s 2d; spring wheat at 7s@7s 2d;
California average 6s 7d@os9d; club at 6s 10s®
7s ;corn, mixed Western,4s 7V2d for old and 4s 2d
Provisions,&c.—Pork, new
for new; peas 6s 5(1.
Eastern; bacon at 20s 6d
mess at 40s for prime
for short clear and 28s for long clear; cheese at
estem 32s 3d;
lard,
4'.)s for American;
prime
tallow at 26s 6(1 for American.

FROM

...

FOR

news

columns for loss of sclir

i.et_1 rent Cor. of Federal and Hamp1 rent 41
shire st 1 rent 168 Danfortb St.,
St or
Newbury St A. D. BOYD, 101 Newbury l“'L
303 Fore

To

St._

to let at a
W

St.;at

TO

i.K.P.

....

Leerdam.New

Nevada.New York..Liverpool.. ..Jan IP
Jan 20
Fulda.New Y’ork.. Bremen
Jail 2(1
Canada.New York. .Havre
Alvo.New York..Kingston, &cJan 20
21
..Jan
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool..
21
Santiago.New York..Cienfuegos ..Jan 22
.Jan
Antilles.New York..Porto Rico

LET —Lower rent in house on Douglass St.;
eiirhtrooms. six on the flat, Sebago water;
1091
rent §9.
inquire of GEO. W. BURNHAM, z

TO

Absolutely

Pure*

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in catis.
Koval Baking Powdek Co., 166 Wall St., N.Y.
mart
dly

and
Congress
bath rooms
prietor. Gas, electric bells, steam heat,
the
&c. Everything new and flrst-class. Table
best. Prices reasonable.
536

«BA83 CSS?;-,

t-.;:

uU

Ar at Matanzas Jan 2, barque Loreua, S owers,
St Thomas; 3(1, Miguon, Colcord, Portland; sen
James R Talbot, Crocker, Macliias; Sallle l’Ou,

West, Fernandiua.
Spoken.
Jan 10, eiglity miles east of Boston, barque
Henry Warner, from Buenos Ayres for Boston.

1: uni

to Scrofula Cured
by Ctiticuin.

Pimples

Hundreds of letters ill our possession, copies ol
which may be bad by return of mail, repeat this
story:—1 have been a terrible sufferer for years
from Diseases of the Skin and Blood; have been
obliged to shun public places by reason of my disfiguring humors; have bad the best physicians;
have spent hundreds of dollars, and got no relief.
I used the Cuticuka Remedies, which have
cured me, and left my skin and blood as pure as a
child’s.

■

■

■

STATES HOTEL.

UNITED

Wilson’s

imorece-

dented success in curing
legions of d iffleult, complicated diseases and consumption, after given up
to die I>y > it lier physicians
many in this city, are liv
ling witnesses. !Vo cure
no pay, ouly for ruediciue.
He imports aud compounds lus own curatives
for speedy and permanent
He excels in curing consumption, female afflictseminal
debility, diabetis,
ions, syphilis, scrofula,

prostration, constipation, sleeplessness,
spitting blood, fluxes, lost memory, palsy, pleurisy,
stuttering, gravel, piles, cancers, cankers, bad
breath, asthma, catarrh, lungs, heart, liver, kidneys, spleen, diaphragm, and diseases made
chronic by malpractice.
nervous

free
Exniuimntion
C'oiimu Itntion nail
from 9n. Ill- to § p. in.
Dr. Wilson is the acknowledged
laureate, his revised chart, just published, excels
in presenting that science ill a new light; illustrating the brain as the index of human events,

phrenological

mentally and physically, with equal celerity,
in

men-

trade,
tally directs natures abilities for success
business or profession. Physically it vfrifies the
functions of every ache, pain, disease of every organ of the body; also accidents to what extent of
severity, to a degree, if curable or not, in health
tile power of development teach physical econoEvery person should
my to preserve the same.
be examined aud educated in tins science, to
which we owe so much knowledge of humanity.
The charts are elegantly gotten up, represent
ing 674organs diseases,accidents and conditions;
contains 54
characteristically classified,andand
medical prescrippages of instructive reading
tions of two schools of practice, comments of the
press, testimonials from eminent people and patients cured by this scientific diagnosis that ask no
questions.

Office hours from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m. U. S. HoHotel. Those wishing to learn this science can
do so by studying Dr. W.'s Guide for Physicians,
tied 6dtf

BILIOUSNESS.
Bilious symptoms invariably

arise from indigestion, such as
furred tongue, vomiting of bile,
giddiness, sick headache, irregular bowels. The liver secretes the bile and acts like a
filter or sieve, to cleanse impurities of the blood. By irregularity in its action or suspensions of Its functions, the bilo
is liable to overflow into the
blood, causing j aundice, sallow
complexion, yellow eyes, bilious diarrhoea, a languid,
weary feeling and many other
distressing symptoms. Biliousness may he properly termed
an affection of the liver, and
can be thoroughly cured by tho
grand regulator of the liver
and biliary organs, BURDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. Itacts upon the
^
stomach, bowels and liver,
making healthy bile and pure
blood, and opens the culverts
and sluiceways for the outlet
of disease. Sold everywhere
and guaranteed to cure.<r

Newark,

O.

MEAD, FACE AND BOD’S? RAW.
commenced to use your Cuticuka Remedies
last July. My bead and face and some parts of
my body were almost raw. My head was covered
with scabs and sores, and my suffering was fearI bad tried everything I had heard of ill the
ful.
East and West. My case was considered a very
bad one. I have now not a particle of Skin Humor
about me. and my ease Is considered wonderful.
Mrs. S. E. WHIPPLE.
Decatur, Mich.
I

ECZEMA PROM HEAD TO FEET.
f'hurlo FfivrA

TTinklp .Tr*r«pv fMtv Heitrhts. N. J..

writes: “My son, a latl of twelve years, was completely cured of a terrible case of Eczema by the
Cl'ticcra Remedies. From the top of Ids head
l,o the soles of his feet was one mass of scabs.”
Every oilier remedy and physicians had been tried
in vatu.
CCTICCRA REMEDIES
sold everywhere. Price, Cuticuea, 60c.;
Resolvent, 81.00; Soap. 25c. Prepared by the
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.

I LB S.

Alton & Terre Haute.
do pref. 8d

\J Dr. C. T. Fisk. 08 Pleasant street, Auburn.
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,
without detention from business. Seven years experience and hundreds of cases cured in different
parts of the State.
Read tlie following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skeDtical.
Portland, Dec. 1, 1884.
We, the undersigned, having been successfully,
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
His method is simthe confidence of the public.
ple. almost painless, and requires no detention
from business.
FRED H. THOMPSON, 30 Union St.
RIGHT) K. GATJ.EY, 60 and 01 Union St.
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
D. F. GEliTS, 466 Cumberland St.. Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL, 00 Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE, 30 Preble St.. Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 5 Temple Place, Portland
N. W. MORSE, 101 Federal St,, Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
be given at the Doctor’s room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland Street.

AT ,11. S. HOTEL, ROOM IS,

from 9 a. m. to
4 |>. mi.
eodtf

livery SaiunSay,

Are

marll

“Haw to Cure Shin Discuses.”
nniTUb Pimples, Skin Blemishes, and Baby Hullfill Dip* mors cured by Cuticuba Soap.
Send for

CCTICCRA ANTI-PAIN
PLANTER is a new, original, ele;ant and infallible antidote to Pain and
inflammation, banishing Rheumatic
Neuralgic, Sciatic, Sudden Sharp and
Nervous Pains as by magic. At druggists.

r.7R rnnffrpss

a sure cure

street, comer

situation as house-keeper or
Adgeneral house-work hi small family.
TURNER
41
dress
STREET._11~1
boy from 16 to 18 to work in a
retail grocery store; one living in the eastAddress B. K.,
ern part of the city preferred.
This
ITT ANTED—An outdoor salesman ou the new
W I. F. Singer Sewing Machine. Apply with
reference to the SINGER MANUE Ai.TUltlNG
CO'S OFFICE, 21 Free St., from 8 to 9.30 a.m.

WANTED—A

Wanted—A

Office._8-1

D—Situation by a capable Protestant
woman to do general housework or cooking
Apply at 74
hi a faniiiv; good reference given.
ADAMS

WANTE

ST.___7-1

HITES EOTD-I wish to hear
S
party willing to invest in a safe minWill bear
Immense returns!
ing enterprise.
strictest examination. For particulars, apply at
H.
once in person or by letter with stamp, to C.
7-1
MORRILL. 507Va Congress St., Portland.

on
one

for

T.. Portland, Me.,

Palmer's Store, MRS. PALMoffice. Call at once and secure

7-1
good help.
like a
would
with
experience
W7ANTED—One
W situation as housekeeper in a small family.

Call oil,

or

address M.. 43 Free St.6 l

capable Protestant girl to do
WANTED—A
general housework in a small family; must
he neat, a good cook and good laundress; references required.
Apply at 30 CUSHMAN Si., between 2 and 5 p.

m._o-1

ATT ANTED—An experienced girl in Fancy
IT
Goods; must be well recommended; a good
permanent place given to the right one. Apply at
1
on.-e at L. D.

STROUT’S._5

who wish to subscribe for the
\\ Zion’s Herald, or renew their subscription,
to*please call on D. K. FROHOCK, Agent, 201
Oxford St.
_81
«T7 ANTEO—All

plain
need apply that cannot give
WANTED-Good
laundress;
26 E'REE
chamber maid and

none

ST._8-1

good references.

girl for general liouse-

capable
WANTED—A
work, at 92 KjflERY STHEE f.

that Dr. Conant's

for
WANTED—People
Compound Vapor Baths ate
all sorts of aches and pains, and skin
a sure cure

rheumatism,

diseases. For circulars, terms, &c.. please address
C. M. (JONANT, 341 Cumberland St._4-1

TTTANTED—Washing and ironiug.

\r MRS. LYDIA A. BURROWS,
Court._

for

FROM

4-1

WANTED—To

1*17ANTED.-Ladies to know that Mrs. Dr.
y T Slierman still remains at 42 South street, in
treatment of corns, outgrowing joints and ingrowing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty. Will
call at residence if desired without extra charge.
Corns removed for 25 cents._29-3

piano
person owning
know that all instruments under my exclusive care will he kept clean inside, rendering
them less liable to become damaged by moths.
J. D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner. P. O.
address, Deering. Me. Order slate at Horse R. R.
Station, Portland, Me._15-4

to

a

WANTED—Every

V* .Hill'd.
man,

a

situation

as assistant
emo
can

young
who
BY keeper
private clerk;
to character.
references
or

sattefactory

as

No

9, Bowdoinham, Maine.

book-

give

Address
dec26iltf

Wanted.
CAP ABLE girl to do general house-work.
Good references required. Apply at 763
jan!2dtf
CONGRESS STREET.

A

BUSINESS CHANCES.

FOB

SATE—Drugstore; fresh and complete

stock attractively fittted; fine laboratory and
large office connected; old stand prominently located on thoroughfare in large family hotel, Boston. Paying Dustness ana may ue largely increased. S1200 cash will buy it on account of
owner’s sickness. Bargain for live mail. Good
chance for physician for office practice in connecPOND & BRITTAN.
tion with drug business.
330 Washington St.. Boston.7-1
AGENTS WANTED.
the DUPLEX OXYGEN GAS BURNER; can make from S75
to $100 per week with a small capital. This Burner produces two flames, these uniting more than
double the illuminating power of fuel gas. This
is an established scientific fact, and at once apparent to all. The opening between the two nipples effects a combustion of 60 per cent, of the
not pass
oxygen of the air. and as this does
nothing to
through the meter, of course there is this
Burner
pav for it, hence the great economy of
over all others, repaying, as it does, its cost a hundred times over. Fully 60 per cent, saved. T.
EARLY & SON, 14 La Grange street, Boston.
Prices; Single sample burner, by mail, 25c.; one
dozen, $2.60; one gross, per express, C. O. D.,
Jan8d8t
$25. .Special Hate* to Agent*.

WANTED—Agents

for

Jan8d3t

FOUND.

the lady whose rubber cloak was
recently mistaken for another of the same
material and color, but differing in make and size,
kintllv send h»r address to J. M. DYER & CO.,
311 Congress St.12-1

LOST—Will

Warehouse.

Public

Respectable Druggist*

1 PYL'Vk’l* Causes nnd Cure, by one who
MFllIiBO was deaf twenty-eight years.
Treated by most of the noted specialists of tbe
day with no benefit. Cured himself In three
Months, and since then hundreds of others by same
process. A plain, simple and sucoessful home
[reatuier.t. Address T. S. PAGE, 128 East<26th
noV14SMSW12w
3t., New York City.

Afton, (Br)
*Sch
Sch M C

to

Merrill’s

AGENTS

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid fm Halifax 11th, steamer Sardinian, Smith
Portland.
j Ar at Cape Coast, Af, prev to Doe 15, barque'
Dida E Clark, Clark, Boston.
1st pref.103% j
Ar at Grand Bassa prev to Nov 3(1, brig Giles
Lake Erie & West. 16%
Boston.
Manhattan Elevated.120Vs I Lortng,

Cleared.
Sch Uranus, Mason, Havana—Nutter, Kimball

Apply
3

buv S1.000 east off clothing,
furniture, &<•., of all kinds. Highest cash
price paid; call or address immediately, Mr. S.
LEVY, 97 Middle St.. Portland. Me.30-3

wallet containing a

machinery.)
Sch Henry, Falkingliam, Boston for Machias.
Sch Wm F Collins, Boston for Wiscasset, (Jibboom gone.)
Sell Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.

5-1

Vlf ANTED—Assistant Bookkeeper wanted.
\y SHAW. HAMMOND A CARNEY. 5-1
to know

sever deceive tlie public,
Jolm druggists who offer

DP

V| ERC1IANDISE received for storage it Storer
J.TA Block warehouse, rear No. 162 Middle St.,
Portland, Maine. Special facilities for the care
and handling of canned goods.
Section 4, Chapter 31 of the Revised Statutes of
Maine, provides as follows:
•‘The title to merchandise stored in a public
warehouse, or on the wharves and premises of the
warehouse-man, and in his possession, passes to a
purchaser or pledgee tn good faith, by the indorsement to such purchaser or pledgee, but not
iublank, of the warehouseman’s receipt therefor,
signed by the person to whom the receipt was originally given, or by an indorsee of the receipt, and
recorded in the books of tlie warehouse-man witli
whom such merchandise is stored.”
F. C. BRIDGHAM.
jan8dlw*

DR. E. B. REED,

Clairvoyant

Medical Rooms 592

ami

Botanic Physician,

Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
physicians. I
by the allopathic and homcepathic
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and *2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
Office Hours—9 n. ui. to 9, p, in. novlOd3m

sum

of

money.
this

Owner can have the
by paying for
1x0END—A
18 Montreal St., City.
advertisement.
same

8-1

Apply

LOST—Wednesday

forenoon,

on

Exchange

or
a

Middle streets, a portemonnaie containing
small amount of money. The finder will be rewarded on leaving the same at THIS OFFICE.
8-1

place to buy Wedding Cake
is at DEERING'S Bakery, 399 Congress St.

FOUND—The

best

29-3m

DAWSONS

NEURALGIC CURE
is the OLDand RELIABLE REMEDY
Sciatica,
and every
Nerva
of
kind
ache
Deranged
other
produced by
It is the greatest remedy known for
ous System.
and
is
a
above
the
complaints,
for Neuralgia,
Rheumnti**m,
■ Irailachc, Earache. Toothache

SURE CERE.
Can be used outside as well as Inside. Read carefully tlie testimonials. Buy it and use It as directed. All Druggists.

GEO.

C.

dim*

PHOTOCRAPHER,

GOODWIN & CO.,
BOSTON.

anleodlm Agent* for NexvEngland

State*

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

California,
Japan, China,

To

ports.

Steamer

of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

feb8_

Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.
SAILING BATES t_

l BtT^T |

_For

1

Avonmouth

STEAMERS.

Poland

|

8th December
Texas30th December
Dominion

November.)

21st
12th

December, j

Bate, of 1*ajutage :
Cabin.$50and $80. Return..$60 and $150
..Return $60
Iutermediate$30
..Return at lowest rates
.$13
Steerage
For

freight

or

passage,

apply

to

DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
of India Street.

International
—

FOR

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
—

flew

ALL PARTS OF

AND

Brunswick,

Nora

Scotia,

—

Prince Ed-

Inland, and Cape Breton.
ABBAIttEMENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
of
State
foot
street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5.00 i*. M., for EASTPORT and ST.
above connections.
with
JOHN,
to
Through tickets issued and baggagetocheeked
4.00 r. M.
destination. ^“Freight receivecTup
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other tnformation at Company’s Office, First National Bank
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.
wards

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

HASKELL&JONES,
470 CONGRESS ST

OPPOSITE PREBI,E
novl2
_d6na
HOUSE.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

MARKS,

For NEW YORK.

—

sept21-dtf_General

Job Printer Boston! Philadelphia

PRINTEBS’ EXCHANGE,

97 1-2

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail
tended to._

or

telephone promptly

-novlleodtf

and

CHASE,

Sign Painter,

No. 83 Preble Street.
Particular attention given

to

Varnishing Carriages.

Repainting and
jan8d3w

REMEMBER THIS.
MOTHERS,hospitals

of London use MURthe hing-iu
DOCK’S LIQUID FOOD.
In general use iu fifty-two of the hospitals of
London.
In the Insane Ayslum of London they find it
builds the patient up in less time than any other
treatment, and that improves the mind.
All

To the New Murdock Free Hospital.

By A. M. TRIGGS, n S'nlieut.
Hospital, you say,
Will be finished on the first of May.
A noble structure ’tis aud grand.
Finely located, and well planned.
Large enough for all.
As it contains 30,000 feet of floor,
Of its kind the only Hospital
by one. individual
Supportedcontribution
or taxation.
Without
In all this great aud glorious nation!
From sill to eave—from wing to wing,
The structure seems a living thiug.
This

In

new

living

tones it

seems

to

speak:

■I am an ayslum for the weak,
Aud burdened and distressed.
The helpless, struggling and depressed,
Deserving daughters of Mother Jive,
Beneath my roof will find relief;
Though many here mav often come
Filled with sad thoughts of friends, and home—
Their hearts with sickening fear be rife
To come beneath the surgeon’s knife—
Filled witli the dizzy, nameless dread
That haunts the etherizing bed.
Their tears and fears will melt away
Like dew before the orb of day.
Kindness will wipe away the tear,
Experience banish doubt and fear.
And cheerful word and pleasant smile
Shall many a lonely hour beguile.
For none can here position fill
In whom kindness does not blend with skill.
No surgeon here who is not kind,
Skilful, gentlemanly and refined,
And faithful, punctual to each call,
To rich or poor, one and all.
No attendant here upon the sick
Whose heart is not warm, deep and quick
To feel for, relieve and sympathize
With pain, and tears, and sleepless eyes,
To soothe the tired, throbbing Read,
To soften, cool tile fevered bed,
Remembering Him who favors rain,
For the cup of water in His name.”

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
....

p.

SAMUEL

Carriage

at-

11F

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
in.
From Pine Street Wharf,

Philadelphia, at

10

a. m.

Insurance one-half the rate of
■
■■■■ .mi
’sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. H. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip SIS.
Pa.snge $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Lons Wharf. Ronton.
31dtf

DESERT^ AND

PORTLANO, MT.

MACHIAS LINE.

Two Trips Per Week—Winter Arrangements tor 1886.

The swift sea-going steamer LONC1FELLOW, Capt. G. A. Hopkins, will leave Portland
at 11
every Tuenilnv and Friday Eveniug,
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p. m. train from Boston
over B. & M. K. R., touching at Rockland, where
connections are made for landings on Penobscot
Bav and River with Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.;
Castlue, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Mt. Desert Ferry, connecting with morning train from Bangor. (fee., Millbridge and Jonesport. arriving at Macliiasport
early in the evening. RETURNING, leave Macliiasport every Monday and Thursday Moraine at
at Mt.
as above, connecting
4 o’clock,
Desert Ferrv with trains for Boston, &c., and at
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
(usually connecting with Pullman Express for
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usual
rales and forwarded with despatch. Tickets and
staterooms on hoard. For further information apply to agents at the various Landings.
E. CUSHING, Manager,

touching

Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.

jan8dtf

B OS TO A
STEAMERS.
FARE $1.00

p.

shower his blessings ou every one
Who works for the good, and the light of Man,
And happy make the hearts lonight
Of those who labor for love and right,
And of those bright soulsdgbo have ever sought
To lift, enlarge the plane of thought,
For tho cause of science, and skill, and Truth,
Or for the alleviation of Age and Youth
God

From sickness, suffering, error, wrong,
Or to lift the fallen, or lead the strong,
Comfort their souls at the last great call,
Forget not this Founder among them all.
Give him happiness, peace ana light,
(Strength to keep the path of right.
Bless him, Father, in ihy own sweet way,
And “raise him up” on the final day.

smHOJJiddDdd 3m 'SMimim snow*

4'hieago and Montreal, 12.05 p. m.
Quebec* 12.06 p. 111.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train a»
Parlor cars on day train between Portland aa
Montreal.
TIC KET OFFICE

Northwest, West and SoulhwMl.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
ocl2dtfJ. STEPHENSON. Supt.

Riuuford Falls and Buekfield Railroad.
Winter

Electric Light Company ofanyone
of any
person or persona guilty of nittliolowjly Intei^
of
or
wires
the
with
peles
hi
lights
teriiig any way
ueeiaatf
said company

in Effect Dot.

12,1885.

_

connections daily with passenger train at
t0Stage
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld lor

West Sumner, Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico aud Rumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
octOdtf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On and after TUESDAY, Dec. 1st,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave

Portland

as

follows:

For Bnueor, Ell-worth, Mt. De.ert Ftny,
Vancrb.ro, Ht. John. Halifax, nnd the
Province., St. Stephen nnd Aroo«took
County, 1.20 p m via Letvi.ton, 1.26 aud
til.16 p. m., via Angn.ta; and for Bat Harbor, and Bangor & Pivcntaqui. R. R*.
tl 1.15 p. ill,, for Skowheaau, Belfa.1 nnd
Dexter, 1.20, 1.26, til.IS p. ill.; W'alrrrille,
7.10a. m., 1.20,1.25,tU.l6 p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 6.15 p. m.; for Augu.ia, Hnlloivell, Gardiner nnd Bran-,, irk, 7.10 a.
ni., 1.25, 5.16. tll.16 p. ui.; Bath, 7.10 a. m.,
1.25. 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15
Bock laud aud Kuox nnd (.iacoln
B., 7. 10 a. ni., 1.25 p. in.; Ankara and
Lewiston at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m.; Lewiston via Brunnwick, 7.10 a. in., til.15 p.
m.; Farmington. .VIonn.oath. Winthrop,
Oakland and North Anson, 1.20 p. m.;
Farmington vin Brunswick, 7.10 a. m.

tin

l.SlU

JJ.

Ills

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting niglit Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.

tThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sunda va included, but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast aud Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.: the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connectaftering roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. ill.; the
Bath,
Augusta,
noon trains from Waterville,
the
at
5.45
Lewiston
night
Rockland aud
p. m.;
Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
■,iinitc«l Ticket*. tir*t nnd second clam, for
nil point* iu the Provinces on sale at reduced

rates.

Experiment not successful. Steamer will make
last trip Dec. 16th.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
nu3i 'dtf
Portland, November 30.1885.

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

R.

PARSENCER TRAIN SERVIfE,
in effect Hnndny, October II, IMiJ.

DIVISION.

WESTERN
TRAIN*

LEAVE PORTLAND

For Boston it G.16.*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portlnud 8.30) a. m., 1.00,3.30 p. IU.
Mcarboro and Pine Point 6.16, 8.40 a. in.,
3.80, 6.45 p. Til. Old Orcbnrd, Haro, Hiddefordand Keuuehiink 6.16. 8.40 a. 111.. 12.30,
3.30, 5.46 p. ill. Well* Bench 6.16, 8.40 a 111.,
3.30 p ni. North Berwick, Brent Falls, Doand
ver, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence
Lowell, 6.16. 8.40 a. in., 12.30. 3.30 p. m.
Alton
and
Rn)
Rochester, Farmington
8.40 a. m., 12.80, 3.30 n. ill., Mnnchestcr and
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m..
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence. 8.40 a. m.
•The 8.40 a. iu. and 12.30 p. m. connects with
West and South; the 12.30
Rail Lines to
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.. aud Boston at 8.30 a. m. and
1.00 p. in.

points

W!n)Ay TRAIN*
for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p.m.; arrive 6.30,8.45 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at 2.00 and t‘J.00 a. m., tl.00 and
16.00 p. ill.
Returning Lcnve Boston at 7.30
aud 9.00a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
2.00 ami 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00
at
Hiddeford
For Portsmouth and Newbnrypor, at
n m.
For
a.
9.00
2.00 and
in., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m.
Anrrsbury 9.00 a. ill. and 6.00 p. m. ForHulem
6.00
and
1.00
a.
111..
ml
9.00
at
2.00
aud Lynn
PULL.T1AN CAB* on above trains.
p m
tThe 9.00 a. m. and l.oo n. m. trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
tThe 6.00 p. m. train connects with night train

for New York.
Through Tickets to all points Stmtli and West
for sale at Portland Depot Ticket Offices,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
Htreet.

D
j FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager,
dtt
jail 5

5, 1885.

Ocl.

Commencing

A. 41.

P. M.

Leave Portland (P. & O. R.R.)..• ••9.0U

3.00

4.45

Bridgton Junction.10.35
Bridgton. arrive.11-35
Leave Bridgton...... £55
10.40

ro
Portland,

5.45

j[.20
o.oo

arrive.

W. F. PERRY, Supt.

J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.
oct5

__

ARRANGEMENT-OF

_

TRAINS.

On and after Ulonday, Oct. 19,
Passenger Trains will leave

^^^Portland
SgilpqiSM,
n"“*i.05
in

7.30

at

a.

and

m.,

p. in., arriving at Worcester
2.16 p. m. and 7.27 p. rn. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.06 a. m. and 11.16
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 5.46
p. in.
For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nn-ktia. Lowell, Windham and Kpping
at 7.30 a. in. and 1.05 p. m.
For HlancheMtcr, Concord, and points North
at

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beTerage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition or other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
as

every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

Soscs.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & GO.,

at 1.05 p. in.
For Rochester, Bpringvalc, Alfred, Waterboro and Haco River, 7.30 n. ni., 1.05
m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Returning,
eave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.20 a.
m., and 3.40 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and o.46 p. m.
For 4-orhnni, Maccarnppa, Cumberland
Iflillg, Westbrook and Woodford’s at 7.30
a. m., 1.06, 6.20, and mfxed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. from Portland connects at Ayer
Junct. with Hoosac Tunnel Route for Uie
lor
West, and at Union Depot, Worcester,
New York via Norwich Line and
Via Spriugfield, also with N. Y. A N. K. M.»
(“Steamer Maryland Route") for Pbitedelph!*.
Baltimore, W asliington, and theOk- Wwl.
with Ko.lou & Albany B. R. for
J ane,
Close connection made at W•**•*—•“
“:»
lion with through trains of Main®
with through
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland,
trains of Grand Trunk R. B-

f».

Jiua

£*

nJyTT,adofC8eTHe\lc^W48tAPntM

land & Rochester Depot
of Rollins & Adams
3tnt>

octl2dlf>t

NEW

Exchange
J

W

rItll'OH T

St’’

St.

PETERS, Supt.
E »

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL

18 BEAVER STREET,

PACKAGES,

FOR SALE BY

YORK.

_dly_

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

BY

Consolidated
hundred dollars reward to
THE
fers
who shall secure the detection and arrest

Arrangement,

Connection, via Gmail Trunk Railway
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Fails Junction
10.45 a. m„ arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m.. arrives In Buckfleld at 3.50 and Canton at 4.26 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.16 and 8.10
a. in., connecting lor Lewiston, Portland aud Bos-

_

AUCTION.

One Hundred Dollars Reward.

—

Portland & Rochester R. R.

marlO

reason of default In the payment of the several sums of money due the undersigned, for
which the hereinafter described property is held
as collateral security, the undersigned will sell at
public auction to the highest bidder at the office
of the Galt Block Warehouse Company, No. 28
Commercial street, in the City of Portland, on
FRIDAY, the 16th day of January, A. D„ 1886,
at 10.30 o’clock in the forenoon.
125 Barrels Flour Marked VV. W.
•<
“
A. B. C.
125
“
“
Glenn*.
125
“
“
”
125
Crystal Cent.
“
“
“
C. G.
125
“
“
“
A. B. C.
125
“
“
“
». B.
115
Terms Cash.—Property may be examiued before
sale on application to the undersigned.
PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY,
By II. Butler, Secretary.
janl2d4t

TO

Detroit, Chicago* Milwaukee,
Canada,
Cincinnati* Mt. LoiiU. Omaha, Mnginuw. Mi. Paul* Malt Lake City,
Drnvcr, Man Frnnci«co,
and all points in the

Portland and jforcester Line.

WS&Mtf

PLEDGED PROPERTY AT

m.

TREMONT and FOREST CITY BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARb,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr- Manager.
oclti

[Boston Traveller,November, 1886.

one

Quebec, 1.30 p.

maae me nne warns

To feel that what he can he gives,
Sees it in good use while he lives.
Not waiting till he has turned to dust,
To let his wealth amass, waste, and rust.
He sees, he sees, full well he knows
Where and how each dollar goes,
Not hoarded, squandered, vainly spent,
But wisely used, and freely lent
To Him who said of the graces three,
The greatest of these Is Charity.”
Another name enrolled shall be
On the pages of philanthropy!
Would like him were many more
Who would freely, wisely use their store
Of useful knowledge, and growing wealth
For the good, and aid. and light or health,
So many unheeded day by day
In crowded cities would not fade away
For want of skill, and pure fresh air,
And rest, and nourishment, and loving care;
So much want, and suffering, we would not meet
I n garret, and alley, in shop and street;
So many young mothers doomed to die,
Their last earth memory their children's cry,
Who, left to the waves of a hardened world.
Oft In its eddies of sin aro whirled.
Nor so many girls of pure soul, fine brain,
Left to drag out hours of smotheredlpaln,
Without the. means for the time to stop.
For a rest from store, or desk, or shop.
Tlieir strength still failing, their last hope gone,
Still bravely trying to struggle on.
When timely skill and care would save
Many a flower from an early grave.

janl3

ill.

For

mixed.
From
From

ring;
The tlianks that from glad hearts they pour,
The 'God bless him” as lie leaves the door.
laugmer

7.20 a.m. and 4. OOp. m., mixed.
Gorham, Montreal and Chicago,!.80

~ii or ha at,

ARRIVALS.
From LewiHion and Auburn, 8.25 A. Hi.,
12.05. 3.15 and 5.50 p. in.
From Gorham, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. m.

THE FIKST-CLASS STEAMERS

How glad this founder’s heart must feel!
How full of pride and holy zeal,
To see this noble work go on,—
To see the healed leave one by one,—
To know none in the white cots lay
Worrying the doctor's bills to pay,
To hear file convalescents sing,
men

or

For

<11111

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesday's and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Agent

Book, Card
AND

ITIONDAV, Oet. 14, 1888,
train* will run a* follow*
DEPAKTI'RKS.
For Auburn aud Lewi»tou, 7.06 a. in., 1.1*

A,

17th December.
*Sarnia
2Ctli November,
j 31st
December,
Toronto
10th December,
114th January.
24th December, *Oregon
1880.
#Sarnia
128 th January.
7th January,
BKINTOL HI K VII Ki
AvonuioHth Pock (Pirect).

STEAMSHIP CO.,

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

—

CHANGE OF TIME.

—

'LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.

& Jones,

Wl. M.

GRAM TRIM RAILWAY OF mm.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.

LANCASTER BUILDING,

ARRIVALS.
10.40 n. ui.* f.ioin Bartlett and way stations.
5.55 p> ui., from Mwiuiton, Burlington and
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snyt.
ocSutf
October 3. 1885.

1885-6-WINTER AItRANGEMENTS-1885-6

jel9_eodtf

_—

Bartlett and Intermediate

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street

dec8dtf_Foot

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

..

for

dominion line.

of Exchange St.

Haskell

lines.

3.00 p. m.,
stations.

On nnd nfter

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight. Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADA.WM & CO.,
113 mnlr Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.

Street,

middle
near comer

Situations

dle St., over M. G.
ER'S Employment

—Agents; money in it; an article
very popular with ladies; enclose stamp.
J. 0. DARDWELL, Paxton. Mass.22-4

PORT OF PORTLAND.

ISO 1-2 MIDDLE ST.

180

only._7-1

wanted—By Nova Scotia
girls to work in private families or hotels,
first class references given. Apply at 228V.. Mid-

sure
prolits
It. M. GORDON, Lewiston, Maine.22-tf

STORAGE.

Having had an experience of over 12 years in
two of the largest cities in Massachusetts, (the
last 7 in business,) I feel confident in warranting
the bent wark nod l«wr»l price*.

46

week

EVER* DESCRIPTION.

to call and

and
done

wanted—To sell the best sell-

MWF&wly

Sign and Ornamental Painting
jan2

7
21

_

Liverpool

S. H. R EDMOND,
OF

._“

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5,1885,

will
until further notice Passenger Trains
Leave Portluud as follows: 9.00 n‘_
Lane**Fitbvan-, Buthlehutu, Eittleion,
Ml.
ter, WoodNtillr, Honlpelier,
bury, Newport* Burlington, M warn tom,
connecting
on
and
all
points
Ogdeanbiirg,

att

nov28

iul2dtf

fait,,f,dly executed.

gentlemen
by the celebrated
examine the “work”
WANTED—Ladies
GREEN
exhibition at
all tufting needle-,

AGENTS
ing household articles yet invented; large
to sell. For particulars address
and

eud2dp&wlynrm

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,

K
from a

f

Briggs

No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
9®“A11 business relating to Patents promptly
aim

f*
Jan.

Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$50 to $80; intermediate, $30; steerage, $13.
For passage atiply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Boston; andC. 1.
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. T.
P. Mt GOWAN,
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.;
&
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to U.
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

—OF—

btate

street.__

ton.

tiOc

NEW S.

TUESDAY, Jan 12.
Arrived.
Steamship Franconia, Bennet, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle. Jr.
Steamer New Brunswick, Colby, St John, NB.
via Eastport for Boston.
Steamer Angelia B Nickerson, (new, of Proviiicetownl Nickerson, Boothbay, (to fit here with

oi

a small capital for
BURNER; superior
to the
light economy, beauty and steadiness. This burner is far superior to any other in
and
use,
agents wll find a ready sale wherever
they are introduced. Samples sent by mail for
and price list, with Special
Circulars
25c.
Terms to Agents, sent on application. Address
&
SMITH
CARMAN, 12 La Grange street, Bos-

Money tlie great Cough cure, 25c. 60c
and ?1. CSIenu’s (Sulphur (Son]* heals & beautifies, 25o. lit-min[i Corn Remover killsCorus
and Bullions. Mill’s Muir and Whisker Dje,
Pike's Toothuvke
Black and Brown, 60c.
Menus RheuDt-ops cure in one minute, 25c.
matic Pills are
j;1n l r,

Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
declSddm

between 5 and
FORTH ST.___
wet nurse.
Apply between 9
and 10 a. m. or 2 and 3 p. m„ to DR. F. H.

WANTED-A

Melvin J. Hawkes.

Geo. E. Hawkes,

Call
as housekeeper.
the eveniug at 64DAN-

with

jan2-SW&w2w

2r>c.

Odell. St John, NB-master.
Taylor, Doughty, Red Beach, to loan
Boston—Hall & Haskell.
SAILED-Sch H G Mosely.
Sid fm Richmond Island 11th. sells Geo Bird,
(from Boston) for Rockland; More-Light, do for
Calais.

do pref.100%
114%
Union Pacific 1st
.105%
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.121
St Louis & San Fran. 22%
do pref. 47

WANTED-Situation

—

Office and Works foot of Wiimot St, PORTLAND, ME.

Enquire

7 in

IN

THURSDAY,
Dec. 10

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and monumental Purposes,

can

ences.

DEALERS

Wervice._

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20tli of each mouth, carrying
passeugers and freight for all the above named

cab os.

HAWKES BROTHERS,
—

3
10
17

188(8.

From Portland
y|a Halifax.

Sardinian.
Sarmvtian.
Parisian.
Polynesian.
Sardinian.

31

Naeo. ITlaine.

BEMINEMM

give best of city
WANTED
bookkeeper,
12-1
at 320 CONGRESS ST.

WANTED—Agents
the AIK TWIN GAS
in
electric

Rule’s

but beware of the Cheap
you a plaster .called
‘Capsicum,” ‘•Capsiciu,”Capuctn”or ‘Capsicme,
tml tell you it is substantially the same as tlie genuine Benson’s Capcine Plaster, or even better.
They ask less for the Imitation, for it. costs less;
nut as a remedial agent it is absolutely worthless.
The reputation of Benson’s as tlie only plaster
possessing actual and high curative qualities is the
resuit of many years’ experiment and honorable
lealings on tlie pari of tlie proprietors; and 5000
physicians, pharmacists and druggists endorse it
is the best ever made.
Protect yourself against
Jeception by buying of reputable dealers only,and
The
Avoid mistakes by personal examination.
genuine lias the “Three Seals” trademark, and m
[he, centre is cut the word “Capcine.”
jail 11.MW&Snrm

Adams Express.146
American Express.162
U. 8. Express. 63
Wells. Fargo Express.120
Louisville & Nasn.i 42%
St Paul & Omaha.88%

CO.___
—Situation by an experienced
reier-

Lock Box

High water

MARINE

'*7*
42%

Boston Air Cine. §7
Burlington & Cedar Kapids. 70
40%
Canada Sout hern.
Chesapeake & Ohio. 12
l)el. & Hud. Canal. 91%
Del., Lack. & West.121%
Den &Rio(jrande. 18%
K. Tenn., V. & Ga.
5%
do pref.
9%
Houston & Texas. 35
Kansas & Texas. 30%
113
Missouri Pacific.
Mobile & Ohio. 15
Morris & Essex.131
Northern Pacific. 27%
do pref. 69%
Oregon Nav.105%
Richmond Si Danville. 80

WANTED—Two
&

a

COVERED WITH SALT BHETM.
Cuticuka Remedies are the greatest medicines
llad the worst ease of Salt Rheum in
on earth,
this country. My mother hail it twenty years, and
from it. I believe Cuticuka would
fact
died
iu
have saved her life. My arms, breast and bead
for three years, which nothing recovered
were
lieved or cured until I used the Cuticuka Resolvent. internally, and Cuticuka and Cuticuka
J. YV. ADAMS.
Soap, externally.

island.128%

preferred.12l/f

experienced Button Hole
SHAW, CODING
Machine Operators.

r«tM>-RTew

timore for New Haven.

phia.

AMAZctiuxu
t it.

Dec.

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,
novl4

ALONZO S. DAVIS,

WANTED.

■

lor

Foreign Ports.
Sid fill Melbourne Nov 25, barque Jolm Wooster, liattseher, Newcastle.
Al Calcutta Dec 8, sliip Sami Skollield, Bishop,
for New York; barque Fannie Skolfield, 1 urner.
for New York.
Passed Kinsale 9tli iust, barque St Janies, Cook,
from Liverpool for New York.
Ar at Montevideo J) c 7tli. sell Ida C Bullard,
Richards, Portland.
Sid 8th. ship Peru, Larrabee, Guam.
Ar at Pernambuco 20th, soli Edw Stewart, Harlow. Baltimore.
Sid Dec 15. barque Formosa, Pierce, New York.
Aral Bahia about Jan 9th, sch Susie P Oliver,
Snare, Richmond, Va.
Ar at Cardenas -ith mst, brig Elizabeth Winslow, Oakes, Philadelphia; sell Neliie J Diusmore,
Parker, do.
Ar at Havana Oth, soli Herald, Gray, Philadel-

VSfATM.

nutations
EAi-Ja sB is the
JvoUdcsi:' ,. io mi-lead.
c-o
DNT.V SAt'E labor .saving
a-caud, and
a me of
Wwavs bears the above tyraU.'..
J A 31 ICS PVJ.il NE« YOSUL.

Soldi;

Six. Mont-

_

•

-.,

SATES I.AROf'.. 'I'.'::
*:>•
TJCUI-V, and
,■■■„■ r ..
No fatu'lv. rich

Newcastle—Passed down lOtli. sch Morris W
Child, for Sagua.
NEW YORK—Ar lltli, sch Maggie Cummings,
Warren, Newport; Addic M Bird, Cushman, Bal-

S>ise««CH

*~l

Oak._

I.ET —A few nice rooms with board at

S1RHILa¥)ELPHIA—Cltl

_

STEAM

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

TO LET.

HOUSE, No. 1 Durant Block, Nos.
TODUKANT
street,bred A. Leavitt, Pro638

9th, sell Nellie Woodtmry, Hodgkins, Cape Cod.
E
Cld 11th, sells Mary
Amsdeu, Clark. Bosloli;

Cld 11th, brig T Benedict. Fossett, St Thomas;
sell Lexington. Priest, Boston.
NEW LONDON’—Ar 7th.|seh J B Holden, Doane
Savannah.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8th, sells Nathan Rasterbrook, Vesper, and Emma F Angel, Tripp, Bailimore; E C Allen Godfrey, and Louisa A Orr,
Gray, Philadelphia.
FALL RIVER—Ar 10th, sch Hyena, Gardiner,
New York.
DDTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 9th, sells Olive
Five, from New York for Boston: Agnes, Lawry,
Port Johnson for Edgartowu;
Margie, Hawes,
Elizabethport for New Bedford.
Ar 11th, schs Helen H Benedict, Marson, Boston for Baltimore; Lavinla Campbell, Franklin,
do for do. (latter lost anchor and chain.)
NL1WPORT—In port lltli, sell F A Pike, Calais
for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 9th. schs Geo Berry,
Ginn, Amboy for Boston; Will E Downes, Haskell
Boston for do; Maggie S Hart, Chaney, do for
Clark’s Cove; Mlllfora, Look, Rockland for Jacksonville.
Passed by, brig Woodbury, Brown, St Domingo
for Boston.'
Shi 8tli, sen Harry P Percy.
Ar 12th, sell Ldw Lameyer, Beal, South Anibov
for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar lltli, sells Congress, terns, from
Boothbay: Gulnare, Goodwill, Yolk.
Sid lltli, sells Alice Montgomery, and A F
Crocket.
Ar 12th, sell Etta A Tanner, Mallocll, Lastport
»
via Portland.
Cld 12th. barques Josephine. Perry, Matanzas;
Henry A Burnham, Rose, Cardenas.

TANNER*, tn first-class order,
with old established Belting and Supply
t<ttrade, a safe and profitable investment.
son for selling, to close an estate.

Herbert G.

—

FOB

Dr.

Seventy

FOR SALE.

itreet-_auS"!ld

corner of

BALTIMORE—Cld lltli, sell Horace R Sturgis,

Daylight, llodgdon,

ST._5-1

For
°Brackedt

ksbk r«

FOIt

Lane. New York.

Femainlina;

at

...

PENSACOLA—Ar 7tli, sell Ida Francis, Francis
Baltimore.
SAVANNAH—Ar 7th, sell June Bright, Barter
B
DARIEN—Ar 6th, brig Emily T Sheldon, Hayes
Fernaiidina.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 7th, sell Gen Ames. Jameson. Savannah; St Johns. Gillinore, Jacksonville.
CHARLESTON—Ar lltli, sch Laura E Messer.
Gregory, Portsmouth.
NEWBEKN, NC—Ar 8th, sch James M Hall,
Hubbard, Philadelphia.
NORFOLK—Ar 8th, sch Fannie H Stewart,

Foit

TO

Domestic Potzs.
TACOMA—Sid 3d, ship Oriental, Slater, from

Wm Beazley,

i.E—A good dining room stove, price
the thing for light
$13 cost $20, new just
for sale. 67
housekeeping; also an office stove
SPRING
Mil e OR TO LET-House No. 269
JOHN
St Cor. Carlton. Inquireof
u
P. HOBBS. 3 OMarket St.

Portland

I

THURSDAY,
Nov. 19

and

w »

Arrangements.

Kiirerpool
From Liverpool! ctfamkR
STEAMER.
via Halifax.

St._7~1

D1NER, No.40 Exchange

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied

STORE

...

Augustus Hunt. Baker, do:

Inquire

I.ET—On Vine St.

TO

W. Ruby’s Saloon, 25 Pearl St._29-tf
STABLE

LET- A furnished front room, heated and
for
lighted, with or without borad, suitable
men.
Inquire
gontleman and wife or two young
14 BROWN STREET.
__^l
BENT—A few choice rooms at No. 639
all day, heat by steam,
sun
Congress street;
thus avoiding all danger from fire; excellent batli
location of the house
the
room accommodations;
with all its appointments is not excelled In our
city. Call at HOUSE._4-1.
A few very desirable rooms,
BENT
furnished or unfurnished, at 112 FREE ST.,

feblS

St. Paul .
St. Paul
Union Pacific.

Congress St._______

R^OlIfl

__

sch

Forma
Thomas
Sts.; fen Clark, Gray. Danforth, N. S.
Lewis Sts. At reasonabloprices, by

Winter

nod

i e_Desirable house lots, situated on
('ontrress Grove. Cumberland and Sherman

339 Washington

I.OST AND

iSS5SSr::::::::::::Ii§

..

6r fflKir,

St.

Sell Richmond, ashore a Dennlsport, will proba
bly come off without damage after discharging.
Sell Muriel S Haynes, Carnage, from Navassa
for Wilmington, with guano, put into Progresso
Dee 29 tor repairs.
Newport News, Jan 11—Sch Muriel S Haynes,
Carnage, from Navassa via Progresso for Wilmington, NC, was abandoned Jan 4tli. The captain and crew arrived here to-day on steamer
Fram from Progresso for New York.
Curacoa. Jan 2—Barque Hobt Porter, ashore in
the Gulf of Maracaibo, is lying in smooth water
and could be floated with proper appliances.
Havana, Jan 4—Lighters are removing the cargo of barque Ventura, ashore at the entrance to
Sagua. The vessel is full of water, but it is possible to save her.
Havana, Jan 8-Brig Daisy Boynton, from New
York, ashore at Sagua, will be floated.

Departure Bay,
APALACHICOLA—Ar 5th,
Kavatiaugli. New York.

FOR

1885.

R. R.

Ogdensburg

Portland and

LINE.

ALLA

__1“'1

NAEE—The stock In trade and fixtures
of the grocery store No. 672 Congress street,
J.
lately occupied by H. H. Perry & Co. Apply to 8-1
H DKUMMONl) JB.. No. 396 Congress St.

SetsesrU’lUlyato;wWA! Bm&GS/Cumberland
St.. Boston.

damaged.

...

OR to LET—Pianos both upC. K. HAWES, 177 Mid-

MALE
FOR
righted square.
dle St.

TO

......

Ethiopia.New

P^no
low figure, at 114% Exchange
9-1
HASTI bfeS’S Warerooms.

verv

P

31 and
I.ET—Second floor of building. Nos.
on 3 sides, ele33 Pearl street, 05x70, light
also
vator and steam heat and power « desired:
1st.
third floor 05x50, will be ready Maich7-tf
ht.
320 Fore
MKGQU1KR & JONES, No.
benchrilO LET-Joiner’s shop with three good
InJl es mortise machine and circular saw.
Commercial
288
LEIGHTON,
quire of
street.
_-■
LET.-1The Estate, whole or part of, Nos.
for
84 and 86 Union St., with large ^ambers,

S"sclVWhite

San Erauseico.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 1st. ships America, Hardman, Nanaimo; Fannie Tucker, Greenleaf, fm

fortes

22Wtlinot

there but a short lime before. She is owned
T Woodward and others of Bath. Partln-

Foam, Hatch, from Perth Amboy for
Portland, before reported, was driven ashore on
Dogfish bar, oil Bass Kiver, morning of the 9th.
and soon after went to pieces. Crew saved.
Sell Florence N Tower, of Kockport. has been
towed into Bootlibay in a disabled condition, hav
ing lost sails, stove bulwarks, and carried away
gaffs. Crew all well.
Sch Congress, from New Yolk for Port nd, before reported ashore at Ostervllle Beach, (Barnstable,) will probably be a total wreck. She was
157 tons reels er, built in 1869, and was owned
11-lGths bv Aug Palmer, of Batli, and 3-16t s by
Copt J C York of Cape Elizabeth. No insurance.
Sell Isaac Carlton, ashore at Seituate, is not so
badlv damaged as first reported, and an effort is
to be made to save her.
Sch Luring Haskell, which arrived at Gloucester lfth. spoke. 60 miles ESh of Half-way Kock.
from Pensacola
barque CUestiua Redman. Dixon,
for Boston, with topsails blown away.
Sell Isacc Orbeton, at Curacoa Irom Bangor, reports. Dec 6, lat 4o, loll 70 15, ene untered a gale
ill which lust deckload, spars, and watercasks,
and stove in batches.
During tlie storm at Fall River 9th, sell Commodore Tucker, of Bangor, lost flying jibboom, and
sclir Abby Thaxter, of Wiuterport, bad stern

furnished room, with furstory, at

A finely

v eht

To
gasTin the second
na®b^and
St. Also two 7-octave
No.

Capt
ashore at City Island, New York, 9th inst, and
is full of water. She was launched from the rail-

New York Central.

Western Union Telegraph.

change St._

A dispatcli from Coatzacoalcos, Mex, Jan lOtli,
states that the sold' EtDel M Davis, Willetts, from
Ponce, is stranded at Tonala.
Sch Mary Sprague, of Tliomastou, from I hilalust, JIM,
delplnafor Boston, was spoken 10thboat
and sig00 miles east of Boston, with toss of
nal of distress flying. Wanted a tow.
of
Bath.
Kingsbury, went
Sch Win Tice,

Nortnwestem preferred.
Rock

conRENT—A two story brick house
room in good retaining nine rooms and bath
garden connected
pair, large yard suitable for a SHAW,
48V* ExBENJAMIN
with above.
1

been in collision.

FOR

12
13
1J
14
14
14
14
Jail ID
Puerto Rico.New York. .Havana
16
Jail
Havana
York
Niagara.New
Aurania.New York..Liverpool ...Jan 16
16
City of Chicago ..New York..Liverpool... .Jan 10
Jan
York Glasgow
10
Jan
.Bremen
Y’ork.
Donou.New
Jan 16
Peenland.New York.. Antwerp
York..Rotterdam...Jan 16

TO

...

Barque Henry Warner, from Buenos Ayres for
Boston, was spoken 10th inst, 80 miles east of
Boston, all rigid. She showed no sign of having

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Abyssinia.New York..Liverpool....Jau
Ameriquc.New v ork.. Havre..... Jan
Advance.New York..ltio Janeiro Jan
Jan
Bohemia.New York. .Hamburg
Liverpool.... Jan
Oregon.Portland
Jan
Clanbel .New York. .Haytf
Brlttanic.New York..Liverpool... .Jan

LET—Upper tenement, ^
Inand gas, sunny and convenient; rent low.
quire31 MECHANIC STREET._i£±_

MINIATURE ALMANAC... JANUARY 13.

JerseyCeutral..

VnrHiUfpqtorn

Texans

Domestic Markets.
LBy Telegraph.]

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

low grades.3
X Spring and
XX Spring..5
Patent Spring
Wheats.6
Mich, straight
roller .6
5
clear do

Cattle Market.

00@4 00.

2

general
^elerspoon.

gomery,
&

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO.Jan. 12,1886.—Cattle—Receipts 14.'
000—the highest ever known; shipments 4000;
30®G0c lower; shipping steers 3 5035 40; Stockers and feeders 2 60@4 25; cows, bulls and mixed

FREIGHTS.

Flour.
Superfine ami

50; extra 4 76@5 50.
Veal Calves 2y2@6y2c.

4

FINANCIAL AIM COMMERCIAL

Cl rain

74c; northern dressed 6»6Vic.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 3604; ill lots 2 25®:

TO

MI8CEEEASIEOIJS.

|

Memoranda.

fi

Swine—Receipts 7672; Western fat, live, 4 26@

4

on

Slade’s Epicurean Spices are the largest and
best Cultivated Spices powdered, perfectly pure,
all dust and other impurities having been removed.

Wlmir

VAfl.i'S

$40.

the Blue Ridge, in Rappahannock County, Va„ l.ad twelve stands of bees,
which were very valuable until a distillery was
started in the neighborhood. Since it started the
the bees fly over there and get very drunk, and
are now of very little profit.

lady living

fill* A. A

*1

ttifA laura

...

_

_

1

WATERTOWN, Jan. 12, 1885.—Cattle in better demand and prices slightly improved.
Mai kel Beef—Extra at 8 00 u8 25; first quality
at 7 00@7 50; second quality at 5 60:5:6 50; third
quality 4 50@5 00.
Receipts of cattle 949 head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen ypair $100ffl$185;
Farrow Cows at $15@$30; fancy at $50®.$80;
Milch Cows and Calves $25@$48; yearlings $10®,

son.

A

50®

...

common

Watertown Cattle Market.

in spending years ol time
and chests of money, but in spending them off the
line of your career. Spend for your expense, and
retrench the expense which is not yours.—Emer-

Profligacy consists

1

Ar at Lisbon 6th Inst, barque Lavinla, Mitchell,
St Johns. NF.
Passed Deal Jan 11, ship L B Gilchrist, Wood,
New York for Amsterdam.
Ar at Dublin lltli inst, barque Syra, PettengUl,
St John, NB.

way
by S

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)

Colgan’s Taffy Tolu prevents nausea.
Colgan's Taffy Tolu strengthens the teeth and
imparts a healthy color to the gums.

Kastus—Ye’es. I’se

38
88

New York Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,Jan. 12. 1886.—The followlnglare
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

WIT AND WISDOM.

Magistrate—Have

63%
42%

Union Pacific stock
Central Pacific.
Hannibal & St, Jo.
dODreferred.

LET-

BtllRUtD*

NTEillER*.

for male.

-—---

Also General Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

UNDERWOOD SPRING WATER

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
from

delivered in 5 gallon demijohns.
—

L. D.

address orders to

WELLS,

—

P. 0. Box 896.

decl7

HARRinoar.

BAKER’S GREAT

maiwr

AMERICAN

SPECIFIC.

dim*

TAKE the utmost pleasure in recommending
seaBaker’s Great American Specific to all
r or confaring men. Its cures are marvellous,
sprains.
bruises,
sore
throat,
gestion of the lungs,
its equal. 1
Burns, toothache, I have never found
worst
had a seaman who had festered fingers, the irom
clcaBsea
1 ever saw. When the matter was
with the
dressing
one
and
nails,
skin
the
under
a medicine chest In itHpecihc cured them. It is to
go to sea without a
self, and no one cau afford
than a gross
few dozen bottles. Yet 1 have more
other vassal*,
on board my ship, so us to supply
of
should they be In uaed

I

Dirigo Mineral

Water.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water iin
proves it: is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 36 to 48hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietor^
Je23

413 Fare

dW

®ucl5Vy r^y11eI^iAJU8

d*c30eod2w

Master Ship “Golden Jinla.”

PRESS.

THE

Reports of

a

Defalcation Denied.

Of

Ivanhoe

WEDNESDAY HORNING, JAN. 13.
A report was current on the street yester-

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADVEK’l'SNEiMENT* TO-DAY.
amusements.

Gardner and Charles F. Buffum who formed
the firm of Gardner, Buffum & Co. The new
firm had a capital estimated at from $12,000
to $15,000, on which they were enabled to

300 Good Seats—Symphony Conceit.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Special Sale—Owen, Moore & Co.
W anted—Situation.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft—Annual Sale.
Wanted-.t3300.00.
Sheeting—Millett & Little.

do a business of four times that amount. A
few days ago the firm was dissolved and a
new firm formed, Mr. Gardner going out and
Mr. Reuben Weseott going in with Mr. fluf-

Wanted—Salesman.
Notice is Hereby Given.
To Let—Tenement.
Mark Down—Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
For Sale- l’ung.
Wanted—E. S. Fossett.

fum.

TAKE CARE OF THECHILDREN.
For children, Brandretli’s Fills are simply invaluable. One or two Fills taken every night for
ten (lays will cure them of scarlet fever, diphtheria, whooping cough, colds, diarrhoea or local

pains.
Braudetli’s Pillsare purely vegetable —contain
mercury, mineral or dangerous drug. They require no care in diet or exposure, and are perfectly safe for old or young, male or female. One or
two at night, for a week, taken on an empty stomach will cure the worst case of dyspepsia, liver
complaint or rheumatism.
no

eod&w

.Jan 11

“Boston, Jan. 3,1879.

“F. W. Kinsman, Esq’: D6ar Sir,Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam seems to give
universal satisfaction, both as to quality aud
price. We sell more of it than of all other cough
medicines combined, and have yet to hear of the
first Intimation in which It has failed to give satisYours truly,
faction,
“RUST BROS. & BIRD.”
MW&S&vv
Jan 11
action of Carter’s Little Liver Fills is pleasant, mild and natural. They gently stimulate the
liver, and regulate the bowels, but do not purge.
janl 3d&wlw
They are sure to please.
The

Coughs, Colds and Sore Throat yield readily
B. II. Douglass & Sons’ Capsicum Cough Drops.

to

MW&F

oct 19
_

SUPREME

COURT.

JUDICIAL

BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL,

Tuesday, Jan. 12.
The January term of the S. .1. Court for this
county convened at 10 o’clock this morning, Hon.
Thomas H. Haskell, justice presiding.
Prayer was ottered by the Rev. Dr. Hill of the
First Parish church.
The

following traverse jurors

were

empanneled:

Frauds W. Cunningham, Portland.
Leslie IV. Sanborn, Naples.
Albion K. P. Dresser. Fownal.
(,. F. Davis, Kavmond,
E. 11. Hacker, Brunswick.
Daniel F. iluzzey, Windham.
John Q. A. Jordan, Cape Elizabeth.
George H. Jordan, Freeport.
Levi J. Jones, Portland.
Horace Meserve, Standisb.
Gardner M. Parker, Gorliain.
William C. Sawyer, Portland.
Foreman—William C. Sawyer.
Supernumeraries—Henry P. Cox, Portland; Alfred T. Small, Yarmouth; Daniel Wilson, Falmouth; Albion Hannon, Westbrook and Daniel
C. Mann, Casco.
Excused—Albion Hannon.
Tile continued docket numbers 179 cases.
Twelve cases have been marked for trial at tikis
term, several of which are important ones.
The case oi Benjamin F. Andrews vs. the City
of Portland has been assigned for trial on Thursday morning.
There befug uu case ready for trial today, the
jury was excused until 10 o’clock Wednesday
morning, and tile court adjourned until that time.
SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BON'KEY.

Tuesday—The traverse Jury was einpannelled
as follows:
Josiali S. Shirley, foreman, Gorham.
J. Doughty, Cape Elizabeth.
Samuel 1C. Kemp, Windham.
Frauk E. Larrabee, Scarboro.
Isaac Lobdell, Powual.
George F. Loring, North Yarmouth.
E. M. Morgan, New Gloucester.
William Fennell, Brunswick.
Alison L. Thornes, Harrison.
Philip W. Wiggin, Baldwin.
Albion Ward,

Excused—-Wliliam Allen, Charles A. B. Morse,

Portland; Alonzo It. Jewell, Sebago; Jesse Plummer. Raymond.
The grand jury reported about 11 o’clock. They
returned forty-five indictments, including sixlycight peisons, thirty six for violation of the

Honor law.
The following have been made public:
Janies Kennedy and Thomas Lully, receiving
stolen goods.

Harry Austin, larceny.

George Murray, larceny.
Willis W. Gray, larceny.
John A. West, John A. Carroll and Michael
Driscoll, breaking, entering and larceny—three*
indictments.
Frederic E. Libby, Thomas Pardou and Charles
E. Randall, breaking, entering and larceny.
William Smith, breaking and entering.
Murray, assault and battery.
George Parker, assault on a police officer.
assault and battery.
McGraw,
Hattie Dubois, house of 111-fame.
Rose McGregor, bouse of ill-fame.
Benjamin F. Iloife. cheating by false pretences.
Hattie Dubois, enticing for purposes of prostiPatrick A.

James

titution.
John Freeman. polygamy.
Israel Leavitt, perjury.
Martin J. Flaherty, nuisance.
Jerry O’Shea, nuisance.
Thomas J. ltiley and George Jackson, nuisance.
Patrick Cady, nuisance.
The following arraignments were made:
Benjamin F. liolfe was arraigned on an indictment for cheating by false pretences in selling a
horse as bis property and representing it free of

previously mortgaged
He pleaded not

the horse to Oren Hooper & Son.

George Murray pleaded not guilty to an indictment charging him with Hie larceny of wearing
apparel, the property of Hannah E. Wilson. V.
0. Wilson was assigned by the court to defend
him.
George Parker, charged with a felonious assault
upon police officer Sterling, pleaded not guilty,
and Frank W. Kobilison was assigned bythe court
to defend him.
William Smith pleaded not guilty to an indictment for breaking and entering and larceny, and
the court assigned W. G. Chapman to defend hfm.
Harry Austin, indicted for the larceny of a horse
lmggy and harness, the property of Charles W.
Brown, pleaded not guilty.
Janies McGraw, charged with committing an
assault and battery upon Elden H. Barrows,pleaded not guilty, and tlie court assigned C. II. Boothby to his defence.
Hattie Dubois pleaded not guilty to an indictment charging her with keeping and maintaining
a house of ill-fame.
She was also arraigned on
an indictment for enticing a girl to a house of illfainefortbe purpose of indiscriminate prostitution, and pleaded not guilty.
John Freeman, indicted for polygamy in marrying two girls here In the city, an account of which
we gave at the time of his arrest,
pleaded nolo
contendere, which is equivalent to a plea of guilty.
He will not he sentenced until the last of the term.
John A. Carroll and John A. West were each
arraigned on three indictments charging them
with breaking and entering the stores of fioscoe
G. Hall, Janies B. Hall and James F. Hancock, in
G;ay, and the larceny of goods therefrom, and
pleaded not guilty to eacii. Michael Driscoll, who
was Indicted with them.was too sick to he brought
into court.
Winis W. Gray, indicted for the larceny of
goods from Mary M. Corson, pleaded guilty.
-Patrick A. Murray, indicted for an assault and

battery upon police officer Flank, pleaded not
guilty, and Frank II. Waterhouse was assigned to
defend

him.

Frederic E. Libby, charged with breaking and
entering the eating house of Henry B. Shaw and
stealing cigars, pleaded not guilty.
Thomas J. O’Reilley, George Jackson, Margaret Sullivan. Mary A. King, Jolm Baxter, John 11.
Malloy, Thomas Smith, Richard Collins. Jr., Geo.
Webster. James Welch, Daniel Welch, Andrew
Lang and Kate Lang were arraigned on nuisance
indictments, pleaded not guilty, and gave hall
from day to day.

William H. Quinn, on two nuisance indictments,
and three cases of search and seizure, was sentenced In the aggregate to fifteen months in Jail.
John McGill, on a search and seizure, was sendays in Jail. Committed.
John Brown was arraigned on
dictment and pleaded not guilty.

a

captain

and

crew

of the

wrecked

terday by Representative Reed, urging Conprohibit the landing of mackerel
caught between March and June each year.
Several thousand
people of Maine have
signed these petitions.
Yesterday morning about 7 o’clock Patrick Carey, who lives on Washington
gress to

taken with a fit near the corner
A
of Washington and Congress streets.
team was summoned and lie was carried
home.
The Portland Company are building the
engines for the new whaling steamer Angelia B. Nickerson, now lying at their wharf.
The company has completed the boiler for
the steamer and it will be
placed in position
tomorrow
The steamer is about 80 feet in
length and is ow ned by Captain Nickerson
of Provincetown.
street,

was

In a note to the Pnns.s the signal service
our attention to the
fact that
though no storm prevailed here on
to

observer calls

Sunday

the westward there were heavy winds with
squalls of snow. From reports of vessels
coming Monday this appears to have been
the case, and therefore the display of the

Sunday was
had supposed.
red flag on

not misleading as we

Cenealogical Society.
This society will hold its annual meeting
for choice of officers, Ac., at Reception Hall,
on Tuesday evening,
January 19, at 7.30
o’clock. F. M. Ray, Esq., will read a “Batch
of old Papers” prominent among which is a
Journal of Capt. Daniel Lunt, also an autograph paper of General Washington. Mr.
Maine

the “EastJohn T. Hull will read paper
Mr. L.
ern Cemetery and its Associations.”
B. Chapman will have something interesting
on the “Location of .Stroudwater.” Other
papers are expected, and the public are hr
vited.
a

ent be stated.

PERSONAL.
The funeral services of Mrs. Martha L.
Robie, widow of Francis B. Robie late of
Gorham, who died at Auburn, Monday, will
be held at Gorham tomorrow at 2 p. m.
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Seth B. Day
in Boswortli Post and Relief Corps gave them
a surprise party Monday night, it being their
25th wedding anniversary. There was music,
remarks and a clam boil.
Miss Warren of the

High

School received

leave of absence lately, and Miss Eugenie
Cushing of Turner, a graduate of Oberlin
College, and a neiee of Senator Hale, has
been appointed to fill the place.
Mr. Harry Andrews, so widely known as
a

“Rambler,”

accomplished ^correspondent
of the Lewiston Journal, has been spending
a week in Washington
with his attractive
bride, formerly Miss May, of Lewiston. The
journalistic fraternity wish the happy pair
abundant prosperity and happiness.
the

M. 11. Matson.

Toronto:

W. TTnti-hinys.

given

at

the

Metropolitan

Club, Washington, Monday night to Mr.
Walker Blaine. Among those present were
Gen. Sheridan, who presided; Senators Halo
Evarts and Butler of South Carolina, Gov.
Curtin, Hon. George B. Loring, Gen. Beale,
Gen. Anderson, Gov. Crosby, Gen. Hazen,
Mr. J. li. Lobey, Dr. F. B. Loring, Messrs.
Hopkins, Coffey, David King of New York,
Preston of Kentucky and Aulieh Palmer.

on

of

Knights

i'he anniversary of Ivanhoe Lodge, which
occurred last evening, calls for more than

mention, as Jit shows the wonderful
growtli of Ivanhoe Lodge during the five

were

years of its existence.
Part first of the programme

opened with
by Chandler’s orchestra, which
was rendered in their usual good style. Next
came the “Peasant’s Wedding March” by a
quartet, composed of Mrs. Morrison, Miss
an

overture

Brown, Messrs. Thurston and Shaw, which
was highly appreciated by the large audiMiss Gookins read “The Deacon’s
ent.
Story” in such a happy manner as to receive
a recall, when she rendered “The Baldheaded
Man,” which created much merriment. After a solo by Miss Brown, which was finely
rendered, Miss Carle recited the tragic story
of “Lady Maud’s Oath,” and in response to
The
an encore gave a humorous selection.
duet of “The Pilot” by Messrs. Thurston
and Shaw was encored, and “If I had but a
thousand a year” was sung in an especially
fine manner. Mrs. Morrison rendered the
solo of “Ohe Mamma,” with peculiar sweetness and expression.
She received an enthusiastic recall and in response gave
“Twickenham Ferry,” much to the delight
of the audience. This ended the first part of
the programme, when Past Chancellor H. I.
Nelson stepped on to the platform and announced the next number (which was not
down on the bills) would be given by Reuben
A. Wills, ‘who called for Past Chancellor
Ernest True, and in a short speech presented Mr. True with an elegant gold headed
cane, bearing the following inscription:
Presented
to

Ernest True, P. C.,
by the
Members of Ivanhoe Lodge, No. 25, K. of P.
1880.

resj»onded in a
marks, after recovering from
Mr. True

few
his

witty resurprise.
by the or-

In tlie second part, after music
chestra, Past ^Chancellor, ITenry I. Nelson
read the lodge history from its inception to
the present time. It was especially entertaining, and gave some important statistics in
regard to relief work accomplished during

the year. The humorous allusions contained in the history were funny in the extreme,
as was evinced by the manner in which they
were received by the knowing ones.
Libby,
Berry, Ricker & Company of course came in
for a fair share of raillery.
The balance of the programme was made
up of good numbers, including reading of
“Socrates Snooks” by Miss Gookins, which
was encored; duet by Miss Brown and Mrs,
Morrison; Kotzschmar’s “Christmas Carol”
and music by the orchestra.
The piano duet by Mr. and Mrs. Kotzsclimar, which we omitted to mention in the
first part was rendered in their usual artistic
manner, being especially noticeable for its

brilliancy and finish. Being recalled, they
gave the latter part of the number to great
acceptance; also the march from “Lenore
Symphony,” by Raff,

was

exquisitely

per-

formed.
After the exercises in the main hall, the
company repaired to the banquet hall, where
dancing was enjoyed till a late hour.

The fifth aniversary of Ivanhoe
orner success ior

us

Historian

scores an-

10 curomcie.

MAINE VESSELS IN THE CALE.

Henry

The

Reported
Sunday.

Warner

AM

Right

O’Dee, Capt. Miller, at
Boston from Halifax, was out in the late
gale and shipped large quantities of water
fore and aft. She reports on Sunday, about
eighty miles east of Boston Light, saw
schooner Mary Sprague of Thomaston, from
Philadelphia for Boston, flying a signal of
The steamer Linn

distress.
five

Lowered
and

men,

lifeboat, manned by
went within hall of the
a

schooner. Found that she was in fair condition, but wished to be towed in.
Capt.
Miller declined to undertake this job. As

alongside the Linn O’Dee
badly injured, just after the crew
had got out of her.
January 10, at noon,
about 80 miles east of Boston Light, passed
barque Henry Warner, Capt. Keed, from

New

and

Important

she

Evidence Said

to Have Been Discovered.

Jeffrey Gerrior, captain of the schooner
Racer, was to have been examined before
Commissioner Ilallett in the United States
Court in Boston yesterday, on a charge of
scuttling his vessel sixteen miles off Cape
Elizabeth, but as Assistant District Attorney
Blodgett, who is to conduct the case for the
prosecution, was not ready to go on, the case
was continued until Wednesday.
It Is understood that new and important evidence
against the captain has been discovered, one
of the crew having stated that he can swear
that he saw the former cut a hole in the
schooner.
Perils of the Sea.
The mate, Willis Dudley, and four sailors
of the wrecked schooner George Nevinger,
Capt. Merrill, passed through this city yesterday on their way from Wood End, where
the vessel was,wrecked,to their homes in Gardiner and Bath.
They told an interesting

story of their experience and hardships. The
Nevinger was bound from New' Bedford to
Portland with

cargo of guano, and was
struck by the storm when off Cape Cod Friday night. The schooner nearly succeeded
a

making harbor at Wood End, when the
jib was blown away. Both anchors were
then let go and the vessel held until daylight, The anchors dragged after daybreak,
and the chains were slipped, allowing the
vessel to go ashore. All hands were obliged
to take to the rigging, the mate and four
sailors climbing into the fore-rigging, and
in

a

the captain securing refuge in the mainrigging. A crowd of about one hundred and
fifty gathered on the beach, but were enable
to render any assistance to the imperilled
seamen, until Dudley, making a coil of the
fore halliards, succeeded in throwing the line
to the shore. A heavy line was then sent on
board from the

beach,

and

the

five men on

the fore-rigging got safely to land.
The captain was still on board, clinging
to the main-rigging.
Dudley, however, taking a line made his way through the surf to
the schooner anil heroically rescued Captain
Merrill.
The Nevinger was owned by J. Perkins
and others of Gardiner.
She was of 222
tons. When the crew left Wood End for
home they were accompanied by thirty-five
men who had been wrecked on Cape Cod in

the great storm.
■■

—

There was a large attendance at the meeting of the Longfellow Chautauqua Circle
held Monday evening.
The first name on
the programme was Mabel R. Jordan, who
read a short but interesting essay on Carthage. Then followed “Incidents of Roman
Heroism” by Mrs. H. C. Fitcli, Miss Belle
Ayres, Miss Watts and Miss Noyes. An essay on th.e “History of the Roman Catholic

Church” was read by Mrs. George Bagley.
Catholicism was then taken up and discussed by the circle, the result showing a great

diversity

of

that if the

opinion.
masses

The leading idea was
of the Catholic church

better educated Catholicism would decline. After recess came the much looked
were

pronouncing match, with Mr. A. T.
Laughlin as referee, and Mr. R. H. Turner
and Warren Cole as captains of the respecfor

tive sides. The record stood 16 to 12 at the
close of the first trial in favor of Mr. Turner's side. On Mrs. J. W. Bashford retiring
from the programme committee, Mrs A. M.
was chosen to fill the vacancy.
Four

was

Buenos Ayres for Boston. She seemed to
be in good condition and wished to be re-

ported.
The schooner Isaac Carlton, Capt. E. E.
Drisko, of Jonesport, before reported ashore
at Scituate, went into Boston Bay on Friday
night and was beating about until 8 a. m.,

Saturday, constantly washed with the heaviest seas. The wind finally headed her off
so that she drifted in among the breakers.
She let go both anchors, but steadily
dragged, The boats were smashed and the
forward house washed away. The crew took
to the rigging, where they remained for
seven hours from 8 to 3.
The Isaac Carlton
was a fine new schooner of 433 tons, built at
Columbia Falls only two years ago She was
mostly owned there by Isaac Carlton.
Messrs. J. S. Emery & Co. of Boston owned
a small portion.
There was only $4000 insurance on the vessel.
The cargo of coal
was fully insured.
It was consigned by
A survey was to
Castner & Co., Boston.
have been held on the vessel yesterday, and
it was thought that she could be saved.

Capt. Lincoln

Baker of Boston states
that the escape of himself and crew from the
schooner Theresa, which they were wrecking at Hyannis, was miraculous. The gale,
he states, was the worst he ever experienced.

The splendid work done by his crew of
in rescuing the crew of the
schooner White Foam may be judged from
the fact that although they had themselves
just escaped death, they volunteered to go to
the rescue of the schooner when it appeared

lightermen

almost certain death to venture. In sixty
minutes after the men were landed on the
of the White
Foam was to be seen. The White Foam was
bound from Perth Amboy to Portland, with
She will be, toa cargo of 275 tons of coal.

lighter’s

deck not a

getherjwith

added to the rolls.
The
next meeting will be held at the residence of
Mr. Warren Cole, 229 Cumberland street.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft’s Sale.
Commencing today Eastman Bros. & Ban-

croft will offer to the public a series of great
bargains in linens and household goods.
This will be the firm’s ninth annual sale,
and these sales have now become fixed features of trade in Portland.
Householders
from all parts of the State to secure
the great
bargains offered. Our advertising
columns tell the whole story this morning,
and we can
only say that if our readers wish
to secure the best of articles at low prices
they should be on hand

come

early.
Knights of Labors
A free public meeting in the
interests of
the labor question will be held in the
Opera
House, Biddeford, Friday evening of this
week, under the auspices of the united assemblies of Knights of Lnbor in Biddeford
and Saco. There will be speeches by John
M. Todd of this city and local speakers. It
fs proposed to continue the lectures at intervals throughout the winter.

her cargo, a total loss.

aftamnnn.

hpt.wppn

9

nrul
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lire was discovered in the bows of
the three masted schooner Bradford
C.
French, discharging coal at the wharf near
the round house of the eastern division of
the Boston & Maine Railroad at Turner’s
Island.
The fire originated in the engine
room and was supposed to have been caused

o’clock,

by somebody’s tampering with

the.fire and

leaving the drafts open. The flames worked
their way along the bows
of the
vessel,
and it was feared that the 1330 tons of coal
in the cargo would be set on fire, in.which
case it would have been almost impossible to
save the vessel.
In response to a call for help the fire boat
and steamer No. 3 were sent to the scene and
succeeded in extinguishing the flames at about
7 o’clock. The steamer was supplied with
water by cutting through the flooring of the
wharf. The intense cold made the fighting
of the fire anything but comfortable work,
and the men were nearly frozen before the
fire was put out. The position of the fire in the
bows of the schooner also increased the difficulties of the firemen.
Engineer Wiggin of
The
steamer No. 3 froze two of his fingers.
railroad officials provided£a good supper for
the men.
The Bradford C. French is owned by J. B.
Phillips of Taunton, and commanded by
Capt. Conroy. She readied this port the day
before yesterday with 1330 tons of coal from
Newport News, Va. The damage sustained
by the vessel is not extensive.

Smith

new names were

vestige

Fire on the C. B. French.
Vftsfo.rrlav

Dropped Dead.

yesterday afternoon Mr.
James Duffy, employed on the State of
About 5 o’clock

waiter, and who had been cleaning paint on the steamer, left the vessel for
On the corner of Maple and Comhome.
Mr.
mercial streets Duffy dropped dead.
Evans, the truckman, was passing and took
Duffy home to his residence at No. 60 Pleasant street. Dr. Warren was called, but could
Coroner Gould
not give the cause of death.
Maine

an

inquest

unnecessary.

Incipient Fire.
incipient fire was discovered yesterday

afternoon in the cellar of Mr. Charles Clark’s
house on Myrtle street, caused by hot ashes
in barrels. Mr. Beale the truant office helped extinguish the flames. The cellar ceiling
was

cores were

Tonight will

occur

ORCHESTRA.
one

of

the musical

events of the winter at City Hall. The Boston Symphony Orchestra, C2 musicians, will
appear with Misses O’Brion and Radecki, soloists. Owing to exchange of tickets Mr.
Stockbridge has some 300 excellent seats for
sale. No seats will be exchanged today.
Half fare will be asked on the Maino Central, and there will be late trains over tlie
Grand Trunk. The programme will be a delightful one and has already been .published
in this paper.

considerably

burned.

Our readers have probably noticed an advertisement in our columns of W. D. Little
& Co. regarding Florida and we would state
in connection therewith that Mr. J. H. Fobs
the general manager jof said company, will
be at the office of Messrs. Little until Friday
afternoon to answer all inquiries and to give
any information desired.
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CONCERT AND SKATING PARTY.

Tlie concert and skating party given at tlie
Bijou last evening by the Maine State Fife,
Drum and Bugle Corps and Sliepley Camp,
S. of V., was enjoyed by a large party.
Y. M. C. A. COURSE.

At the ninth entertainment to be given at
Hall in the Y. M. C. A. course on
Thursday evening,the Weber’Club will be as-

City

sisted by Miss Brown, Mrs. Morrison, Messrs. Thurston and Shaw, and Mr. Dennett,
reader. Tickets should be secured at Stock-

bridge's

NINTH

at once.
NOTES.

Tickets for Dickinson’s lecture on “Art in
tlie Netherlands” can be secured at Stockbridge’s. The lecture will be given Friday
night in City Hall.
The Reform Club entertainment at Goo d
Templar’s Hall last night was a success.
There was a good sized audience present
and a good programme.
Mrs. Beals read
several selections with good effect and was
encored.
The other parts were all well
Dominick Murray and his theatrical company reached Syracuse, N. Y., Monday from
Montreal, where they have been playing
“Escaped from Sing Sing.” The company
crossed the St. Lawrence river at Ogden sburg on the ice. Tlie ice was too thin to
bear the horses which dragged their property
after them in a huge sleigh, and when they
were part way over it broke, letting the

sleigh and

one of their number into the river,
was rescued witli difficulty. Most
of the costumes and scenery floated away.
The company played Monday night in improvised costumes.

whence he

Fire at Corham.
About 3 a. m. yesterday, during the severe
cold, the house of Freeman Fairbanks, at
Gorham, took tire, probably from a defect in
tlie chimney, and notwithstanding the efforts
of the neighbors it was consumed.
Some of

vvnen the
City of Columbus was wrecked on Gay Head
Mr. Fairbanks was a passenger.
He saved
his life and lost all his household goods. He
is a most deserving man, a member of the
First Parish, Gorham, and it is hoped the
parish and villagers will take his case in
hand and help him.
Fair at Kavanagh Halt.
The fair in aid of the Cathedral which was
discontinued during the Christmas holidays,
reopened Monday evening in Kavanagh Hall.
The very cold weather of the past two evenings prevented a large attendance, but it is
expected that the hall will be well filled this
evening. The tables still present a very attractive appcarance]and display many useful
and ornamental articles,
which the ladies
are selling at reasonable prices.
An additional donation of a pair of panel pictures has
been made by Mr. Owen Murray, to the
St. Dominic’s choir table. The fair will continue through this week.
Last

Night’s
ltoasted apples were plenty at the Grand
Trunk wharves last night. A watchman
Fire.

named Brown discovered fire in a car loaded
with apples for shipment to Europe, at quarter past one, and an alarm was sent in from
box 16. The department responded quickly,
but the car and its contents were so thor-

oughly ignited that the apples were spoiled
and the frame-work of the car pretty well
demolished before the flames were extinguished. The apples came from Canada.
The fire caught from the stove placed in the
car to keep the freight from freezing.
Thatcher Relief

Corps.

Tlie ladies of Thatcher Belief Corps held
their first
anniversary at the hall of
Thatcher Post last evening. About 200
were present and found the occasion most

100 pieces 16 inch all Linen
5 1-2 cents yard.

Crash,

50 pieces 20 inch, all Linen
6 1-2 cents yard.

Crash,

25 pieces 17 inch, Glass
8 cents yard.
50 pieces 16 inch,
8 cents yard.

1 case Crochet
1

“

1

“

We again announce to our patrons that
the recurrence of our Great Annual Sale
of Linens and Housekeeping Goods, will
bring to them no disappointment, for
we confidently expect to eclipse all our
former efforts in this line.
Fully appreciating what we are undertaking we will only say:
We shall offer in this sale such UNPARALLELED BARGAINS that all must
be pleased and satisfied, and we hope to
be able to maintain our former reputation.

1
1
1

1

1
1

success

Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Portland—Catharine Cushing and others to Sidney W. Thaxter, land. $1 and other considera-

tion.

Cumberland—Rufus A. Soule to Henry L. Ham-

ilton, land. $40.

New Gloucester—Seth S. Hammond and
Allen H. and Kliza J. Jordan, land.
other consideration.
Bridgton—Frederick Stone to Emma
land and buildings. $1.
Harrison—Ann M. Perry to Nathaniel S.
to

land.

others
$1 and

Gibbs,
Wight,

Bleached Table
12-4.

the added result that
each member will be benefited, if at ail, in
inverse proportion to the amount which he
contributes. The whole scheme of mutual
insurance by assessment, to be paid only on
the death of a member, is outside of the prin-

death, with

ciples which regulate the conduct of sound
insurance companies, and the head of a family who undertakes to provide in this way
for those who will be left helpless by his
death may only substitute one form of risk
for another.
Life insurance is the worst
possible field in which to make experiments,
and where there are so many stable companies in which to insure, there is no excuse

trying those which
or certainly unsafe.
for

are

new, or

doubtful,

In this city, Jan. 12, by Rev. Henry Blanchard,
George H. Waters of Lynn and Mis* Leafy B.
Chandler of Portland.
In this city, Jan. 11, at the residence of Charles
A. Cushing, Esq., bv Kev. C. H. Daniels, Thomas
F. Brown and Afiss Therese R. Woodbury.
In Farmington, Jan. 7, by J. C. Holman, EsqNelson Beckw ith, of Cambridge, Mass., and Miss
Capitola L Fillsbury of Farmington.
In Buxton. Dee. 31. Squire 1- Libby and Miss
Alice C. Emery of Buxton.
In Buxton, Dec. 24, James E. Eaton and Miss
Alary E. Fields.

TOWELS.
50 dozen Cotton Duck Towels, size
16 x 36, at only 3 cents each.
50 dozen all Linen Bleached Huck
Towels, size 16 x 30, at only 5

Covers,

1

on

Thursday afternoon at

1

Three Little Maids

Miss Carrie Ware, Milford, N. H., had a sore
in her ear, which spread over her neck and
In two days after she
both sides of her face.
began taking Hood's Sarsaparilla the sore commenced to heal, and in a week it was all healed up.
Jessie F. Dolbeare. Pascoag, R. I., had no appetite or strength, and felt tired all the time. Hood's
Sarsaparilla restored her appetite and strength.
come

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Slass.

100 Doses One Doliar
aprl
dSwiynim

inches

case Ladies’ Merino Underwear,
duced to 25 cents.

re-

specialty.

a

25 dozen Bleached Damask

els, Knotted Fringe, size]

Wrapper

12-4 Gray

$3.75 pair.

1 lot veryilue Crib Blankets

Very line French and German Dress
Goods from $1.00 to 50 cents yard.
Fine Black Cashmere from 75 to 50 cents
yard.

I

$3.00

Blankets

$2.00 pair.

Heavy Gray Shirting Flannel
“

HAMERCHIEFS.

Fine

“

“

Heavy

“

“

“

“

“

100 doz. Ladies’ All Linen Border Handkerchiefs, fine quality, sold only in
lots of four for 25 cents.

Tow20 x

“

Equally good bargains in Towels
at 50, 62, 75, 88 cents and $1

1 Lot Butchers’ Frocking Linen,
inches wide, only 21 cents yard.

each.

“

“

Gray

25c

“

Blue

“

25c

“

12 l-2c

“

“
“

“

“
“

8c

“

10c

“

10,12 l-2c

“

50c

“

42c

“

Heavy

“

“

50c

“

Fine

“

“

62 and 75c

“

“

$1.50

6-4 Wool Suitings

to

$3.00

40

TRIMMINGS.
Feathering Trimmings in fall line of
shades reduced from $1.50 to $1.00 yd
Loop Fringes reduced to 50c on a dollar.
Braids, Gimps, Clasps, Buckles and all
other Trimmings at same rate.

Bancroft.

&

25c

Heavy 6-4 Gray Repellant
Good All Wool Cassimere

W

Eastman Bros.

“

12 l-2c yd
“
22c

“

White Shaker

BUTCHERS’ LI11

43 at 25 cents.

“

Check Shirting
Bro. Cotton

“

1 Lot White Pure Silk, Hemstitched
Handkerchiefs, worth $6.00 per doz.,
arrived too late for Holiday trade,
will be sold at only 25 cents each.

“

All Wool Red

“

TowRed

75 to

All Wool French Dress Goods from 68 to
47 cents yard.

Gray $1.75

11-4 White Wool Blankets

case

1 case

Barnsley Huck Towels,
x 44, at 18 cents.

50 dozen Bleached Damask
e!s, with Knotted Fringe,
Border, at 20 cents.

50 inch Homesunn reduced from
34 cents yard.

pair.

25 dozen Brown Hnck Towels, size
22 x 48, SPECIAL, 15 cents.

T o- Day.

SHEETING!

Jerseys
Have become

Ml,LETT It LITTLE.

a

Staple

Cloaks! Furs! Shawls!

Everything else

|
Fur Trimmed Dolmans and Rus$3.50
sian Circulars

|

2.00

Alaskas,

and
5.00

ed lot

SABLE LINED CIRCULARS.
_

Old ones.

We haven’t many
Old ones, but
What
Are

we

to be sold

Cheap
and if

To-day;
All sell

LYNX SETS.

have

going

they don’t

to-day the

Balance will be sold

OPOSSUM SETS.

Trimmed, 14
Beaver, Coon and Nutria
10.00
styles
Muffs.
Seal Plush Sacks,
FUR TRIMMINGS.
12 qualities
20.00 to 60.00

To-morrow.
The qualities

shapes

And
Are

ih>8«

Just the

Odd lot Longsacks
Newmarkets and
$2.50
Havelocks

marked at

extremely low prices.

in

Commencing to-day.
a

few

Girls’ Cloaks and
a

492 & 494

Congress
°

St.

dozen

for five years; secured by
WANTED-$3300;
first and only mortgage
Florida orange
worth

Boys’ Overcoats

on

*11,000; interest eight per cent;
itrove,
title perfect; principal and interest guaranteed if
desired. F. G. PATTERSON, 18 Broadway, New
Fork.13-1

Which must be sold.
Prices have been made

member of the United
WANTED.-Every
Order of the Pilgrim Fathers to be present
of
it the election
officers, to tie held Thursday
evening. Jan. 14th, as there Is business of importance to be transacted.
K. B. FOSSETT, Secretary.
]anl3-lt

Fine imported
Garments for

to sell staple goods
WANTKD-Salesman
commission: profits according to energy and
of
on

Small children,

salesman. Address stating age and
ability
experience and giving real name, BOX 764, Hart13-1
ford, Ct.

Will be sold at
d3t

ANTKD-A
\V
TV
a man of

situation as day or night nurse
by
experience, best of reference
given. JOHN CALLAHAN, rear 41 Oxford

Half price.

street.

Glove sale continues to-day.

The Great North American Remedy for
COUGHS, COIjOS, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, EOSS OF VOICE, HOARSENESS and THROAT AFFECTIONS.
AN

All Respectable Chemists and General Dealers.

GRAY'S SYRUP cures the worst forms of Coughs
and Colds.
GRAY’S SYRUPcures sore throat and hoarseness.
GRAY’S SYRUP gives immediate relief in Bronchitis.
GRAY’S SYRUP is the best remedy for Asthma.
GRAY’S SYRUP relieves Croup and Whooping

IMPORTANT

jan

FOK

ANNOUNCEMENT.

I have no hesitation in saying that by using
Baker’s Great American Specific in season, it will
prevent amt cure what might be a fatal case of
diphtheria. 1 have cured two children with it, and
am satisfied if I had knowu of this remedy in
season, it would have saved the lives of two who
died of this dreadful disease.
JOHN J. BENNETT,
Master Steamer “Franconia,” Portland. Me.
lstorAthtf
decMW&F14

THE HURON

Cough.

SpecialPiano Notice!

PRICE 35 CENTS.
Wholesale Warehouse:
Factory: Rouse’s Point.
220 State Street, Boston. janlleodlstor4tliplm

IS THE BEST.

Ask Yoar Groeer for it.

Take No Other.

<lecS_

School Boots at Cost
purpose ®f anhtins the hard
working parents who And a difficulty in
obtaining good school Boots cheap, I will
sell the best quality of Children’s School
Boots at prime cost for a short time.
For

the

M. G. PALMER.
oct26

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

J.

W.
7

AH

dBm

janZA

COLCORD,

BOYD

STREET.
dtf

13-1

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Anetioneers and Commission Mere hauls
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

chicTering

F. O. BAILEY.
niarl4

A Fresh Stock Now

NEW MODEL RANGE,

IN

Table and Dairy Salt

HOUSE.

AUCTION SALE*,

GRAY’S SYRUP Is an excellent palliative in Con-

sumption.
GRAY’S SYRUP relieves all affections of Throat,
Lungs and Chest.
GRAY'S SYRUP is superior to any medicine offered for all the above complaints.

LET-The upper tenement in 311 Spring
TO St.;
sunny exposure; good repair. Apply at

(lit

13

13-1

NAI.K-A new traverse runner pung,
D. Jordan’s make; very cheap. WM. A.
13-1
JORDAN, at Chamberlin & Homsted’s.

Owen, Moore & Go.

DIPHTHERIA.

appointed

WILLIAM PURRINGTON, late of Portland,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of sain deceased, are rethe same; and all persons inijuired to exhibit
debted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
CHARLES H. ALLEN, of Standisli, Adm’r.
Portland, Jan. 6th, 188*.
janl3dlaw3w*W

A few Silk ones,

We have

d3t

Notick

Several

janlS

hlpurh.

is hkrkbt riven, that the
subscriber has been duly
and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

Which will do it.

EASTMAN BROS & BANCROFT

ta

declS

Fine French Jerseys’and

Quotations above represent some Special Lots
but all goods in these departments are

pfltiinpesi

MILLETT & LITTLE.

To mark down some

Himalayan, Velvet, Beaver, Cashmere and
Camel’s Hair
Shawls.

nml

thing for

House Jackets or

To wear under cloaks.

Children’s Garments

width,

good;

We have also decided

SHAWLS.

uncommon

at 17 cents per yard, regular price 30
cents.
2 bales 10-4 wide at 17 cents, regular
goods worth 25 cents.
3 bales 8-4 wide at 15 cents, worth
23 cents.
3 bales 8-4 wide 14 cents, regular
goods 20 cents.
3 bales 7-4 wide at 12 cents, regular
goods 18 cents.
3 bales 6-4 wide at 10 cents, worth 18
cents.
3 bales 5-4 wide at 8 cents, worth 15
cents.
3 bales 40 inch wide at 6 cents, worth
8 cents.
4 bales 36 inch at 5 1-2 cents, worth
7 cents.
All of the above are in lengths from
1 1-2 yards to 10 yards. We call special attention to the quality of tnese
goods as they are noted for their clear-

Excel the

BEAVER SETS, Black
and Colored.

assort-

following prices:
1 bale 11-4 wide,

Produced, which

Real Siberian Squirrel Fur Lined
Circulars.

|

are

Constantly being

FURS.

LADIES’ (iARMTS.

We have purchased from the Lockwood Manufacturing Company, 25 bales
in
short
of Unbleached Sheetings,
lengths, at agreat reduction from regular goods. We offer them commencing
THIS MORNING at 8 o’clock, at the

Like

New goods

city.

Bright, fresh and charming, say they owe their
good health and clear complexions to Hood's Sar
saparilla. Everyone may have good health by
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which cures scrofula,
salt rheum, dyspepsia, biliousness, rheumatism,
catarrh, kidney and liver complaints, and all diseases caused or promoted by Impure blood or low
If you feel tired and all
state of the system.
worn out, Hood's Sarsaparilla will renew your
and
vitalize
enrich your blood.
and
strength,
The little daughter of Mrs. Charles Brewster,
Buffalo, N. Y., suffered greatly with sties on her
eyes. Hood's Sarsaparilla completely cured her.

32

36 inch All Wool Dress Flannel reduced
from 38 to 25 cents yard.

pair.

50 dozen Cream Damask Towels,
Border, size 20 x 40, worth 20
cents, at 12 1-2 cents.

25 dozen
size 23

10-4 Silver

1 case heavy

50 dozen Bleached Huck Towels,
Red Border, 18 x 36, at only 10
cents each.
50 dozen Bleached Damask Towels, Red Border, size 18 x by 40,
very cheap, 10 cents.

o'clock,

Gorham.
In Boothbay, Dec. 30, Mamie A., wife of Fred
M. Blake, aged 18 years 5 months.
In Wiscasset. Dec. 19, Mary Ann Swett, aged
78 years 8 months.
In Minneapolis, Jan. 4, Freddie Eastman, aged
5 years 2 months,—son of Albert C. Loring and
grandson of Cliarles M. Goring, formerly of this
at

Cretonne,

Ladies’ Silk Hose

Bought for samples,

2

Drapery

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Hosiery
selling VERY CHEAP.

8-4,

ham.

[Funeral

case

Hosiery l Underwear

BLANKETS.

cents each.

DEATHS.
In this city, Jan. 12, James A. Daily, aged 23
years B months. [St John, NB, papers copy.]
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In Auburn, Jan. 12, Martha L. Robie, aged 73
years,—widow of Francis B. Robie, late of Gor-

1

LADIES’

1 lot Fine all Linen 27 inch Diaper, full 10 yards pieces, usual
price $2.50, at $1.50 per piece.

Half

MARRIACES.

Pillow Case

Article, but

Newmarkets, Fur
and
Astrachan

natural

case 46 inch Bleached
Cotton at 9 cents yard.

LINEN DIAPERS. DRESSGOODS

BRAND MARK DOWN!

upon the death of members. The absence of
such a fund presupposes the constant addition of new members to V ke the place of
those who die, and, failing to obtain the ada

1

Case

Foulard Dress Cambrics 6 1-4 cents.

Covers, $2 each.
Sets, 8-4, 10-4 and

Bleached Damask
10-4 and 12-4.

I

ets

itself must die

Pillow

wide, at 10 cents yard.
Batting, full pound rolls, 8 cents.

1 lot 8-4 all Linen Cream Covers,
Red Border, at $1.0o each.

Gents’ Hosiery very cheap.

25 dozen 5-8 all Linen Napkins,
50 cents dozen.
25 dozen 5-8 all Linen Napkins,
62 cents dozen.
25 dozen 5-8 all Linen Napkins,
75 cents dozen.
25 dozen 5-8 all Linen Napkins,
88 cents dozen.
50 dozen 5-8 all Linen Napkins,
$1.00 dozen.
Full assortment, all better grades.
100 dozen Glass Doylies 42 cents
dozen.
50 dozen 22 inch Cream Doylies,
$1.25 dozen.
50 dozen German T. R. Doylies,
75 cents dozen.

Newmarkets

concern

Bleached
case 42 inch
Cotton at 8 cents yard.

prices.

NAPKINS.

The only safe basis for a life insurance organization is the accumulation of a fund
which shall be applied to the payment of
certain obligations or policies which fall due

ditional members, the

Quilts in
and Bine, usual
at only $2 each.

Small lots to close at reduced

Half Bleached Table Damask, 12 1-2 cents yard.
case Turkey Red Table Damask,
20 cents yard.
case Turkey Red Table Damask,
25 cents yard.
case Genuine Renfrew, 58 inch,
Turkey Red Damask, regular
price 50 cents, 36 cents yard.
Damcase German Turkey Red
50
at
68
worth
only
cents,
ask,
cents yard.
case 62 inch Cream Damask, 42
cents yard.
case 62 inch Barnsley Damask,
50 cents yard.

Mixed Cloth Jack-

Insurance that Insures.
[From the Charleston News.]

Marsailes

1

1 lot 8-4 all Linen Drab Tea Cloths
with Red Border, 75 cents each.

of the anniver-

Heading.Arthur Perry
Music.Harry Pettengifi
Heading.Mrs. Perry
Singing.Airs. Littlefield

$I.Ou each.

TABLE COVERS.

Gents’ Undetwear.

case

sary:
Music.Mrs. Perry
Heading.Miss Alaoel Brewer
Heading.Allie Brewer
Duet.Misses Lawton and Wormwood

1 bale fine yard wide Bro. Cotton Sheeting, quantity limited, 4 cents yard.

eacn.

Crash,

Russia

enjoyable. Dancing, an excellent supper
and the following well-rendered programme
contributed to the

COTTONS.

50 cts. each.
GO cts.

•*

Toilet

1 lot Toilanette

TABLEUNENS.
1

“

Buff, Pink
price $5 each,

pieces 16 inch, all Linen Twill
Crash, 10 cents yard.
25 pieces 16 inch, Barnsley Crash,
10 cents yard.
25 pieces 18 inch, Barnsley Crash,
12 cents yard.

Annual Sale!

Quilts,

“

French

25

Toweling,

25

the furniture was saved.
The house was
worth about $400, and was not insured. Mr.
rainmnKs nas Deen a iatea man.

BED SPREADS.

CRASHES.

E. B. & B.

as a

considered
An

NASHVILLE STUDENTS.

The Nashville Students, from the great
Fisk University of Tennessee gave a concert
at City Hall last night and much delighted
the large audience with their reproduetion|of
the old time plantation melodies, camp-meeting songs, and especially their humorous
sketch of “An Evening with Uncle Rasper.’’
The voices were all remarkably good and
well trained, and the soloists excellent. En-

taken.

the boat returned
THE RACER.

-o----■-—

schooner Lookout passed through the city
Monday, on their way home to Lubec. The
particulars of the wreck have been published
in our columns.
Petitions w ere presented in Congress yes-

*

about $5,000.
A reporter for the Pbess called on Mr.
Buffum, at his office, yesterday, and there
met that gentleman and Mr. II. N. Jose.
Both gentlemen said there was no defalcation in the matter, as had been rumored.
Mr. Buffum said that Mr. Gardner had been
living lavishly and had drawn out of the firm
he should have done.
more money than
There was an expert at work on the books at
present. Mr. Gardner had not run away. lie
was with his wife in New York, and would
be home by the end of this week or the first
of next week. There was nothing about the
How much
affair to make a sensation of.
he hail overdrawn, if any, could not at pres-

nuisance in-

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The

grocery firm and told the leading
partner that a note Mr. Gardner had negotiated for $800 for supplies for the company
at Bartlett, N. II., must be cared for by the
firm for the present; that he had no doubt
his firm would pull through all right, but if
sued there might be trouble.
The grocery
firm protested the note. It was also said
that Mr. Gardner had been speculating and
living lavishly,and that he had used up about
$7,000 of his own which he put into the firm
of Gardner, Buffum & Co., and had eaten
into the assets of the firm to the extent of

prominent

A dinner was

Freeport.

Supernumeraries—Edward G. Pennell, Portland; John C. Phcuix, Dcering.

encumbrance when lie had

A week ago yesterday, it was said, Mr.
Gardner came in town as usual to his place
of business. At noon he left his letters, one
directed to his wife, and the other to her
uncle, Capt. Tenney, and then left on the
noon train for New York.
The next day,
or day after, Mrs. Gardner left to join her
husband in New York. It was reported that
a day or two ago Mr. Buffum called on a

Montreal; S. K. Brown, Philadelphia; J. S.
Bradstreet, Gardiner; P. II. Manning, New
York; I). J. Bushrill, St. Louis, Mo.; F. M.
Oliver, Manchester; C. L. Preseott, North
Berwick; 0. E. Peirce, Boston, were among
the guests at the Falmouth Hotel last night.

Albert

guilty.

day which caused considerable comment.
The story ran that some years ago the Bartlett Land and Lumber Co., represented by
H. N. Jose, was sold to Messrs. Edward C.

Lodge,
Pythias

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

ANNIVERSARY

FIFTH

BARTLETT LUMBER COMPANY.

VT. ALLEY
dtf

BUY

PORTLAND.

Opening,

—

—AT—

PATENT

THURSTONS,

—

WITH ITS

—

REFLEX
SOLD ONLY BY

TENNEY
12 EXCHANGE ST.,

SOLE AGENT,

THE

&

CRATE.
—

DUNHAM,
MEPORTLAND,
eouam

<tecl4

3 Free Street Block, Portland.
Art Potter}', Fine Etchings, Engravings,
Paintings, etc.

STOOLS AND COVERS.
Janl2

Tuning

to

Order.

dti

i

i

CYRUS
610
del 7

i\

CONOIIE*?*

DAVIS,
STREET.
eodtl

I

